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Soiling Stock.

Unending.
There is an end to kisses and to sighs,
There is an end to laughter and to tears;
An end to fair things that delight our eyes.
An end to pleasant sounds that eharm our ears;
An end to enmity's foul libelling.
And to the graeious praise of tender friend;
There is an end to all hut one sweet thing—
To love there is no end.

At a recent gathering, where
nearly all
the speakers were practical farmers, and
most <d them engaged in making milk, one
ot them spoke
earnestly and decidedly in
lavor ot soiling the stock.
His opinion
was formed after
grazing his cows for some
years upon natural pastures, upon pastures
formed by ploughing mowing lands and
then re-seeding, and then bv euttin
the
forage and feeding it out in tin1 barn. He
had no doubt but the latter course would he
generally cheaper, and in the long run,
easier and that it
produce more milk
than either of the two former modes.
Bv proper cure in feeding and giving the
stock opportunity for exercise at suitable
imes. the health of the stock could be preserved inst, as perfectly as it is when
they
run in pastures.
Fed and tended in the
barn, they will get clean water regularly
•tnd abundantly, and their meals at regular
intervals.
1 hat will be a great gum over
many pastures, where water is taken from
'-tagnant pools—-sometimes in an offensive
ond it ion--and in other cases, where they
an get. no water good or bad.
At the gathering of the farmers at Lowell,
hist Sept.-inher, Mr. H Sedgwick, ofCornu ill. Ci
referring to the short feed of the
fall of ls71, said :—
“Cur farmers all declare they will not go
back to the old way of feeding stock.
We
« ut
up our straw and everything available.
Many of us have adopted t he plan of steaming the food for our cattle, and we are satisfied from the experiments we have made
that we save a third of our provender bv
As a sample of what this
steaming il.
manner of feeding stock will do, I will r
late an instance of a young man, who, a
year ago this last spring, bought a farm of
T!ie
eighty acres .»f land for .811,000.
•arm then kept eleven cows, four or live
vearlings. and a horse or two. The young
man to >k hold of that farm and
immediately
put in fourteen acres of sowed corn
He
increased the stock to twenty-five rows,
and kept them on twelve acres, feeding
them the sowed corn, and also cutting his
outs green for food.
His receipts the Hist
year were over 8:'100n.
This year he has
immered on tlie same farm twenty -even
cows, and he told me the other
day that his
iwent v-seven rows would average him .8 100
each from the profit, on milk.”
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That warrior rarved an empire with his sword,
The empire now is hut like him—a name;
That statesman spoke and by a burning word
Kindled a nation's heart into a flame;
Now nought is left but ashes and we bring
Our homage to new men. to them we bend:
There i an end to all but one sweet tiling—
To love there is no end.
All beauty fades away, or else, alas!
Men'- eve- grow dim, and thev no beauty see;
The glorious sln.ws of nature pass and pass,
Quickly thev come, as quickly do they flee;
And he who hears the voice of welcoming
Hear next the -low. sad farewell of his friend;
There is an end to all but one sweet tiling—
To lo\ e there is no end.
And lor oursehes—our lather, where is he!
H-iiie. and a inomor> alone remains;
There i- no refuge on a mother's knee
For us. grown old and sad with care and pains:
11rot herloss, -i-lcries-, our way we wend (rove :
To Death's dark lions.* from which we shall not
And >o \\<- ease: yet one thing hath no end—
There is no end to Love.
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Pumpkin's nut Cows. From a peek of
seed dropped and covered in flic gaps of a
corn field, a
dairy of nine cows lias been
kept up to summer millring and the quality
of the butter is super-excellent, and six
heifer calves raised from the above are fat
ns moles.
The cows are fatter, too, than
a majority of the cattle slaughtered.
These
cows have been making about, six
pounds
of butter per week, besides supplying new
milk and cream for a gentleman’s bouse
with sixteen inmates.
The pumpkins are
chopped up in the mangers with a spade,
morning, noon and night, about half a
bushel each time when cut into pieces.
They eat while being milked morning and
night, and they come to the yard and go
into tile stable for half an hour at noon.
Ueets, carrots and some other roots and
small ears of corn will follow, so as to keep
up the milk during winter.
[Cor. of Country Gentleman.
A case was

recently considered by the
I'nited States Supreme Court which is
perhaps the most extraordinary instance
<d the law’s delay that ever occurred.

The ease was one involving the ownership of immense landed estates in Prince

George’s county, Maryland. Not only
the parlies who originally brought the
suit are all dead, but also the defendants,
the counsel on both sides and nearly all
the witnesses.
The property was ad-

mitted to have been once owned bv two
brothers named Crawford, one of whom
was alleged to have been
secretly married
to Betsey Taylor.
Both brothers died
after a time, and Betsey claimed the
property. The claim was disputed by
the only relatives of the deceased brothers
a family
by the name of Blackburn. Before the ease came to lie decided,
however, Betsey died, and her children
In ought the suit.
The Blackburns elaimd that Betsey was not the lawful wife of
Thomas Crawford, that therefore the
children were illegitimate and not entitled
to a share of the
property. The records,
testimony and rulings fill several volumes.
1 he case was before several courts and
tile .judges were always divided.
At
last it reached the Supreme Court, and
the lower Court having decided that there
was
a
marriage, the Supreme Court
affirmed the decision about a month ago,
The Journal of Horticulture, of France,
and the Blackburns were defeated. Since
says that a Fiench farmer has discovered
the ease was first opened, Betsey and her
that the use of tan is an efficient preventatour children have died, also the priest
tive against potato disease.
For three
who married her to Crawford, her sister,
has
he
introduced
a
small quantity of
years
the residue of the bark used in tanning into mother and brother and all the original
The last contestants for the
each hole on planting his potato
and attorneys.

The weights of the heaviest cattle which
competed at the Birmingham show for the
"butcher’s premiums” for fat oxen, were as
follow-1:
Hereford 2,387 pound; Shorthorn, 2,506 pounds; Devon. 1,876 pounds,
and a Scotch ox 2,086 pounds.

property were Betsey’s grandchildren,
wno
by marriage have become the distant
relatives of the Blackburns.
A

gentleman

pretty
wile.
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lady in the presence of hb
lucky 1 did not meet Miss

Hopkins before 1 married you, my dear.’
“Well, yet, if is extremely lucky—for
her,” was the dry rejoinder.

I

for some generations, and that the general’s father left it to him encumbered.
The mortgage was never lifted by the
latter. The. general lived pretty well,
thinking his position required it.
Then in an evil time al! Bramhlohead
ran wild with a land fever—a speculation
that promised to make the poor rich, and
All the old stockings in
the rich happy.
all the dark corners in town were emptied
of their shillings to buy land in Roostock.
Why, people, old people, took money out
of their bibles that they had laid away to
bury them, to invest, expecting to return
them a hundred fold before it would be
needed. Burial day always seems so distant to us, especially if there is a chance
to make any money to-morrow.
Amy’s father was bitten by the going
madness. lit' gathered the little he could
together. He drew his salary regularly,
and lei bis household bills run. He sold
wrongfully a few bank shares that lie held
in trust for Amy, which an uncle had
willed to her. and invested the money in
the golden land, secretly, in the name of
a brother in < lino.
The voyage turned out mighty poor.
The land w is well timbered, but a hundred miles from river in tide-water. The
So the rich became poor,
bubble burst.
and the poor became happy, thinking how
their betters had comedown. They were
sure ol a burial, tor nobody was ever too

for that.
old gentleman aged.
lie grew
fretful and absent-minded. The grocer
the butcher called again and again tor
their dues—at the front door too. The
milk-hoy was even more malicious. He
chalked on the garden-gate. ‘Warnin’, pay
up, ol’ bo-,’ and chuckled to himself
around the corner, as he peeped and saw
Betty Floyd, the old domestic, spend
many minutes spelling out, and many
more in scouring off the words, and shaking her cloth at the empty street. Thrift
had abandoned the household.
Amy knew but little of the truth. He
said he had nnl\ the amount of two or
three quarters’ salary in the. lamented land
slide. She saw the failing step, and that
he did not like to have her note it. He
was glad, though, of her help at the bank,
which was needed now ofterner than ever.
The toil began to toll on little Amy. She
didn’t lose her beauty, though.
I don’t
think she will ever lose that. My boy,
am I tedious?”
p>
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labor, and summing up the figures,
How Woman Suffrage Works.
found the balance on had was two
thousand dollars less than the amount reThe following letter, written by Judge
quired. Here now was a chance for spec- Kingman, Associate Justice of the United
ulation. What became of the sum ? Amy
States Supreme Court for Wyoming Terriwas not long in deciding that its equivalent had been mislaid—some check mis- tory, tells how Woman Suffrage operates
placed ; but this was merely guess-work. in that territory, where it has been estabHer proposition, at next meeting, was
lished three years. The letter was in reto search thoroughly the papers in the
to a request from the Pennsylvania
ply
safe. Not succeeding there, books and
papers in the vault were taken, one by Woman Suffrage Association for informaone, and turned, leaf by leaf.
‘Thorough ?’ tion in regard to the practical effect of
1 think so.
It was a slow, laborious prowoman the halh.t:
cess.
Her patience was astonishing. Her giving
L aramie City, Wyoming Territory. )
seemed
as
’would
burn
the
glance
though
Dee. L'G, 1872
<j
papers it fell on. Hut they could not reTo the Pennsylvania Woman Suffrage Aveal a secret not in their keeping.
Where was the waste paper put? In a
soeiation
basket. And emptied where? lloy couldn’t
n is now tnree
years since the act was
sav.
The old woman who swept the passed
giving women the right ol' sufrooms was called.
She emptied it, when frage, and the right to hold office, in tins
full, into a dark closet. Sometimes when Territory, in all respects the same as
out of shavings she used a little to start a
other electors. Under this law they have
tire. Amy turned pale The search among been
elected, and appointed t-> various
the contents of the closet was assigned offices, ami have acted as Jurors and Jusfor tlic next day.
Was it narrowed to tices ol the
They have generally
peace.
this, the ehanee of finding a valuable voted at all our elections, and have taken
in
the rubbish? She would have some
paper
part in making the nominations;
had more heart, but for the knowledge ot and
although there are some among us
these occasional handsful taken for kindwho do not approve of it as a
principle, I
ling. Piece by piece we went through think there is no one who will deny that it,
tli;
accumulated heap of dusty, gone-by | has had a marked influence in
elevating
papers, and without success.
our eh a lions, and
making them pith I and
Iloy and I had foreseen the end—failure. orderly; and in enabling the courts to
We didn’t anticipate ha\ ing to sec. that
punish classes of crime, where convictions
noble girl sit down disconsolate, with the could not be obtained without their aid.
tears falling upon her fallen hands. Hy Jove
For instance: When the territory was
I wouldn’t have begun'lie work. It was first
organized, almost every one carried
joy for me to labor with her all the wav. a loaded revolver on his person ; and, as
hut when that labor was brought to the
a matter of course, altercations
generally
bitter end—to sec hope go out of her heart resulted in using them.
1 do not rememby her blessed blue eyes! Roy attended ber a single instance where a jury of men
her home.
has convicted either parly lor si.ling at
I no next day ne and I were sealed in the
each other, even in a crowded room if no
bank, talking over the affair. ‘Roy’ said one was killed; or for killing anv one, it
1. ‘the Borneo, Charlie Lane, !s due ; can’t the victim had been armed. Hut with two
we see, from the skylight in the garret, if
or three women on the
jury, they have
she is in the bay ?’
never failed to follow out the instructions
lie proposed going up to see. Roy of the Court.
went ahead and opened the skylight. 1'he
Again: the Courts have been nearly
place was as dusty as a grave, and just as powerless, with only men for jurors, in
jollv. There was no Borneo in sight. enloreing the law against drunkenness,
Account books and bundles of paper lay
gambling, houses of ill tame, and dehere and there, with dust upon them nearly
bauchery in any of iN tonus. Neither
an inch deep.
And over these things, Grand nor Petit juries could he relied on :
that had one day a meaning and a value, but a few women on either
panned changed
and neither now, the spiders had woven
tlic face of things at once; and from that
their homes, and were having in turn their
day this kind ot vice has trembled before
little cares. We looked about us curious- the law- and hidden itself, where
formerly
ly. Roy remarking a book on top of a it stalked abroad with shameless front
pile less dusty than the others, proposed and brazen confidence in protection from
to me to take it down stairs as a curiosity.
punishment.
[ did. The skylight was lowered, and
There are, comparatively, so lew wotwo sunbeams, that had vanished as we men here, and these arc so generally
kept
opened the light, came back again, and at home by domestic duties, that the
athwart
one
another
like
of
bars
lay
dusty Courts have been unable to obtain as many
gold. Down stairs we sat and examined ol them tor jurors as was desirable. Hut
It was not a blank book, but those who have served have uniformly
our prize.
a
ledger, evidently belonging to the gen- acquitted themselves with great credit.
eral, and tilled with records ot dealings Not a single verdict, civil or criminal, has
long years before, when in the wood and been set aside, where women have comcoal business. The writing was neatness posed a part of the
jury.
itself.
This has not been the ease, by any
Rarely a blot or an erasure did
we see as Roy sat rather indifferently
means, when they have not been present.
turning the. leaves. Occasionally there They have given better attention than tinremained an unbalanced account. The men have to the
progress id the trials;
fuel had become smoke and ashes long have remembered the evidence
better;
Here have paid more herd to the charges ot the
ago, and the debtor dust, may be.
was one Job Jones, charged with a cord
Court: have been less intlueneod by busiof wood a generation ago. Out of this ness relations, and outside considerations ;
scanty material we. imagined a history for and have exhibited a keener conscientithis latter Job.
We invented tor him little ousness in the honest
discharge of responpleas for his delinquency; that he had sibility. And I have heard of no instance
married a wife; that he had left the town ; where
they have inetirri-d any odium, or
that he never had it; that. it. was only ill-will or want of
respect, lrom having
halt a cord that lie paid for it. at the served as jurors. On the contrarya 1 am
time. etc. Nevertheless, it is a shame, quite sure that in every instance, they
Job Join s, for you to owe forever for the have been more
highly respeeled. and
fuel that boiled your kettle, and blessed more
generally appreciated in consequence
your hearthstone, and, perchance, warmed of it.
to life one of the innumerable little
I hero is one other inlluenec Hint has
Joneses, we concluded. Didn’t his ears grown out ot the presence of women in
we

the court
mil both as
juror-' ami bailin'-,
that has been most apparent ami welcome ;
it is the quiet order and decorum, the decent and respect I u I behavior, the
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branches, in algebra,

common

literature, botany, geometry,
constitution, trigonometry, surveying, ge-

ology, physiology, natural philosophy,
chemistry, mineralogy, astronomy and
rhetorie”; for all which acquirements the
magnificent sum of thirty-live dollars per

Elopement.

month was to tie paid any female teacher
who would pass a favorable examination.
The result was there were no female applicants; and the board then increased the

This morning Wm. C. Murray formerly
cashier for .1. Bloodgood <fc Co., 22 William stieet. New York, was, together with
iiis young bride, arrested by City Marshal
Bolton ot this city, and Chief of Police
Marshall of St. John. The arrest was
made immediately upon the arrival here
This
ot tlie night train from St. John.
ease is ot unusual interest, both parties
having moved in the best circle- ot society
The facts in the case are
in New York.
these: It appears young Murrav. who is
but ‘_'1 years of age, became enamored of
Miss Ada (I Shreve, daughter ot a wellknown citizen of New York and the
union of the young couple being thought
inadvisable on account ot their youth.
Mis- Shreve being but 17 years old, Murray suggested a.secret marriage ami elopeOn the night of the _'lst of Janment.
uary, Murray accompanied by MissSluvvc
and her sister went to a elergvman's In.u-•
and were there married. No questions
were asked other than if there wi re
ary
objections to the marriage to which Miss
Shrevi-’s sister replied in the negative.
The parties appeared pi rfeelly cool and
I
the clergyman performed the ceremony

salary

hundred per cent., and engaga man, without asking
undergo any such examination.

one

ed the services ot

him

to

Sitting by

my register. I have read and
re-read the above, wondering what sort
of wives and mothers that school com

mittee had, that they could offer so paltry
a sum. as
thirty-live dollars a month, to a
ft male I seller who should pass a successful

e\
mil at ion in ‘'Algebra. Ameririi)
literature, botany, geometry, constitution,

trigonometry, surveying, geology, physiology, natinal philosophy, chemistry, min
eralogy, astronomy and rhetorie"! I hold
up 111 y hands in holy horror. My eve
turn into exclamation points, and I am
quite ready to tear the hair ol any woman
who shoiih) apply for the situation, lroin
which fading I am only relieved by the

without suspecting anything wrung. The
newly wedded pair Hum proceeded to the
depot ot the IJudson li ver railway where
Mrs. Murray took an allV-etioiiatc leave of
her sister.
Murray Imre confessed to his
wife that lie had stolen money from his
employers, and asked her it she were
willing to accompany li m. She replied
that -he “was his wife”; and they went
their way. Miss Shreve returning
on
Mr. Shreve suspt eted nothing till
home.
late at night when his daughter not re
turning he became exceedingly anxious
and passed a sleepless night.
In the
morning the facts came out. The sister
confessed all that she knew and detectives
were placed on the trues of the guilty

assurance

that there

female np

“no

were

plicants.” Thank Heaven, the women ot
Pennsylvania have some pride yet.
Hut to go back to my original query
What sort, ol wives and mothers have that
One of two solutions present themselves.
Kither those men have
been br-light up in a home atmosphere “I

committee?

such pvolotind erudition as to pre-suppose
a natural
lemlo ring in the female mind,
after such every-day accomplishment* a~

surveying, trigonometry, geometry

ge-

ology. mineralogy, An-., we., orthev were
brought up m siieli profound ignorance ot

pair. Murray, with perfect coolness had
caused the insertion of Ills marriage in all even the
commonest attainments of female
the morning p ipers. The rest of the story
cumin* as to preojuue flu*
possibility «>t
is soon told. Instead ot going to Montr ail,
Murray made connection with the Ver- even shadow pt appreciation of what it
mont Central over which he went to Bos- is to pass examination in tin* above
A few
ton. and thence to St. John, N. it.
sciences. Which of the above theories
may
days ago Chief of Police Marshall ieceived pliolograpns and a description of be the correct one, I leave to those most
the parties who were soon found to tie familiar with school boards to determine
In order the better to appreciate the
hoarding at the Victoria Hotel
Murray
hud registered liimselt a- Edward Sanlord.
above magnilicent ofler, let u- cmnidei
So fearful was lie ol arrest that lie took
his meals in his apartments, having en- some of -he co-relative phases of the
I
gaged one of the best -uites in the In tel. mom v-ver^us-brains question.
pav
Yesterday
Murray purchased tickets Patrick two dollars a dav for spading m\
through to Portland, and took the garden, and other like work that come
11 is probable
night train for this city.
intention was to take the ears at Danville within his ability to perform and con
Junction for the Upper Provinces.
But -ider it a very lair bargain, provided there
his plans were doomed to tie frustrated
la* .some one t< watch him
I pay a man
Mr. Marshall was upon the -ante train,
three dollars and a half a day for painting
and had telegraphed to City Marshal Belmy fences and outbuildings. That also is
ton to meet him at the Exchange street
depot. The train was thrown from the fair so far as the bargain goes. Put when
track at Veazie, and did not arrive here -aid man. to whom I am
paying three
till about noon when the parties were ardollars and a halt foi the ten nominal
rested.
Murray was perfectly cool, but
working hours, spends a large proportion
his young wife was somewhat excited and
of
that time between spitting tobaeeo
nervous.
them
a
revolUpon searching
ver and a
quantity of elegant and eo.s’iv juice on mv rosebushes, and talking poll
jewelry was found, and also some Pit lies with
every man who comes along the
dollars in greenbacks. The revolver was
-freer
I—well—I
ought to have asserted
ill possession ol Mrs. Murrav. having been
given her by her husband while on the my rights The fact is, that as I sit here
1 rain.
by m\ register thinking 1 blee-ve i was
I'lie amount stolen by Murrav from bis
swindled out of quite a sum of money by
employers was i8o.Sl.lO in gold e<*rlitie:i|es,
which were taken Irom a drawer t" whi. li that man, t > -ay nothing ol tic* l..--* of mv
he had access. On the night ot lib. mar- beautiful tfevirs mid the !•.11i>v grariage lie called tui Miss .Shreve at bet that looked as though P.ridget had made
lather’s house, and invited her to go to
I her pa try “nil i«mini tie* 1 »t
the opera, thus allaying all suspicions
Mrs Murray is a beautiful girl and was
Again I pay my dress-maker Hv d
tin- petted child of her parents
The pair
lill's a tla\ and board. 'Fills is sis,, a fail
hav
been lodged in the Comity Jail and
I)
bargain and honestly performed
■

Horatio

on our

community, resulting from the
participation of women in the administration ol the laws, has been most beneficial
and satisfactory; and it seems to me
peculiarly proper that those who sutler

advertisement fora teacher, “all
to be examined, in addition to

an

American

wi
go on i" New York, most probably
to-morrmv.
A young n tin who came in
on tin same train became
ai'quainted with
getite !
and his wit,*, and was greatly
manly bearing that has always bn e ob- Murray
with them, Mrs. Murray being
served in their presence
The -pee: itors ! pleased
a
fa eiiiatiug littl" woman.
Murray was
come there better dressed, chew less tobacco and spit less, sit more quietly in evidently suspicious ot being followed,
Marshall,
their seats, walk more earetnllv on the and noticing t’iiiet of Pohe
floor, talk and whisper less, ami in all re- who was in undress, aske I hi- friend who
I jvon being informed he said,
lie M as
spects the court room assn nos a more
1 don’t like his looks'
Probably
dignified and business-like air: and better “Well,
not.
is
made
in
progress
disposing of the matter in hand.

and

No. 2.

A few months ago, the school board of
interior town in Pennsylvania, pub-

lished

Commercial, Fob. i.

Termination

Studies.

applicants

NUMBER aa.

day’s

order.
We were chatting one evening openly
for there was nothing between ns lint the
cabin table. The light hurned just low
enough for the quite dreamy hour that
Frank reeled olf to me the small-talk ot
» i<) on,
ri\
the dear old town, of which his memory
"Don’t blow your smoke in my eyes,
held an unreekonalile cargo.
There was May who had married Jan- then, or you’ll swear I’m crying.”
11 iry. and the squire who had drank him“Well, well ; forward !”
“Where was I ? This went on a while,
mdl from alfliienee to the poor-house. He
told of young Skinnem, who in boyhood the old man keeping the ship on the old
won marbles, and sold them
again to the track, close-hauled, tlag at the peak, and
loser- at a hundred per cent, advance pumps agoing. Hut then' came a day
upon the regular rates—who never played when the world could do little for Abram
on the
Fourth," but opened a curb-stone Woodson, and he could do less tor the
bazar nl pop-beer—of his own brewing— world. One morning, when Amy was
fin
nickers, peanuts, and a full line of helping him on with Ids coal to go to the
dried apple tarts—of a low grade.
Now bank, he staggered and fell upon the sola.
he was piously loaning money Saturday The doctor came and said ‘Paralysis.’
afternoons to gain Sunday, at two per He revived somewhat, but the old gentleman was a wreck of the saddest kind.
cent, a 'month, and wondering what this
world would be without interest.
He had He couldn’t speak an intelligible word.
bought a book, “Business in Heaven,” Amy became ids hands, eyes and mind.
which proved to him that the occupations Hoy Klwell was appointed acting cashier,
of earth are continued above.
He dwelt for the directors would not supersede
with miserly unction upon the life to him at once.
He lingered for months
come.
with Ids faculties at sixes and sevens.
The steward now appeared with our One day lie said something that sounded
evening eofl’ee. Then came the usual like ‘.Mat tenth.’ and soon alter he dropped
cigar, and we swung apart in meditation anchor for flic last time.
as
The bank otTicns. when examining his
lightly as t vo vessels parting company
after exchanging sea-courtesies.
cash accounts, discovered a deficiency of
(’apt.iiu.” said 1. suddenlv, as if some- between one and two thousand dollars.
thing had ju-t come to mind, though the And they who had held the old general as
question had been balancing on my tongue incorruptible said, ‘Then’ is none true
for an hour—
under the sun.’ 1 Iis bondsmen wen1 called
•‘Hal” interrupted mr companion,“don’t upon, anil the few. which finally means
Captain me oil-deck, here under the cabin the many, thought tliay knew the cashier
had list'd the funds in his keeping
light. it \oil love ini'.”
"W ell, then, my modest old desk-mate,
Amy, living secluded with her old do- burn P
While we- were laughing over this, the
how i- that little Amy Woodson whom mestic. Hetty Floyd, was ignorant ol the
affair at the bank. She knitted worsted door softly opened, and Amy Woodson
\ on u-ed to endow so bountifull y in schooldays with pickled limes and chewing- work,ami fitted ball-dresses for her school- appeared. 1 had almost expected it. was
the ghost of the said Jones.
111.
111
v
m
.'Mimni;
mm;;
gum ?”
She wished again to see the book conMy captain—the splendid fellow—to offered her what lie called his heart. Hv
show his unconcern, breathed a couple of .rove, twenty young fellows would have taining those entries ot the tenth of May.
-moke-wreaths out of his month, and re- come forward for her hand, but there was Roy brought it. Amy sat at one side ot
plied with counterfeited sadness; “Hal, something in her way that wouldn’t let a the table; Elwell and 1 at the other. She
! -hall never have faith again in the. power man with a decent heart oll’et it. Skinnem pored over the page, as her father had,
ol pickles with school girls, and 1 am a thought his magnanimity twenty ]iercent. doubtless, done before her. with dreamy,
doubter forever of the virtue of spruce above par. lie had inherited Iron] his misty eyes. We mentioned the reason of
I took the book, carelessly,
So. so, my sly boy, you were on father the mortgage on the Woodson our mirth.
gum.
that track, too, were you? But you may homestead, which lie threatened to fore- and opened it, Roy and Amy looking on
as I turned now one leaf, and then three
as well emulate the
example of your fore- close. Troubles came in troops.
fathers and throw that chest of breakfastLooking over her fathers papers one or four together; when, ‘My heavens!’ 1
tea
verhoard, lor father Woodson has day. Amy discovered a note addressed to exclaimed. They started. Amy leaned
It, was in the neat hand of the gen- over the table. Her breath went and came
gone where tea-drinking is neither a her.
blessing nor a sin. No. no, Hal, Roy eral. It. told her that lie wrote this for quickly. By Jove, 1 can feel it now on I
JCIwell weathered us all. By Jove, to her in ease anything should happen to my cheek. Never a wind can blow that
think of it I The little toad that 1 nursed him—that the world, after he was gone,
away. There, staring us all in the face,
through vulgar fractions and the rule of might judge him amiss. That he had, it were two one thousand dollar bank bills.
tlirof—who never had spunk enough to is true, wronged her, his sweet, beloved 1 swear I saw joy go into her eyes.
It was pretty clear to her.
There was
kiss a girl under four eyes—to marry daughter: that he had been false to his
But the wavs of wnmefl are trusteeship; that their means were all fresh writing on the credit side of an
Amy I
wondrous, llal. The Sunset is my choice. gone with the broken land bubble—that account. The old general had had the
Isn't she a beauty ?
1 am wedded to her.” his heart and thought were long sick with book from the garret and upon his table
Then lie laughed, drew himself up, and the secret of it; that. May the 10th of such that tenth of May. Exchanging the bills
1 thought. How could a woman resist you a year, he had found his cash unaccount- for some customer, he had laid them on
my handsome captain ?
ably short and no man yet knew it. It lie the open book and absently closed it. It
Four puss,she had a confounded rough
lived long enough he should make it up; was then returned to its old place in the
His mind being distracted by his
yes, make it up, every cent; but Amy garret.
way of it,” he continued.
“What do you mean ?”
must wait for tiers; perhaps he could pecuniary troubles, the transaction of the
bills had made no mark upon his memory.
never make that up, and if he did not
“Why. haven’t you heard of it?”
Her father, would his darling daughter forgive him? This was our theory.
“Vague rumors only.
ea shier of I he bank. Wasn't there trouble ?
Amy had dreamed, singularly, that she
Amy bowed beneath this blow. Now
Was it all true?
Proud old man. His appeared the reason of the unpaid bills was greatly comforted by a hook, and
heart broke, I fancy.
For heaven sake, and ill-supplied household.
And the this was the reason of her coming and
Frank tell me what you know,” I demand- thought came to the stricken girl, how calling for the one we first examined.”
“And you say Amy married lloy?”
ed.
once she had proposed to sell a share of
“Well, w 'll, olil quill-driver, don’t her bank stock and buy a gold watch and
“Ay, ay; and tl.eir boy they’ve named
I do know about it, and, chain, and on New Year’s morning she Frank Manly Elwell. Turn in, Hal, I
rough up so
though 1 say t, more than any but a very found them under her breakfast cup, a must look alter my girl, the Sunset.”
I obeyed and in a moment more I
few in the old town.
I get all this
I never was any present from her lather.
hand at a yarn, but if you will have it, from sister Nell, of whom she made a thought I landed on a wharf in Bramblemaybe ’twill harrow von some, seeing confident. Yes, Hal, Amy bowed as the head, and the first sign that met mv eye
you were a little sweet on Amy.”
lily liovvs when blown upon. She was was “Job Jones, Dealer in Coal, Wood
"Come, come, captain—there, chummy, lily without and rock within. She sent and Bark, for Cash Only.”
“Job Jones,” said I, “Frank Manly and
then—begin. Hut, by George, if you ex- for Roy Elwell. She pressed Roy until
aggerate one iota, I’ll call the Sunset—a she drew from the reluctant fellow the Roy Elwell have judged you unjustly.
affair as viewed by the directors. It was That cord of wood they thought you owed
clumsy old nookor.”
A land enterprise for,” 1 continued, as his glassy eyes
“Well, I needn’t ask if you remember a plain case to them
Amy,” began my vis-a-vis, tormentingly, —an opportunity for making money—and seemed to demand an explanation. The
“nor, tell you of her step in the dance, of the cashier yielding to temptation, bor- little man was silent, but he gave me a
the color of her hair and eyes, nor what rowed the funds of the hank, thinking to look which said plainly enough, “What is
her laugh was like, nor what a woman enrich himself, and return the money. human justice to me, or injustice ?”
she has grown. Let me see, you left They were all the more ready to look on
And Job Jones, for I could not think of
home in forty—”
the dark side for him, as many of their him as any other being, became instantly
dollars had gone the way of his. The a statue ot ice; a tear trickled from each
“Eight.”
“And you remember General Woodson, fever had been among them, too.
eye, and another trembled splendidly from
This point of view was not plain to his nose, and in the sunshine they bethen, as a cheerful, elastic old gentleman,
who, at the bank counter, told oft' the Amy.
Through Elwell, who had been came-—
I awoke and instead of Job Jones, my
notes with a celerity little less than magic,
made cashier alter the death of the gento our unaccustomed
eyes. He was a eral, she obtained permission from the eyes fell upon Jim the steward, who was
favorite everywhere you know. With a officers to make a personal examination setting the breakfast in the cabin of the
lad’s help he performed all the labor in of the books, to be aided by Roy. Her Sunset, on the table over which this tale
the bank, except when Amy would come knowledge of bank routine was now ser- was told to me as I tell it to you—only
that drowsy gleam of the cabin-light falls
once in a while to give him a lift on the
viceable.
books. Amy was her father’s houseAbout this time I returned from an not upon the paper, and never will.
[From
keeper, too; her mother died, just after Indian voyage. I served as boy in the the February Aldine.
you left home, I guess. You see the bank awhile, you remember, and Roy,
For with her consent, invited me to lend them
young girl had fish enough to fry.
Carefulness in Old Age.
all, she always had a spare hour and some a hand. I was glad for her sake, not to
An old man is like an old wagon ; with
nick-nack of her needlework for us sailor- say my own.
bovs when about leaving home. And the
tuu
light loading and careful usage it will last
,> ''14 y a, vv uni”
for years, but one heavy load or sudden
old general would say, ‘Luck to yon, my
“Spin away, spin away, my old boy.”
lad.’ in a mighty good manner that won
“Well, we met and made our plans, strain will break it, and ruin it forever.
us.
agreeing to make researches after Elwell So many people reach the age of fifty, or
Hut I never could see that she favored had finished his day’s work. By George, sixty, or even seventy, measurably free
one ranch above another.
Once I had Hal, you ought to have seen the girl. Her from most of the pains and infirmities of
bidden her good-bye, I remember, and perceptions wore all quickened by pride old age, cheery in heart and sound in
afterward seeing Hen Boltrope call at her and love tor the honor of the old man. health, ripe in wisdom and experience,
house, I stood out of sight and timed him The theory of the directors was not the with sympathies mellowed by age, and
She admitted with reasonable prospects and opportuni—you laugh—watch in hand, and I had theory of the daughter.
the better of him some odd minutes, or it nothing but the existence of an error that ties for continued usefulness in the world
may have been seconds. I always think might yet be revealed. Roy and I fol- for a considerable time. Let such persons
of it when I meet Ben’s widow in the lowed her with a low assent.
We began. he thankful, hut let them also be careful.
street.
Ben married the milliner’s daugh- We turned to that May the 10th, which he An old constitution is like an old bone—
ter. Melissa Bliss, whose name? wo young mentioned in the note and named in the broken with ease aud mended with diffisea-dogs changed to M’lissy Blissy. He night ol his speechlessness. We took the culty. A young tree bends to the gale—an
went oft' to Singapore a month after, first entry of the deposits; we
analyzed it. old one snaps and falls before the blast.
second mate of the bark Raindeer, and If bills, it was so noted; if checks, we A single hard lift, an hour ol heating
was never heard from.
Her widowhood followed them to their final entry. And work, an evening exposure to rain or
began, you see. as soon as her honeymoon so through each and all. Amy surprised damp, a severe chill, an excess ol food,
ended. Melissa wears mourning for him us all by her thought fulness. Items that the unusual indulgence of an appetite, a
now and
always will. And Ben was Roy and I were willing to check, as being sudden fit ot anger, an improper dose of
worthy of all her tears—as good a fellow correct beyond question, she looked to medicine, any of these, or similar things,
as ever learned a
rope. Go and see her, again and again before dismissing. The may cut oil' a valuable fife in an hour,
Hal. But where am I running? Let’s general had been too much harrowed
by and leave the fair hopes of usefulness and
tack ship?
the trouble to make any systematic analysis enjoyment hut a shapeless wreck.
You know the Woodson homestead on of that day’s transactions at the time.
the corner of India street.- Yes, but
John H. Jarvis, Esq., of Boston, formerly of
you Who knows but the error, if one, would
don’t know—as we young fellows never have been detected had he called his <’astine, lias presented the Eastern Normal
School
with a Howard clock costing one hunthink ot such things—that the grand-look- quicker-eyed
daughter into hisconfidence? dred
valuable and beautiful addition
We finally arrived at the end of that to thedollars,—a of the new
ing place hail been in the Woodson family
furnishings
building.
—

-t

crop,
each time he has been completely successful in preserving his fields free from the
annoying disease.

a

Canton.
These were to me delicious
•lavs care-free, and every hour with my
old playfellow was communion of a rare

■
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Table.

at
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when* the turkeys are shut up each night
and when- suitable roosts arc provided for
then.
They are ft d from troughs so that
! er*
wl! be no waste of grain, and those
troughs are sort feet, in length. The corn ;
I other grain fed out amounts to about
‘0 bushels per month.
Mr Robin>on had beer, engaged in killing
s
turkeys for some time, but when we
vere there he had more than 2.000 splendid i
great,
fellows promenading around the
irds, many being from 2 > to 30 pounds in
We never before saw such a
weight.
ight—2.ooO turkeys together. There were
T;res of them apparently, ami not a poor
ue among them ; all were in good condition
and ready to be slaughtered.
About 3,000
'urkeys have already been purchased, behie large quantities of ducks and chickens.
We were shown some large “bronze”
turkeys, which are by far the favorites
there, and were told that in the two past
ar.«* owing
to the introduction of the
nronze breed, the average weight of turkeys in the county had increased nearly
two pounds.
We saw some hundred line
•urkevs, that had just been killed and pickd, and splendid fellows they were, yellow
ts gold and rod as
apples; and also a num*
her of ducks, the finest we ever beheld.
They were all packed snugly away on
shelves, each with his head under his
wing, awaiting his turn to be taken to the
packing house where some IK tons of poultry are stored.
Rut at the door of the packing house our
sight-seeing ended. Mr. Robinson lias,
after years <*f experiment, and
study, found
a mode of freezing his
poultry in the early
winter and keeping it in that, state until the
following April; but that is his secret, and
one which he carefully guards.
We do not
know how it is done, but we do know that
the poultry comes out of that, packing-house,
at the expiration of several mouths, as
sweet and well flavored as when it. was first
placed there.
The knowledge of this met hod of preserving meat, gives Mr. Robinson an immense
advantage over the other poultry dealers,
for while they must continue to feed their
stock all winter to keep it in condition, he,
when his fowls are once fatted, saves all
lurther expense by killing them, and also
while others must throw their stock upon
the market at once or suffer it to spoil, lie
an
quietly bide his time, watch the market,
and make the mo't advantageous sales.

Cabin

In tbe summer of 18G—, Frank Manly
ami I were homeward-bound, Irom China
In Fusion, in the splendid clipper ship
Sunset.
We were children together, anil hail
billowed m uv a butterfly in company,
fu later years, we bad olten run after
thosi' marvellous butterflies in pink snnbonnets —those Will-o’-the-Wisps in dimity
—in oilier Melds; rather as rivals, though,
‘ban sido-hv-side companions, to confess
This was Frank's first voyage as masit.
He was now, at t wo-and-twenty,
ter.
every inch

■

■

a

only passenger, running home after some
vear-’ truancy, in a period between a closing clerkship and an opening partnership

farm house where the
the sole proprietor.
;
hr v Men’ t" a to <ne that t lie green Some hall dozen years before, a son had returned with his family to work the lurm
•of
-outa-ps veg.
il*l<* a ills which will in
of it' decomposition he transferred and take care of the old gentleman for the
remainder of his days. The place was ve v
I umie acid, or form am acid very ;uinln“old fashioned," lint “father liked it." and
•uit.
\t 1 in*
tun* t ime w
know that
so nothing was changed.
Tin* tamilv drew
t. ft* det ntiipo'it :-m
am v.-grl able subwater
from the well in an “iron-bound
a a
ainmoniH is formed: this, experience
bucket" attached to a “well-sweep." A
rvation has mghi -ill of im
We
colony of white hens, some nine or ten
mi-ivv further,that it i- a-- olutelv ncce-sary
years old, roamed at will about the barn.
fbr ; i- rum posit i< m of the plant that, it should
had been “grandmother’s pets” -i\
'•nt’im some alkali.
Hence we have an They
tears ago. and "grandfather could not hear
i.l at least similar to that ot muck; we
to have them killed."
The sleek sorrel
anihV ,?t forming
kiiv ••
nrs* rbd n.t least
lenses were grandfather's, and when the
M ima
while it is being rotted, ami we
young man wished to use them, he always
tve > .iue of the alkali the soil needs.
To
asked it lie was willing lie should take them
is must be added soil for
retaining the am- and the
carriage, specifying the distance he
•nia.
*r. wha* is better, soil and gypsum.
wished to go.
A
a this mixture we liave all tin
valuable
At
table,
all possible pains was taken to
ities of the muck, and where is the man
He p-is-es- an acre <»f gr -und who cannot make the old man comfortable, and see that
his
wants
were well supplied.
His favorite
iv«* :*
If these artificial muck-beds spring
over the
v
bind, we shall see also rye bread was never missing, and his cup
ot tea or coffee was replenished as
quick
springing up crops of r! her green, ami
a> it
became empty.
He was very deaf,
red in of v istly gr< ater vleld.
but
ids
were
questions
always answered
New York Times.
with tile greatest promptness.
1 could not, but observe the marked conExtensive Poultry Operations.
trast between his household and others I
hud seen, where the father hud given up at!
'hr following description
f the operaIds property into the hands of a son. and
M< ->rs. A lit* *n I*. Robinson uml
left himself in his old age a pensioner on
H
N* wt< n. of <ir ?! •. N. V., in rhe
his bounty. No matter how kind and affecis copied from the Ohonancrn
•ultry lim
tionate \ our children are. they will love v m
A •;ri< ill
none the less for
W,
keeping your property in
\v.Mtlrst shown the >■*::<: some
vwir own hands
.-ai k■
i with oats in barrels, ami others in
during your lifetime. Ir
tnav make a vast deal of
lifference with
vats m buii'liims rivrinl t.»r pickling j
'ia
v on r lmppin ss the re main big years of
your
nurpo.-ts «•.'!** I 11.. 1111 Li '"ini; nearly tilled
life. It is far better for them “to seek unto
with flash c^s read\
tor
market, and
v'-rul otlmr building- eontaininir vats von," than for you to lie a beggar on sufferHave it in your
HI j/ <
h•'id sojn>' XMI ! raiT'ds of ance in your own house.
liolljtl; !
power to do acts of kindness and eharitv
iru’" in piekle.
wherever
God
places them in vour wav. It
W. now c mimemed asking (piestions,
is not rigid, to place ourselves in such a
and Mr
lo>l»hison
omm need
viim us
that
one
cannot do this.
He will
position
■im ‘'bit: Ui'ur s.
He had bought already,
call us ail to an account of our stewardship
his
non, 12u .coo lio/.. n nzirs, making
of the property he lias entrusted to ns
‘.I.
-onie
Idoo barrels, and was -till buying all
K. M T. in Country Gentleman.
:.*• could get; they cost him, when
properly
I
ured and packed, about f vvent.y cents per
Chap pep Hinds, In a healthy condition
c /t-n
so tiiat. lie has paid out this season
the skin is kept supple by an oily secretion,
ver $‘-!4,0u0 f'-r ej,!'s o 1.>n••; every cwas
which answers the same purpose as oiling
carefully inspected Imfe: beiii” packed, in
leather.
During warm weather this secreorder that nom hut sound ones siu.»uId be
tion. in common with all other secretions
tin- wi. upon tlie market f om hi- • -tnblishof tiie skin, is more abundant than in cold.
mfit.
When it. is insutlicient the skin becomes
HV paused :i moment and began tocalcn
at.**.
We mentally reckoned up the num- drv and harsh; and on those parts of the
•
of eggs, and found they amounted to body where, the skin is thick and subject, to
much motion as on the hands, it, readily
ij:n■ iv
l..rM)O.00d, ;.nd recollecting Hie ohl
eracksjor Assures. The amount of this se-tateineut. which w* used f<* hear when wc
cretion
is so much reduced in cold weather
'fudi* .1 arithmetic, that it a person set. out
that the frequent washing of the hands
simplv count a million lie would have a
with
soati causes them to chap readily, and
usv time for a month or so, wc hinted to
this the more certainly if the soap is not
Mr. It that he must have enough to do
a
that line.
“Oh,” said ho, “l don't pre- thoroughly washsd off. The alkali in soap
is usually in excess, and this combines
'• nd to do it,
alone,” and he then proceeded
with the oily secretion, and so deprives the
o show us a
large loom where most, ot the
skin of its natural lubricator.
To prevent
season four or live men are seated, examinthe hands from chapping, then, lie careful
g the eggs by means of lighls.
More than
to wash all snap from them thoroughly in
200 bushels of oats are used annually for
e’ean water.
This will ordinarily suffice;
parking.
We were then shown the turkey yard?* but it not, it will lie necessary to make
and turkey roosts.
There are sheds some good the removed oil by the use ot glycerine. honey, mutton tallow, etc.
-00 feet
n
and 10 feet, in width,
green

n
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and

planning, rutting, tilting.
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n
putting her \ cry lile into the rnitl.
pleatings, and seallups, and saw-teeth

until her very brain
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s

grow

dint,

Then in

work

niu-t

a

whirl, and In"

such

over

month
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complicated

four working
good deal ot ii t ior

weeks, a woman with a
tie skill (for dressmaking has heroine nr
"t the line arts,) ran, by the must a-sidu
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Crime.

In lii* able address on Prison Reform at

Baltimore

its the ten vvenrv linin'-

woman

more.

industry,

earn

forty-eight

of which lo

defray

living,

the

save

dollars,

the expenses ot

out

f
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lovernor Seymour *av* :
wrong-doing is the growth takes with her employers. She must he
of influences pervading the social system,
well and neatly dressed, attend church
Our and
most from the commission of crime and j as pestilences arc bred by malaria.
respond ‘o the numerous -mallii
into this subject soon teaches tt*
the evils ot vice, should take
part in its I sillily
charities
that come within le v sphere
that prisons are moral hospitals where
suppression and punishment.
There is another matter in which we moral diseases are not only eared for, but For this woman represents the higlie-'
have been greatly benefited by this law; science learns the moral laws ot life— type and ties' paid ot' needle women. The
where it learns what endangers the gen- lower
and that is the change it has wrought on
grades of seamstresses, down to the
election days, and its influence on the eral welfare of the community, what
starved
i'nr.
who make shin
poor
polls. Formerly our elections were scenes insidious pestilential vapors penneats sofor seventeen rent- ir
1 do n e, pi
of drunken revel and noise; of lighting ciety, carrying moral disease and death
e\-l

"A* a rule

and riot. Hut when the women came to into its homes. Prisoners are men like
vote, they were always treated with the ourselves, and il we would learn danger''
attention and respect everywhere shown which lurk in our path-ways we must
1 do
to women in the United States.
If there leant how they stumbled and tell.
was a crowd around the
polls, they always not doubt that some men are mores prone
gave way when a woman approached, to vice than others, hut after listening to
and were silent and orderly while she de- thousands of prayers for pardon I can
posited her vole and went away. It men hardly recall a case where I do not lee]
become intoxicated, they did not remain that I might have fallen as niv lellow-nien.
there, where the women could see them. ! have done if 1 had been subject to the
No noisy discussions would arise around same demoralizing influences and pressed
There is a perthe polls, because invariably when a wo- by the same temptations.
man came
up, all such conversation would vading idea in our country that the spread
cease.
The fact has been that very few of knowledge will cheek crime. N'o one
people gathered at the polls; and noise values learning more than I do, but il is
and fighting, riot and drunkenness have not specific for morality and vice. Withbeen entirely unknown there.
It men out moral and religious training it fredrank too much as they sometimes did, quently becomes an aid to crime. Science,
they remained at the drinking shops, each mechanical skill, a knowledge of business
political party by itself; and consequently allairs—even the refinements and accomavoided the quarrels and collisions that plishments of life—are used by offenders
so often occur: while the
people went to against law. Knowledge tights on both
the polls and v ited as quietly as
they go sides itt the battle between right and
to church.
This, of itself, lias been a wrong. At this age it lay* siege to bank*
gain in our community of no small mo- ll forces open vaults stronger than old
It forges and counterfeits.
castles.
The
ment.
At lirst there was quite a number of most dangerous criminal is the educated,
of the law, lor he has
women who refused to vote, hut at
every intellectual violator
election that numhet has 'town less, un- all the resource* of art at his command—
the forces of mechanics, the subtlety of
til now, very few. if any, fail to exercise
the privilege.
Many refuse to vote as chemistry, the knowledge of men’s ways
their husbands do, but I have not beard of and passions.
Learning by itself only
Virtue
any domestic discord or trouble growing changes the aspect of immorality.
is Ireqtiently found with the simple and
out of such a course.
In conclusion I wish to sav, as broadly uneducated and vice with the educated.
and as unqualifiedly as 1 can express it, Surrounded by glittering objects within
that wliilo I have seen a great many ad- their reach our servant girls resist more
vantages and much public good grow out temptations than any other class in soof this change in our laws, I have seen ciety. We must look beyond the accidents
none of the evils or
disadvantage so gen- ot knowledge or ignorance if we wish to
erally apprehended, and so warmly de- learn the springs of action. To check
nounced by the opponets of the measure. vice there must he high moral standards
in the public mind. The American mind
Very respectfully,
must move upon a higher plan.
To re,J. W. Kingman,
Associate Justice U. S. Supreme Court, form convicts their hopes must be aroused
and their better instincts worked upon. I
Wyoming Territory.
never yet found a man so untamable that
there was not, something of good upon
I never yet found
Remakkam.e Case.
On Friday last which to build a hope.
Dr. Small was called to attend a young a man so good that he need not fear a lall.
man named Clarence Abbott, who was ill
Through the warp and wool of the worst
at his residence.
Dr. Small discovered men’s character there run some threads of
unmistakable symptoms of lead poison- gold. In the best there are base matering. It appears that Abbott was wounded ials. It is this web of entwined good and
iu the thigh by a minute bullet at the hat- evil in men’s character which makes the
tie of the Wilderness in 1804, and that the problems and perplexities ot the Legislabullet could not he found at the lime. He ture and Judge, while there is no honest
has suffered somewhat ever since.
Drs. dealing with t his subject unless the
Small and Gordon on Saturday morning American people are charged with their
etherized the patient, and proceeded to share of guilt, and while Christian charity
make a surgical examination, which re- leads 11s to take the kindest view we can
sulted in the discovery of the bail in the of every man il does not follow that crime
thigli. The bullet was encased in a bony should he dealt with in a feeble wav
substance of about the size of a goose’s Let the hues lie. swift, stern and certain in
egg, the shell of which was one-fourth of their action. Wliat they say let them do,
ail inch thick.
The bullet had been tumb- for ftwtTAiXTV more than sererili/ carries
ling about in this cavity for eight years, a dread of iiunishment. Let the way ot
and become worn and polished as smooth- bringing offenders to justice be direct,
ly as though it had been done on an emery clear and untrammelcd.”
wheel.
Sufficient amount of the lead
however, h^d permeated the encasing and
Not t«’ss than eleven English steamers
entered the system to produce lead posion- have been lost, at sea within three months,
ing which would have proved fatal in a most of them with all on board. They
short time but for timely relief afforded. were all iron steamers,
very long and
Mr. Abbott was doing nicely yesterday. narrow and it is
thought their torui had
[Argus.
something to do with their loss.

pose, at tllis time, to consider.

to the pnl
Again—1 send tnv
school, where the principal, a ladhlul,
pains-laking woman, tea.lies, with tie
Imudis !
help ot one assismut, iver
pupils; all for the munificent sum ot' two
hundred and tlfty dollars a venr
o.d

boards Iters. If

I'his bv

mat!

a

matieal pr..
I tind tube *.y;i
pet
week for the scholastic year of fortv-two
weeks' What
a

pays

a

taithft11

splendid eivili/ation, that
less monev

woman

Id.

teaching a hundred of its future eiti/en
than a private gentleman pays a man I
The worst feature "!
feeding his horse
ms nisenmm iiion
sex

in tavor oi me

against the weaker,

that tliore are ilo/ens

lies

ot

-iroug.

in I lie t'aei

applicants

tor

every such situation, however poorly paid
Let a tailor advertise for six vest makers

and lie will have sixty applicants. Let a
merchant advertise for a lady clerk, and
he will have five hundred applicants
Which strange state of allaiis
tie accounted

is

only

to

for from the fact that the

are educated to occupy hut a limited
number of the lucrative situations in the
business world. It is thus the multiplicity

girls

applicants cheapens the market. While
the other hand, the hoys arc early
taught that every possibility of human
greatness lies within their grasp. They
have, (or had, for some of these tilings
are passing away) the right ot possession

of

on

<d every avenue to wealth

or

distinction

Special training
provided for them
Richly endowed colleges yvcrc prepared
yvas

for them, and
human
sueli

a

everything that

ingenuity could do,
lavish hand

as

money and

yvas

done with

to in siirosueoess

from the very start. Nothing hut absolute
hinder a young man Ironi

stupidity could

rising in the world. While all these golden
opportunities were freely opened to the
hoys- the girls were as carefully exelml
ed from them, lest forsooth, it should
their “womanhood" !
In this respect yve are not so very mi
like other “Christian” countries, whose
customs are in some measure the iuheri
tam e of the middle or dark ages.
Take
for instance, the little island ot Corfu, tor
whose people so much sympathy yvas fell

sully

America, lint many years since, on no
cruel war yvaged against
them by the Turks.
During the rule ot
their late monarch, or prelect, Mr. Mauroearetates, wishing to promote the interests

in

count of tlie

ot education

|

in the island, proposed to
establish schools for girls. lie was met
with expressions of great surprise,—no
t

WlmC

nirnnt1 w.mmn siitlVaei-1

■

would

have oirls, who naturally know
much more than boy... educated? They
mild -oon be the master.' of the town.’’
rim same people deposit an obolo—a

a

\ .,,i

copper coin.—in the collie, of tin
pay Charon hks fare across the
>r have done so with in the memory
My \
ina.i
Continent is unnecessary.
mb!

ad.

to

If

Glimpses

at

the

yr.

South.

('orreppondonccof t!ir* .Journal.
.1 ACKS<1XVILI.E, Jan. HI.

Fort George Islam) lies near the mouth
the St. John, the southeasterly portion
constituting a part ot its northerly hank.
It contains about eleven hundred acres ol
liable land
The title to it is traced

ol

'•aek

to

made

grant

a

the

by

Spanish

Alter the union of Florida to the

•Town.

I nited States that grant

confirmed

was

a firmer substratum o'title
well be found.

'(Congress;
timot

I'he prevent proprietor of the island.
John F. Rollins. F.s;p. is a native of New
About

Hampshire.

four

years ago be
came south in search ot health, and deriving essential benefit Irom the change
I climate lie decided to establish his residence in this state.

A fortunate combina-

tion ot circumstances attracted bis atten
tnis

island, mid be became its
■wiicr.
He was not. like Ponce h I,eon.
-■eking the tabled Fountain ot V. Hi. but
to

on

found oil bis beautiful island what

1

n

practically

e

far better, the source of
That it may prove a never tailing
to him, bis
charming lady and interchildren, is the ardent wish of all
l-ivo (lie good fortune to he thg re-

imal'

n

ne

■

•\

■ii'iits of

hi-generous hospitalit v.
occupied hv him is
d about foil rods from Fort George
read sheet ot water, navigahh
't light
-m
draiigl^. Steamers

1 !i* dwelling holi-c
1
■

inside pas-age.

it is called, to

as

iiimdi. formerly went by 'his route.
\
(tiling house on the hank iurnishes all
aei i'ies for salt water bathing.
The
■

in

'■est

wliieh

tlie

i-

dwelling-house

shields it Irom the lie.ai d
and the cold of winter; there is
in Florida a- wiTl a- elsewhere.

xisomed
limin' r

M>

"

r

it

■

rememtiered.

b '-t

is about

The

mouth

ot

the

miles northerly from
'hat at the St. John, and like that river it
: inil'hcs a
highway for the salt breezes
".

two

tlie Atlantic, which come, in the in-

nn

heat of summer. with refreshment if

’■ -us-

healing on their wings. I have spcn
no p’ me
yet in Florida which is s,> well
t
p'ed !«i a through-the-year residence,
A,
n
has a right to find fault with Air.
t
appropriating to his own exclusive
i— this
Very desirable spot, but be would
oistlv be entitled to I he appellation of a
public 'leiielaetor would he convert it into
place ot resort for invalids. A plunge
■"it

the sal; water bath—

'iif**

river—a vide

’he

or

every

or

row

oil

stroll through the
each other in

which intersect
direction—what a

avenue-

sail

a

blessing

would

each and all be to th- poor invalid,
pant-

ing

while

even

suit and

balmy

this

inhaling

deliciously

aii

In the enumeration ol the privileges nt'ached to the island T must not omit the
OKIeii-i\a oyster beds near at hand, the
tish that swim in its waters, nor the birds,
'pm rets ot various kinds, ‘coons and
possums that swarm

kimlh

disposition of the proprietor prothu destruction of the birds and

hibit-

mine!-;
lled

lu

the

over to

keys

tin

■

'coons

and

possums are
t he tender mercies of di>gs.

uml sportsmen.

I lie

on

The approach

s

house in one direction i

tin’

through
Palmetto avenue, bordered by palmettos
There ;- a
planted twenty feet apart
story of this avenue to the effect that some

irty

years

tion.

overseer

the slaves

that

ing

ago the

ol the

out of work,

were

found employment for them in
these

palmettos.

was

devotee ol

a

planta-

lie absence of t he pro pi ietor, find-

t

in

(hiding

nature,

The

planting

proprietor,

who

rather than ot

mammon
on

Ids return what had

b"eii done in his absence,

discharged hioverseer forthwith.
Poor planter' all
In works ot his hands have
long sima
pus-ed from the face ot the earth, but this
work ol his humble subordinate still lives

tine

:111<i

iiraumj

it.

Anotlii'i approach, in another direction.
through Cedar r.venifle, fined on both
Mi's

tiy stately re:l cedars, the Snanish
moss
drooping like gray locks from their
'■im. gnarled branches.
Tlnpi then- is
ilagnolr avenue. with ils long streteln
■

those 1 e.'intitul tfees, some of them two
"e1 ill diameter; Hollev avenue with its

ol

u o.
■a

rsol 1 lood-red berries

:

Moss avenue.

iili its lichens line in texture

as

bee-work

the finest
redolent

Briar-wood avenue,
pipes. But I have not time or spaeeto
go through on paper the avenues
through
liieli I 'trolled or drove. 1 must not
I

torget ‘‘(ierty’s (Ben”'—sweet little Gerly
with

its t mgled.

luxuriant

masses

of

semi-tropical vegetation—nor”the Jungle"
•u! ol which the tiger did not
leap, nlihouglit it seemed as if he might at my
moment.
.1

IMH-I

MM lilt

[MlljM

extensively cultivated
have

to

quality
He

been ol

die

\\

.and, said

the same character and

the

lamed sea-island cotton.
the owner of a hundred and fifty

a-

was

tl

II'IUI

on

l:iv< — flu; greater portion
himself, one of whom was

imported by

African
princess, and who became tl.e sharer of
l.is bed and board.
She is reputed to have
been a woman of remarkable energy of
character.

an

In the absence of her husband

It was her daily
have the slaves marshaled lielure her, and their daily tasks
assigned to
Tradition goes so tar as to report
them.
he

mi

reigned supreme.

tom

punish as well
reward, and that she never failed to
make a forcibly practical use of that
knowledge. I saw the old stocks which
were occasionally called into requisition
by her Imperial African Highness.
The houses, or quarters as they are
called, occupied by the slaves, still remain; some of them now occupied by
employees ot the present proprietor—
others dilapidated more or less.
There
are thirty-six of them built of concrete—
manufactured coquina—sand, lime and
oyster shells; the walls are thick, stand
the weather, and are in every particular
comfortable; lull as much so as many a
to

house

lailuiv

The

Mi

I have seen at the north in

which
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The island

was

the McIntosh

the

once

family:

property

name

a

the forest, reputed to be those ot a McIntosh and iii- wife, covered with a dense,
A report, emgreen mantle of Meltons.
ulated many years ago. that gems and

and

good

deal of

gives utterance
lolly and falsehood.

He lias studied the recent

m nst’Kir 11« >.\ rnuMs,
In advance, 3-2.00a year;
within the year, $2.50; at tin- expiration of the
year, $3.oo.
For one square, (one
Advkkiisin<; Tkk.ms.
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and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction ot a square charged as a full one.

what wages Mr. 1!. pays, but 1 learn that
twelve dollars per month is the usual rate.

to a

—BY

garden.four pounds of pork,
twi ive of hominy, and a
pint of salt, per
we a<; or their
equivalent in value in any
other loot! they may prefer: “hog and
hominy." however, has the preference,
generally. They pay bn; little attention
to their garden spots.
I do not know
a

in the course of which he
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.'.7

R, Nilks, No. «’• Tremont Strict, Boston.
Oh»*. P. Rowki.l & Co., fu Park Row, New
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at the lowest rates. 1 'heir orders will receive prompt

The

This is the subject upon which Mr.
James T. Field, of Boston, is lecturing,

20. 187S.

WILLIAM

cultivate tor

Masters of the Situation.

REITRUCAN JOURNAL

11. is furnished with a house free
ot rent, ns mmdi ground as ho choose- to

nl

i

history

of this

to little pm pose, when he puts

forth such sentiments

as

this:

There

was

not an hour ot his command

which Gen.

McClellan did

We regret that
to the House for concurrence.
so great an outrage should find sanction in the
Senate of Maine. Tile next hope is with the
which there is reason lo believe will block the progress of this injustice.
But if that should fail, our people will resort to
the courts, if ever an attempt is made to build

popular branch,

The lecturer was in Washington during a review of tire army of the Potomac under Gen.
McClellan. The review was to prelude a series
of brilliant victories, and all eves followed the
General ns lie rode among his troops. Nothing
so beautilul had ever been seen in
Washington
before. An old veteran, witnessing the parade,
remarked that the General would not lie master
of the situation, and so it proved.

during

Belfast Bridge.

despatch received bv us last evening states
that the Senate struck out the clause confining
the bridging of Belfast harbor to certain limits,
and passed the bill in that shape. It now goes
A

such

a

bridge, and pursue the matter

to

the

last resort.
But it is very apparent that
is vastly easier to find a Senate majority ready
to do a wrong, than to pick up two millions of
dollars with which to build the road.
very
it

The message of the President on needs
entirely and thoroughly know what he ot further legislation for Utah indicates
had to accomplish, and when he was not that warm times are in stare for the much
in the way to overcome all difficulties, if married saints. It is a problem full of
he had been let alone.
It is now as well difficulties, and the administration vvill be
known as any fact connected with the war lucky it it is not terribly tangled belore it
that he was surrounded, hampered, and gets through with the matter, much as
not

Letter From Boston.

Letter From

Correspondence of the Journal.

Correspondence

cannot wonder at the inattention this wr y.
The all absorbing theme has been the

trial of Alley, which proved a ease of unprecedented interest, in the fact that it

entirely upon circumstantial eviPersons attending the trial regularly, could scarcely form an opinion, and
when the final verdict “not guilty" was
pronounced could not tell whether they
were glad or sorry.
On the evening of
Alley’s release his friends made a large
company at his residence, which was illuturned

-<

>a-

O

*

a

1

hereby legal ia- d. and 11 his
in;* relations
'•villi :b<-rest of the work! financially or otherwise. and
<’-'/'<■'<• *■:11 >i i,!hrr>’i.se, arc hereto
made void.
Sect. 7.
fhc marriage ot lie King of Now
Sweden with the fair Sw-di-ii la--, thereby
made \alnl, and hi- exp.m-e t not exceeding the
dim ol one thousand dollar-) to Sweden therefor. be paid out of tie* Johnson “om -mill school
fund.”
Sect. s. There -hall lie paid out of the Johnson “om mi!! school kind” t!i.* -urn of one
thousand dollars loth.* person who shall product* the best painting of Fscnlapius, lance* in
hand, astride the m ck of a eitizni of this Stale,
vaccinating him.
SECT. 'J.
Then -hall 1>* paid out of the
-amc “fund” the -urn of rise hundred dollars
to the first poor victim imprisoned on account
"f hi- poxerty under the Johnson compulsory
education law
Sect. 10. The representative from the Muilawaska District -hail her,'ad;, r he <*\-ottieio
King of New Sweden, with ail tlu* rights anil
privileges p. rtalning thereunto.
Th. * v>bb feme Company are
Sept. 11.
hereby prolnhited from dealing in hoop, poles
with the constituents ot tie* gentleman from
ale

Washington.
The Abel Loom Corporation havSect. 1*2.
ing lullillwd its mission the charter is hereby repealed.

In

tin*

evening

an

given at Granite Hall

attended, and

was

a

elegant
which

ball

was

was

largely

very enjoyable

occa-

sion.

And it is equally certain that hut one sale
course is belore Congress, which is t<
expel every representative and Senatoi
whose guilty lingers leave touched these
debasing bribes. There is no other course
leaving in it the least element ol satiety
That these men should stand up and seek
to defend themselves is preposterous. In
stead of higgling, and toying and palter-

ing with corruption, and at last embracing it, their bounden duty was to have
risen in their places and denounced both
the bribe and the briber.
It these men escape, after their crime
has been so blazoned to the world, it will
he a national disgrace.
Thieves in tell
1 at u ex; Congresses will take new
courage
anil fresh audacity. Forgers, defalcators,
embezzlers, and all grades of kindred
criminals will consider themselves made

respectable. Lawlessness, (encouraged by
example of that high tribunal, will

the

hold up its brazen head, and stare honesty
out ol countenance.
On the other hand,
let this sliamelul example in high places
meet with the rebuke that it

The Schooner Florida. There arrived in
thN port las? Tiles.lav, the finest vessel that
has been here this sea- m—the three masted
^•homier Florida, this being her first trip. The
Florida, commanded bv f .'apt a in F. A. Gilmore,
was built ii« Hellast, .Maine, b\
Messrs.
p.
( arter A. < o., after tie*
same
model of the
'•••booner Preseott Ha/e|tine. She is eon-trurted ot oak, hackmatack and yellow pine, with
hanging knees throughout. Her classification
is *A'l; seven vears; American Lloyds; of
280 ton- burden, 131 feet long, 120 feet keel, 32
feet beam, !» 1-2 feet deep, single fleck, with
three ot the linest masts we have ever seen, and
draws, with lull ear".', n 1-2 feet of water. She
is staunch, sound and swilt sailer, and has all
the modern shipping improvements of the day,
with a nice spacious cabin. The Florida was
built expressly for the Jacksonville trade, and
is owned in part by parties residing in the city,
and may therefore be termed a material aeVjuisition to our home commerce and the interests of Jacksonville.
She was consigned to
M. W. Drew, Ks<j., who is deeply inten-ted in
as
also
several
other
vessels. We are inher,
formed by Captain Gilmore that lie never experienced a rougher passage, yet she, <*tmc
through dry. We are also informed that another schooner, after the same model, with the
exception of decks, (the new one is to have
two.) is now being built by the same parties
and tor the same trade. [Jacksonville Union.

deserves, and
from that day the official atmosphere to
purilied, and the standard of morality
elevated—vice will sling to its dens, and
official positions will seek purer and better men. The country will gain immensely
by the act.
S. L. Board man, the new Secretary of
the Board of Agriculture, writes to the
Waterville Mail that the statements that
elected in any wrongful manner
are untrue.
We really wish somebody
who knows about this matter would rise
and explain it. And we will here say
that no comments which wo have made
upon the matter were intended to disparhe was

age Mr. Boardman in the slightest degree.
Me is the able editor of the Farmer, and
is

a

man

of excellent

reputation in all

I went into one of
white men wintered.
respects.
them, was introduced in due form to
—-The girl who made herself at home
Dinah, and failed to discover any reason
in
a Lewiston house,
Crnsars
and
Catos
not
little
during the absence
might
why the
John W. Young,
Brigham’s most onter- of the family, and invited her friends
live and thrive therein; everything about
prising son, Inis taken Ins pick out ot his
there, has been sent to state prison for
the premises was nice and clean. Tim tln’ec wives, divorced himself
from two,
three
in
a semi-circular form;
settled
built
are
annuities
years.
quarters
upon them, and is soon
the dimensions ot each house about twenty- going to Philadelphia with bis last wife a
The city physician o( Springfield is a
most accomplished
lady, to live there and
four by sixteen feet.
young woman, and a great manv citizens
attend to bis father’s railroad
business, in
All of the employees of the present prohappiness with the young lady, who was have such a dread ot small pox that they
prietor are colored; he tried the wxpeii- Lorn there, and who is now his sole wife. get her to vaccinate them every few days.

difficult position alter the dispute between
flermany and France had brought on the
late war, and had strong hopes that he
could pacify and rule that turbulent people.
But the position was fuI of unforseen dif-

withdraw. We learn that a re-hearing
has been obtained, the result of which has

dressing rooms amt took positions. Alter
viewing the scene and considering that
not yet transpired.
they would have to dance till intermission,
—You can’t most always tell who the before the outsiders could
partake, !lie\
popular man is, until the people have a made back tracks and were seen no more.

ficulties, the people turbulent,and treachery chance to express themselves on the subfbus at the Universalist levee in
prevailed among those fin. the hoped would ject
be bis supporters.
So, like the. prodigal Augusta, a service ol silver was offered
arose and wont io his father.
Since
his abdication a republic has been proclaimed, which has been recognized by the

to

government ot the United States; but it
is extremely doubtIhl if a people possessing the habits and temperaments of the
Spaniards can maintain a government of
that character for any length of time.
The great interest which this change
will have to the people of this country,

Speaker

he

will be found in its influence upon the
fortunes of Cuba.
I'lie adherents ot the
Cubans in New York profess to be greatly
the turn that affairs have
taken, and to see clearly a free Cuba in
the near future. Hut the Spanish papers,
we notice, make haste to declare that the
determination to hold the island will not

encouraged by

be

changed.

The Western folks aro nol discouraged
the terrible snow disasters of this

by

winter and the last. They are still cheerful, and insist that their climate beats die
world tor com tort. To freeze to death

there, they insist,

is better than to live

in

other localities. A Minnesota paper infuses so much of enjoyment info a description of the charming way in which death
steals over folks, that some people think

the person connected with the
Legisln
departments who should receive

lure and

most, votes.

but

when

going

and others
the votes

received his ticket as a reward for doing
chores. And now “what will he do with
it?”

to the mountain fastnesses ot

were

candidates,

the

were

footed

and the

K. D.

up,

Hope,
rejoicing,

jurors have

gone their way
clanging of the court hell has

The snow drifted so badly along the line i4
the road that the 7 :’.u 1’. M. train of Monday
lid not reai'li this city till midnight.

that town. Eagle Engine < o. No.
of Bangor, at tin- time, as on till other m asions, put

A party of the Methodist Society, to the number ot about sixty, took a moonlight sleigh ride
one evening last week.

■

an

appearance.

_

store on tire.

and

One ot Oakes Ames shovels
extinguished it.

some snow

—The town of Sebee claims a thermometer that went forty
degrees below
zero last week, ami didn’t burst.
—New < Ricans despatches talk of a new
and formidable expedition against Cuba,
under command of a high officer of the
old confederate army, with a force made
up largely from both armies. They will
keep shaking that Cuban tree until the
fruit falls.
Rumors prevail that Gov. Perham is
to resign.
Hon. John E. Butler, of York
Co., writes as follows to the Biddeford
Journal

Col. Yorke, the

man

who let

Pomeroy’s

cat out of the hag, fought in the war as a
colonel of colored troops, and since then
has been in the newspaper business.

A uegress speaking of one of her children
who was lighter colored than the rest, said, "1
nebber could bear dat brai, ’cause he show 'dirt
so easy.”

Friday the Gen. Berry Fmgine Co. No.
S, held their annual levee and dance. The
company were out with full ranks, and
headed by the Rockland Rand marched to
the depot where they met the Kurekas ot
Thomaston, who brought with them the
Thomaston Rand. Being here joined by
the N. A. Burpee No. 4, they paraded the
principal streets, making
The whole affair

ance.

and the

been

pecuniary portion

a

fine appear-

was

a

success.

of it must have

huge.

Saturday afternoon while some of our
young men were racing horses near the
depot, they became reckless, and as a
consequent result, Mr. Allen Maker’s
team collided with Mr. A. McLain’s, who
was

driving

the parties

shock,

in an

were

opposite direction All
thrown headlong by the

and one ot

the shafts

pierced

the

side of Maker’s horse, which caused him

depart
The only
to

this life in a summary manner.
wonder is that some one was

not killed.

Vim.

—The editor ol the Wiseasset (trade
is

ottering

his paper at one cent a year

provided the date

on

the

cent

—

is satisfac-

tory.
-The Cantden Herald has

an

exceed-

ingly well written and forcible article
favoring woman suffrage.
—

I In1 Black Crook is to visit
Bangor in
that locality are

April, and burghers of
correspondingly elated.

<• car loads ot
very tine ship timber came
the road Tue-day. Iruin Newport, tui
lmn. Norwood A Co., Kockport. It is land-

l lu*
ov»*r
ai

They

v< rv much pleased with their new
an
school house. If 1- -ai l to he very tin in its
architectural appearance and finely located. Itclock and hi II ;.re gifts from two
astine gen-

ed

Holt’s wharf for shipment.

on

If somebody will -tart
sweetmeat mauufaetory here, we ran sell cheap a large lot ot
s<-' on | hand roller <
ompo«ition, that will make
excellent uiube paste.

tlemen.
The following vessel are building here : In
Win. If /••!> A Co.'s yard a three masted schr.
of
ton*.
By Win. H. Uinn A Co t barkentine of Not. ion-.
Rv
L. Bin k a schr. ot
!*»«> tons. M
Bea/“|cv*> yard will have to he
gi ven up w I < ti '111- vess.-l i- completed, as the
railroad eiit- tip ■••ugh if. Mr. Parker's marine
railwa\ has I., -c constantly employed this

The ii-e having draggetI the vvre. ked steamer
Fm per or -<> that her guard- struck against Santord’s wharf. Wdb put a gang of men on and
hove her oil to h*

]*i«>,.«-r moorings.
hop not down in tin* programme was had
it Jerry Whitten’s i--en»b|y lust week
The
stove in the dressing room tipped over, and
made tilings live!v.
A

winter.
Mr. \ ikin'-s.-dmon building establishment ithe nio-t curious atfair of on Mown." Millions

1 hat rii*iH!.v
p w d>-:i 1.
He was handsomely laid out, and the
r«»wd that nightly
of eggs are being sent from there by every boat.
| gathers '(I di-r||s- trt’air*, viewed the remains
The -mall li- h can be seen in tbe eggs hv the
with mournful interest.
eve alone.
Magnitiid. the heart of the tisli js
A < areless man locked up a hoice beet steak
seen in motion.
Hancock.
| on night in tin* store with hi.- a'. Hy actual
h-t the felme ate one--ixth his weight in solid
Generalities.
beef.

j

«

The .loath of Win. La Forrest Hathorne, a
man of Pittsfield, is
anllolineed.

prominent bii-me--

11

<

Saturday. Februaiy ii‘2nd, t Washington's
birthday being a legal holiday, notes or papi
tailing due on tint d iv are required to tie paid

The boat in whndi (ho. I. Livingstone ami
and s. \. II nlb-v w< iv -To-sing from \-h
Point to | )i\- I land. M in lav. hi- drifted a-hole
*•
Willi
one
n it, and it i- feared that all are

the lay before JI -1
I’aper payable on viui
not require to bp paid until the
dav, Tld, do*
following M mda.y

-on

Tl.cv belonged in South Tlana-ion.

drowned.

Mr 1 »hn Phi I levot' ('orinn
po\ Sundav night.

i.

died

Richard 'll was a prohibitioni-t
stopped K ing 11< i;r.v1 *i■ *r.

be.

-l

Those
road do

-mail•

m---

A fashionably drc*s-ed woman lost her hustle
tin* stiMfl ! llt*sd:i> Mint plesriited :i Wuftllly

Hut :ui in ue-t littlt* boy
collapsed appe ai mi.
picked up the womlerfui Juiftinv of doth and
springs and hung it on a post, i«> he reclaimed

Hr. Ludwig. of Port I ami, was thrown from
hi- -high in Portland, o,i -atiirdav. hv which
hi< thigh >\ as broken m ar the hip, and his leg
below the kn* e. lie is in a '•riti. il eomlition.

Tuesday
Ihi' city
latter pi

he

The ( oliertur of Vi!
!*ri V
Mi-di.. w< dded
and Spj nun of tlv -it \ *- 11lonev the same .■.,■ning, and hasn’i returned from hi- tour vet.

the

killed hi- father, has got
Imprisonment in the pen-

1-set. The
-earlet fever.
■

la -i

e

a

reported prove.Ij

e

to

be

Joe Pent laud, the famous eiiviH down who
has delighted tnaiiv of mir citizens in tlner
youtliliil dav- has .'.it'd in-am
Mr. William
ceive.!
Point

>.

Sari idle of

appointment

an

Light. lirisloi.

a'

(’miden.lias

thi

v.

inter, and

-ix

lie

Kates

patient

>;i\'

that
almost

1

oh|e-t

a

a-,

an eve-

lief have small-pox.

propo*c to
i'
far

Dickey,

man

Ton
I

to

remit

week
voting

man

1

!

ship,

is

not

He

correct.

three

masted *.-ho miEmerson, of (irland.

lb- has one of the be>
-team machinery, and
I hat may offer.

m.

to
for

build
A

a

D

no

other contract

n

the State, with-

ui.le

ii

tons

»'

r

n-*dy

*'o* any contract-

In the towns of Knox couniv tflmr make lime
casks for the Dockland market, the demand for
hoop-poles i* '!• great, that they ire liauled from
this city .and this eity gvts them horn Waldo,
Brooks. Swanville, Searsport and the towns
along Ihe line of the abroad. There is nothing
that now l)riugs ash more readily than hoop
pmes.
A
on

The Salt Lake Journal says that < ongivs*
should appoint an investigating commiitce on
the Mormon tithing fund, t>» ascertain what disposition was made of largi sums of money
sent to Washington, and what members .»f ('onretained ill
gress and Senators have been
Bridghani Young’s interest.

mile

of this city,
sije was >*ound from Bos
Lnnaira. ( ’ape Doge is the eastern ex
"I '1 art lla’* \
llel ii d.

Legislative Dnilroad ( oinmitfee last
mpoi'ed * I.ill to -new tin- hartei of the

large

a

years.

a

A

Lizzie

Phe staj.-uit lit vvhe h has gone the rounds o
papers that ( aptaiu M« ( <i!vt-rv has a cont r:i« t to build several vc-seis, and among them

Crept John Allen ol I’rookliu, who was
soldier of ihe vv ar ol L P.’. and. vv ho forty v ears
ago enjoyed the reputaiion of being tie* wealthiest shipowner and the most vvidelv known
business man in his section of tic* 'Hancock)
county, died the 1:2th, m r., at the advanced

Knox.

('ox

the

It was reported Saturday that the liver for
did nice* below W.nbTport w as covered
with Ill'll i. e.
I'he srle oner Krie e*f tills ,-jfy
an iv, ,| will in a half-mile of W inter port. Sat a rdav from I’. 'Son. hut the tide and l. e 1<>ok her
down to sm.lv Point, with i*.s o! tnehm.
! W hi*:.

was

;\

as

We Darn, however, that m attempt will b<
made to unend the lull in the house, by striking out the prov ision d th«' committee. but
which it i* thought eaunot prevail.

some

bor

ntral

I
«viib * proBay and Do a Ba>b
vision inserted that
!ow ihe pi, .-u; ! »ci
barb..!
*.i.
im i*
light, an I will satisfy the people ot this city

\ Newfoundland dog, not long since, placed
himself between bis master's child and the open
grate toward which it was crawling m Nashua.
N. 11.. and rcmain *l then*, though scorched
and blistered, until persons came into the* room
Mid rescued tie child.

t’or (»en.

V

Dr*nobsi*i

An Ohio man, walking on
railroad track,
found a baby crawling wound that had dr-.pp. <1
tVom a ear window.
The* little one* wa> m are.
!y injured, and tie farmer vv m rewarded with
a hundred dollar
given!) ■•k for taking fair >|
it halt an hour.

age of !M

( a

last

city

'Phe

at smith Via ns f-amth oiirte«: a young ia iv. n,akiir.r lea sundry pn 'c. w
(*; leWellV,
is
lie was ill dutv bound to do.
Now. afte r a short estrangement, lie sues the
v ouug wa man to ivcov er tle-ir value, trusteeing
her wages at the* mill where- 'lie is employe I
\

the Maine

ol

Saturday, looking
to improvement* about the bridge
our

Field, from
Door, dated
at New Medford. l*Y:.. |sth icport* the vessel
ashore at ( ape Doge, part v full *<t water. Phe
Lizzie Door i* a good \es>»|, about twoyeai*
old, and is owned in part by (’apt. A. W

in America is Ueorge LI Li rrn if ! ’eniisv v a nia. who m Mo. < apt. Larl*i|vh of New Vol k ( itv Is IDO. and has eaten
Le
opium daily foi more than tiftv v-01 >.
P».i: re smoke's and drinks vvhi.-kev.
Hie

in

A despatch ree.-ived b\
(’apt. Dekey.ot schooner

last week thoughtlessly
patient’s nose with his
It look heuutifullv, hut the
both foi .anpearanee and coiii-

torl lie would

*s

till11' liacks aiolig tin Wa
the bridge extends, and to
build a wharf H»o feet info the harbor to the
channel.
Phis has been >pokeli of before, but.
we think now ihey tin an
oismess.

doctor

pimple on
v:>-einaling lancet.
a

houses along the wharves

store

front

ter

Mr-.
William T. Shephai Ison of I. im\.
Mass., was ;i .adenlaliv shot and fatallv wounded >a!urda\ morning. hv her tiv <* rears <>I<l bov
win* vva< playing with a loaded revolver.

Iowa

I’ll,

w

Pin

Mil**. M's", u ,ts attacked !•>
t
.n- c
and although dangerously wounded lints. d,
"hot 'Mil kill -d two of his ascendent-.

An
!aieed

have Sought.

'hief Engineer Holt

<

road
with

V.M.

ing

Mild not

\-.i the following
Phe gent bin u who |.
allonym*ni' note think fh .t a c«• I w n k i- being
dom- in their neighborly»-.|
in
i11> note i> s-j do p*
>. < »tis »v < 'o- I u<-1
md nti iot for goods put
pay both prii.eip u
chased at \out store in Duo.

■'

liv

i-oi>oin*d meat about

The colored boy, < harles Douglas, mentioned
I a-1 week, as ha\ ing stub n a w atcli, w i' irre*ted in A usrusta. The loser, Daniel <Poothakei
identified the property, and Judge Johnson
sentenee 1 the offender to the Deform
'hooi Pal
live y. ars, or during his ininoritv.

The annual meeting ol the -toekholders of the
M line (
nt r i! I, Ilk «•-,.!
'.no; -m v w. i be h Id
if WaterviHe on \\
tees lev F--i..
.at
10

tamer.

»\vmg

well tilled, and the
irrying trad** bids fair
he good for some time to eome.

to

A hint her l.taiif of P, a., .r. who -tab! >d a
t-dloW'-ailor in ll .-ton in (i.-tol.ei l-i-t, aiming
hi- vietim’s death, ha- *•, n seu!eii.-e.| to fifteen
\ ear- m fh
Ala--. State Prison.

a

Mi

--

Several dogs have been poisoned
them
vahiabV mu- belonging f
dog of ilmost human intelligence

ale

When N.
P. Willi- was asked to mak. a
In- replied, I am hv profession a writer,
and v<m e-nniof evpe.-l a pump to give water
from the handle as well a- from the mouth.

hav|i

On

i

u

money

stored.

ot Mediawith -ma !
have died of the dt-

speeeii

mi ni:

the

n with the Usu:o a. livity last week,
mu
owing to the unfavorable weather shipments were light, and the greater part was

*•

W

cars on

expected.

out

ddr l
"L authorities are now dealing v\ h
I the
--ivv-diist" -wiie! 1 <*rs (or -emlin- eir.-ul-irs
! through the mails, ottering to furnish
eimti ri-*it greenba.-ks.

I

a-

1 ia\

re-

keeper of Peiun.juil
salary ot S.,r,u.

Li one la nilv in Fl -worth, that
Sargent, there have been ten -irk
.pox

box

irtme

veil

i>

■

a-

a

nr ir mi

work

Dodge has made great improvements in his
saloon.
Tie counters are- now all on one aid*
■l >lie room, running the whole length, which
for fix* refreshment room*, all
gives spac
ha m|si»mel y fitted ii}

of -mall-pox in Wi\-

are now no ease-

<■

»*tle

that

pat'

the traek twiee between
;mp
It was left at tin
and Krii.x S’ation.
•• disabled.

on*-

among

Mr.

itentiary
There

n*»r

streets.

and

All Iowa ho\ who
otV with fifteen wars*

new

‘■'■Min- |m

I

f>!)|ih' of runaways nm.le the streets lively
Tuesday. While Fd. Salmon was driving
W. Pib-her’- hor-e, accompanied hv the

tin animal became antic threw them
md started up Primrose |Till. Mr. Salmon
dull- to the reins, and w.i- dragged on his back
owner,

old.

Leavitt, of Kastport was ahead He ceased. Now the venders of the ardent
is a prominent member of the third
can have a breathing spell until the session
branch, and deserved the compliment.
in March, when doubtless some ot them
—An appropriation of $75,000, to com- will be shaken
Noiw.vtioiio. John Light, now living in this
up to appease the rewas one hundred years old last July.
plete the Custom House at Rockland, has formers, who still cry “down with the town,
He was born m Waldoboro, on the farm lately
been reported, and will
by Henry NVwbert. When lie mov-d
occupied
rumsellers.”
We
wish
them God speed,
probably pass.
to N'oblcboi'o, st*v cmy-tiva- years ago.theonlv
—Ashes in a wooden box set a
hut
tear
their
labor
will
come
to
was
a bridle path, and his nearest neighroad
naught.
Bangor

out

The Hampden lottery, in which the
chief prize was Tyler Wasgatt’s saw mill,
valued at $10,000, was drawn last week.
The mill fell to a boy in Winterport, who

dudgeon. When they they give another
dance “may I lie there to see”
The court has closed, the sheriff has de-

Representatives, Senators, parted

••1 have it fresh from Washington that at the
there tor the purpose of close of this session Governor Perham will resign to accept the position of Commissioner of
experiencing the fascinating process. It Pensions, which will be tendered him, a position
he has long desired. In that case Hon. John
says—
B. Poster of Bangor, now President of the
The hitter cold does not chill and shake a
Semite, will be Governor.”
person, as in damper climates. It stealthily
The friends ol the Governor
creeps within all defences, and nips at the I .one
deny the
without warning.
Riding along with busy correctness of Ibis report.
a
drowsiness
thoughts, quiet, pleasurable
take
possession of the body and mind, the fences
An Illinois Miss offers to
grow indistinct, the thoughts wander, weird
dispose of
fancies come trooping along with fantastic forms, herself by lottery. The number of tickets
the memory fails, and in a confused dream of is 100,000 at $1 apiece. The
right to reject
wife and home the soul steps out into oblivion the holder ot the
lucky number is rewithout a pang of regret.
served.
of

Thus ended the first lesson.
The greater
portion of the company retired in high

.'sabbath recreation in the camps is in lulged
in hy those who "look through nature up to nature’s God.-’ Also clam chowders are made.

Mr. Fletcher and his corps of assistants,
from th
Normal School, Ca-tine. with invited
friends, came up on a sleigh ride on Saturday.

c

a-

Our city readers should nor fail to remember
the lecture this evening, by Mr. Elwell. It will
be one of ’he most interesting of tin* course.

well patron-

We were favored by a large delegation
from Ellsworth, and the officers of Hector Engine No. \. -f t astine, and He- chief engineer

in

a

"ii

The Waldo Farmer's Association will meet
West Winterport F* b.‘27lh, at l» o'clock.

Services will he held in the North Church
next Sabbath, by Uev. Mr. Ilobie, of Massachusetts.

ot

a-

■

were

another eleetion.

Thirty families have moved into this city
e last April, and more are
ready to come as
soon a> dwellings can he had.

sea-on.

dence

n

w

They

understood that Mayor Marshall

now

siin

ized, and -• veral times encored.
The Firemen's Ball on last Thursday evening
under the auspices ofTorrant Engine Company
No. '-?. (*f this place, was the grand affair of the

to-

s

performers.

amateur

a

■

at

laky, wili icside here.
Last evening we were favored by a real negro
minstrei conceit by the colored men of the
steamer Katahdin. This performance showed
a musical cultivation hardly to he looked for in

weather to perform the same routine each
day; but since hearing of the variety with
which Down East has been favored, we

is

It

consents to

1

left the

City.

A twenty-live ton yacht for Selwin MeGilvery
i- to be buill in Mr(iilverv’s yard this season.

Parker Sp-ulni'd of this place is engaged by the
company to net as chi« f engineer, and to select
his assistants. Mr. <«o\v.*n, the contractor, is
here making arrangements.
His agent, Mr.

hardly expresses the real condition of
everything. Even Old Probability seems
vicinity, and

News of the County and

Journal.

*•

penings, than the one which hangs dark
and forbidding at the present time. “Dull'’

to have forsaken this

Bucksport.
of the

Bucksport, Feb. 1*.
Yesterday the subscribers of the I*. & IT.
River Railroad met here and voted to accept the
act of the legist iture
hanging the name of the
road to
Bucksport As Bangor R. R.” Mr.

Boston, Feb. 17.
Well, how is this estimable space to be
filled? And truly there was never a darker
cloud o’er shadowing the stream ot hap-

finally thwarted by adverse influences at polygamy is abhorred and Mormons disattention.
Washington. Desiring to keep his own liked by the country at large. Meantime
j#5j*Hoka<'f. Dunn, ui Washington St., Boston, counsel, he was
compelled to lay before it is reported that the saints, snutliiig the
i~
an authorized Agent tor the Journal.
jewels were buried with the bodies,temptthe President and Secretary Stanton the coming trouble, are preparing for a now
ed some sacrilegious hand to violate the
Subscribers art1 requested to take notice of tinplan of his campaign, which in twenty- (light, and are in negotiation for one of minated very handsomely, and gave
on the cob red slips attached to the paper.
It
places ot then last rest ; but they are date
thanks in a sumptuous entertainment and
four hours thereafter was known in Rich- the Sandwich
is the only form of receipt now used. For instanct,
Islands—longing, like Tom
guarded, in their dilapidated condition, 15 May 7:>, means that the subscription is paid to
mond.
general good time. Now the question
the co-operation of Moore's lovers, tor
new payment is made, the date
Relying
upon
that date. When
with a religious care bv the present prowill he immediately changed to correspond, and
“who did the terrible deed 3'’ remains un“Some bright little isle ot their own,
McDowell’s corps, it was taken from him
a receipt in full is sent with every paper. SubIn n blue summer ocean, far off amt atone."
prietor. To men who, like myself, have thus
answered—another denial of the old adage
scribers in arrears are requested to li rward the
at the last and critical moment. Instructed
in them the element of old mortality, sums due.
Congress is endeavoring to regulate that “murder will out.’’
by President Lincoln to move cautiously,
“such graves are pilgrim shrines.”
\\ hen actual news is so inexcusably
In sending money, state THE POST OFhe was abused by the Cabinet, Congress, the distribution ol the Geneva award.
Mount Cornelia, in this island, is the FICE to which the
[taper is scnt.«£9
and the radical press for not moving The claim which the insurance companies scarce, one is tempted to do a little -trolhighest point ot land on tin* coast sou'll
not exactly “going about like the
rapidly. The result was a defeat in the s< t no to be considered preferred claim- ling,
ot Staton Island.
There is an old fortifiThe Country Calls for Examples.
lion, seeking whom he may deroaring
ants lias been
seven days battle, alter which the
both
houses.
ignored by
army
cation. or earthwork, not far front the
Tiie defence of Colfax, which we pub- was saved from annihilation
The next tiling to lie settled is whether a vour.” lmt a sort of a general looking, liby
the
only
dwelling-house, origin unknown; verv lished last week, was not
complete, as masterly retreat upon Malvern Hill, and special commission shall sit upon the eases ter the genuine Yankee style. In these
pi 'liable the one which gave to the island owing to its great length the
telegraph the defence of that position. Then the presented, or whether they shall be passed travels, since the great tire, it is interestIts name.
Some of those shell mounds
did not transmit it in full. It seems that bombastic
ing to see the different localities ot the
Pope took command, and was upon by the United States Courts.
tint are found in oilier parts of the state
several sufferers. Many of those pt ineelv
he claims to have received a §1000 greenterribly defeated at the second Bull Run.
ate found here: some of them fifty teot in
The business in Congress the past week firms which dwelt in marble balls in
back in a letter from (feo. F. Nesbitt, of The last disaster was
The
overwhelming.
lias not been ot great interest. The prin- Winthrop square, and Franklin street, are
height. There are various theories as to Now York, to aid him in carrying Indian \.
defeated and demoralized army crowded
their origin.
The better opinion is that in
1§.}8; also §200 from bis father-in-law. into Washington, while the victorious cipal event has been the counting ol the to be found compactly settled ami I the
tin v are the work of tlie aborigines.
1 These two sums lie
deposited, he says, lebels were marching upon Maryland. electoral votes, and the notification to odd associations at Hie North End. The
will not enter on the discus-ion of a ques- and at once
bought a cheek for §1000, Then there was need of the abused Grant and Wilson. A resolution congratu- shoe and leather merchants, w ho for so
tion that iiu- pu/aled tie intiquurians and which he sent to Indiana.
Mr. Nesbitt is McClellan. Gen. llalieek wrote to him latory to the people ot Spain, on the es- many years appropriated exclusively ('.inmore geologically
learned h“ads than not now
living—so that this bit of evi- “1 beg of you to assist me in this crisis tablishment of a republic, was objected to gress, Pearl and High streets, are scattermine for many years.
One I act at least dence is sustained
by the alleged gift of a with your ability and experience.” Pope bv Mr. Hanks, who called it a proposition ed promiseously over the city, often havis universally conceded, and that is that
slavery in ihe colonies ot ing the glaring lager beer saloon, nr tin
dead man, and tiie payment of §200 by a was defeated
August tilst, and two days to'recognize
whatever the origin it mi st he found far
lather-in-law—which two sums make up afterwards. Doth President Lincoln and Spain.
pretending candy stand for next dn.u
back in the annals of t.he past.
Most of the millinery houses
the amount of deposit so elearlv proven on Gen. llalieek called at Gen. McClellan’s
neighbor.
Evans, the New Hampshire murderer,
Vegetation on the island is luxuriant; the
have chosen the South End. even the exday that Mr. Ames claims to have house, told him of the disasters, and cominto
His
latest
poetry sometimes.
drops
garden vegetables sowed in 1'oeember
treme: the business, naturally having an
paid the same sum. and which Colfax mitting everything to his hands, begged effort is thus—
.are
now—Ian. :>1 -some three inches swears
he didn’t receive.
This is a piece this insulted and
up town tendency, woul I hardly be ex‘t gladly leave till tilings below
outraged soldier to save
Peach and plum-tree- in blossom.
high.
Yeas fur my jesus i would go
ot evidence which wouldn’t, pass muster
pected to stroll to the foot of the city.
them and the country.
Vi as in a ({foment i would rise
Mr. 1!. is entering lareelv be,,, (no eultivaFor the past week the different places
in a country justice trial, and bears very
To meet my saviour in the skies."
Who was master of the situation then.
tcn ol grapes ; he abundv g/ows orangeplainly the impress ot manufacture for the Mr. Field?
The "rise” that he will take will proba- ot amusement have been better attended
arid lemon-.
H- proposes to make the
than at any time during the winter. The
occasion. It is openly scouted by some
The announcement that McClellan again bly be at the end of a rope.
cultivation of tie -ngar earn a -oeeialtv.
cause mav lie somewhat attributed to the
of the leading administration papers.
commanded infused enthusiasm and confitor which the -oil 1- peculiarly
While the Credit Mobilier investiga- unusual amount of
adapted.
There is no escape from the conclusion
good things presented,
dence into the remnants of the army.
At.
1 may a-~ ive!, -top here, although 1
tions are proceeding at Washington, the
flic Boston Theatre is having crowds to
that Coltax is a disgraced man- a conclutheir head lie marched in pursuit ot Lee,
1 shall sion that would lie
niigln devote pag.-s to the topic
police reports ot the city show that a poor see the beautiful Neilson as Juliet, whit h
but little stronger it and at the battles of South
Mountain and man whose wretched
never torget the three days. fuM of
family was starving, she says she has played over six hundred
happi- that terrible Ames should now produce a
Antietam defeated and drove him back
stole a soup bone worth fifteen cents, He
iies-, that I spent on fort (feorge Island.
from
tiie
accused
the
times, with Romeos of every age. from
receipt
covering
into Virginia.
was sent to jail.
w. <;.
The honorable Con- sixteen to
whole transaction.
sixty, besides several femaleWho was master of the situation then?
gressmen ivho stole by millions are still acting the part, which to her way of
This bad eminence is not reached by
When
Gen.
Chamberlain
lectured
in
Fun at August
at large, and living at lirst-class hotels.
tiie Vice-President alone. The transacthinking were poor substitutes.
this city a few weeks ago, upon the Battle
The reunion of tin- Legislature ot 1 s7p tion between Ames and Patterson, of New
A benefit to be given soon to the family of
We
learn
that
at
the
of Gettysburg, he staled that a-; the troops
meeting in Camwas n lively
-IVair. The members of the Hampshire, is not
only as lull ot guilt, approached the battle field, an aid was den. on Saturday, to vote in aid ot the the late Mr. Selwyn of the tHobe, promexpired branches were very generally in hut the affair seems to have been a hiltles stationed who announced to
ises to lie a very en joyable occasion, as
the soldiers, railroad, no action was taken, it having
attendance, and tie- genHenmn <>! the lob- sword that lias wounded the on* who
ot the Boston talent will participate.
been decided that the meeting was illegal most
as tin y marched past, that McClellan was
bying third branch, which never expires, wielded it. It Ames swears truly he cor- In command : the word
Everybody enjoys the favorite old
The matter was
gave new life and through informality.
’■vi re ot
course there.
A mock session rupted Patterson with his
bribing gifts. determination to the tired and footsore postponed to the regular March meeting'. Museum, where even he of the piimwas held in the afternoon, which brought
Amt yet last dime, during the Presidenviews can steal awhile away, and enjoy
So that McClellan’s name alone
men.
The new educational schemes don’t ap- a
■•tit lot- ot fnn.
Hon T l{ Hubbard, tial canvass. Ames wrote a letter, which
good play without the terrible slander
was really master of the situation, even
li-e .-baaed Governor.
was. in joint coev.
The compul- ot “theatre
Patterson nmv produces, declaring that
pear to thrive at Augusta.
going” being fastened upon
at Gettysburg, while lie was scores of
sory education hill has been indefinitely him.
Accompanied by hi- eouneil, lie came in all the transactions between the two were miles
Where is the steady down caster,
And the country will prefer
away.
ami delivered an address, running over honest and honorable! Both cannot In
postponed, that for uniformity ol text xvho fails to drop in lor an evening, alter
tn believe soldiers o! reputation, like
hook
referred to next legislature, and
humor and tun. and recommending some true, in one ease or tiie oilier Ames is a
wrestling all day with the wholesale
Chamberlain, rather than anv mere driver
that tor increase ot school mill tax de- dealer for his semi-annual outfit of
In convicting the others, in
very extra
dinary legislation. A great falsifier.
goods!'
among the foolish and malignant scandals
feated.
many of the enactments were of this convicts himselt twice over.
!
takes
for
some
-yea
along
ot the [tast.
apcompany
will
History
yet do justice
character. a< a specimen of which the fol1 hi' eases ol 1.rooks \\ ilson. Oarhcld.
of calico, even if his merpreciative
piece
to McClellan.
Stokes breaths freer.
unMavis,
Judge
lowing is presented
Kelley and the rest are little or no better.
der the peculiar laws ot New York, lias chandise is little out ot that line.
on motion, '.id an :u*i entitled the cure evil
Senator Harlan i- <• invieteit ot receivin'!
The ease with which the Bath and PortConcerts too are tilling well the space
act was talo n from tie* tal>!<
granted a stay of proceedings, which will
SI 0,000 from the Presiilent ot the Paeiti.
Tt i- as followof advertised amusements.
land Railroad charter passed the legislaA seiii
trom
operate as a reprieve for a time, but the
I lie M**ndidsohn (.minted. <!uli is in eon
STATF OF maim
road, ostonsiby to aid Ids election. In:! ture, with no opposition from the Maine baiter is still over his bead.
A
Act cute V t|i
vi' ,«•[,
Harlan, under oath belore the committee
Central and Pastern toads, is now undertemptation, and pleasantly anticipated
Ilp il rniK'ti' i k>/ ///* S'r;<!t<
Ih"tsc r.f
flic Boston Lancers, a splendid body
can give no account ol the
The steady decrease of -mall pox max
At the meeting of the corporators,
I-1
is7*j
disposition In stood
Iif'pt’rsP/itillir,
! 'lislntvrt VPMlow
osschll-lt d.
made ol tlie money.
This creates a sus- at Rath, last week, the Pastern road very of horsemen, one hundred and twenty account in a measure for Hie increased at^i:«tion 1.
Tile city of Portland is hereby
picion, amounting to certainty, that the quietly captured the whole concern, and strong, are going to attend the inaugura- tendance at these departments.
re
in i exempt from the en11 aac«- ot r ti!i «-ad- tlieviu. and all tracks now
has it now at its own disposal.
The tion at Washington, March 4th.
Valentine day was faithfully celebrated
money was really a bribe.
a lull it- limit- arc 11• r*
by declare*! nuisance
and may dc abated h\ dm- process
Following those comes the conviction Boston and Maine, which was counting
—Those who ride in hearses don’t often by juveniles and perpetrators of practical
|:,\v. /Vot'l -'i. ho"'-'rn nothing d. r *in contained -hall 0
Pomeroy, in bribing his wav into thr on an easy access through it to the east, complain of the state of the roads. But jokes, who astonished Iriends with sugge-ippiy to 11*. Hnbba: d. Port land and Path Sea
-'!o*i Uailroa*! dial ter.
I'nited States Senate, and the parallel is correspondingly1 exercised. The air is Mr. Moody, who otlieiates as conductor t i vi' pi< ttires of I heir glaring peculiar!I ies
It -hall lie tie* duty ofihe governor
Sf.ct. 2.
ease of Senator Caldwell.
And Ihe end
Robins have been seen ill Dorchester,
full of rumors in regard to new arrange- of the vehicle of u ie in Camden, sued
and < *<iiticil to appoint mm “m-pitvd lobbicst”
with power to mploy -.--i-tants w ho-c
duty ii is not yet. Another investigation is going ments between the roads east and west of the town for damages m being thrown busy at their annual wooing, seeming
to attend her.'afjei
1 -essioli «»( ill
-li ill
in which a New York broker
legislature, with a pay not exceeding in gros- on,
charge? Portland, indicating that some important front his seat thereon; and the jury gave jubilant with the idea of returning so
amount liic net proceed- of tin* ..jo op. tie*
that he paid to Judge Sherman, brothei
him 8425.
All the tax payers will be early.
moves are to he made.
twelfth
-Taui at Path of the railroad charter
of Senator Sherman, the sum of §10.000.
Since the above was in type, the House mourners.
atoiesaid.
Tiui'.tliy. the evangelist, is hereby for his intluenee in the Senate, and that ol has
Letter from Rockland.
--Justice Kingman, of the Wyoming
given passage to an order instructing
ant!c»ri/e.| and dircctpfl to endow one or more
(iarlield in the House, tor the repeal ol the railroad committee to
'dm rd:<
the lm. ol the Hubbard and 11 it *!iot tin* Jour-ntil.
into
the
Correspondence
inquire
Rupreine Court, says a good word for
born •sea S|iom» I.im from tin* net proceed-, of the law
taxing bankers and brokers. Tc expediency ol revoking the Batli and woman
Fell. istth.
Rockland,
from
actual
'he -aie of all hi- eharl»*r-. and also to ]iublish a
suffrage,
knowledge,
book on “insjiiria lobbying” for the informa- clinch the charge, a letter from Judge
1 lie grand lizzie ot the si asnn came off
Portland charter! This complicates mat- in a letter which we
on the outside.
print
tion of fut me lcgi-1 ilure-: and the halane.
Sherman is shown, going into the particu- ters
at Farwell & Ante
thereof he F herd»v authorized to take with
again. Really, such sharp dodging
—An absconding Englishman, who had Wednesday evening
!iim
far
the ":-rurh/ -/tiff's" but nottoeros- lars of the whole corrupt bargain.
U ill, ill the shape id a “grand sheet and
as has been had about that hit of road was
run
stsooo
and a woman,
tberewitli tic gulf to Fn.de Abraham'- bosom.
away with
These matters are had enough, hut they never before known in
pillow case hall" and unde! the auspir.
>K(
1.
flu '-"i shore line- are herein
legislative experi- neither of which
belonged to him, was
are believed by those conversant with the
authorized t<» exchange i;e.*pu--o- with each
id the XXV ( luh.
ance.
We wait with much interest to
The weather \v
arrested in Portland last week, lie paid
ot 1;• *i until tlieir
! roads an* built,
secret ways of officials at Washington tc
hear the reasons for granting the charter
-i:ri.
P* ter < ’’m Iks Keegan’s siimlry insplendid, the music was excellent. but !Inover $5000, and was released,
saving the remainder of the alfaii was a
tent oils of man \ ing <ex
o
Ins fair ron- he licit a small inert ot the terrible corrup- one week and
repealing it the next.
complete
whole ot the woman.
til' Units are lien b\ iugnized,
that tin* State tion that festers and fattens
at
the
failure. Four, and no more, were ail that
capital.
ma; be saved the expen-e ot bringing tin*
—The
of
the
Swede- to thi- i'ountry■.
for
an
hearing
Certain it is that enough has been proven
petitioners
King Amadeus, who lias just abdicated
appeared in the requisite paraphernalia.
Se< i. <5.
All tin- doing- T.I.-,-on M. Cariton
and laid hare to sicken any man having a the throne of Spain, is son of King Victor extension to Bangor of the George’s Val- When the cornet sounded tor the
-inn th«* death of th** late In l
'lar(»n«*e
grand
kaeliry Pruin <>1 Nh-w J.n--< v„ he. n I the same spark ot honor or patriotism m his l>rea.-l. Kmnnuel, of Italy. II was called to that ley Railroad charter, resulted in leave to march the immortal four issued from tin-

to

that she knew well how to
as

■•v.i- :i

in

experiment

as

morn

Imt

progress np the
river; I do not thins it will lie a success.
1 believe that the only linn labor that ean
lie siteei --fully mployed here is that of the
eoloved race, l etch one of the employees

.'

v

of the drives

aggregate length
the i-lam! t lift ecu miles.
to

I'he

in its groves

of Suv.i.

mem

the top, where the hors* -lopped. The same
afternoon, while Prank Pitrher was driving his
gray horse across Custom House Square at a
furious puce, the animal -hied, threw out tin
driver, and run, with the sleigh »n its -ide, past
the North C hureb, di-jp| earing towards the
shore. W'in
found
In
-i-igh w a- pretty
to

distant. At one time worked
I Waldoboro News,

much used up.
A .-.trie regard tor the safety or
people on foot and 'he regulations against fasr
dnvine.. would have saved this latter accident.

U.VMiiMt, Keb. 1J. Tbis forenoon a iittle boy,
live years of age, named Perley Willey, w.i- j
on an errand bv his mother, ami in sonu*
Ai.o.m} thk Wharvk.s. 'Hie extreme cokt
!
manner became bewilder. .I, lost his wav and
wandered into a large field, where lie was and -till nights of :a»t wi ek temporarily elosedi
found Iiv e hell' aftervv il d 111 a I, insensible coil- our harbor the first tin- for the season, 1> w mg
dilion, with hi" face, hands and feet terribly to the strong current it
impossible for the ice
frozen. Tin* best medical aid has been providto remain, consequent!} the strainer has made
ed, but. death tu tv come to the little sufferer's
her regular landings, on Monday tin* schooner
relief at any time.
Fanni-* and Edith made sail at Swan’s wharf
It is said that a n.inistei in this city and one
and got out v\ u ho ill -erious t rouble, since w hicb
of his unregenerate parishioners recently engaged the services ol a plumb r lor some, need- ail loaded vessels have left, not ice enough reed repairs. Tim plumber repeatediv (ail. <! to maining to be a hindrance. Woods, Mathew*
come to time, amt the indignant
paii-hiom-r A; Baker have loaded -i hr. fjsts with
hay for
vv role and signed t he following tersely worded
imte:
Win, in h-d m
Boston, and Pitcher A* liorham the sehr. Heroyou tiiii-U that
flic
reverend gentleman s.-iatched tor do. Pitcher A- Son are
job?"
expecting vessels
ditto" under the above, and tin* missive was
Albert. Carter is loading
for cargoes.
s' lit
to the plumber.
l ie
iob lias be. n com- daily
sehr. Forest (Jueen with potatoes lor Boston.
pleted. i Portland PiV's.
Morrow has several iu waiting.
sent

1

1

••

I he

diOienhies

attending railroading
judged from the following paragraphs Irom Bangor papers—
may hi'

As the

night express train from Boston
nearing Burnham on its way to this
city Saturday morning, one of the parallel
was

rods of the locomotive broke and smashed
up into the cab directly through the seat
on which the fireman usually sits.
Fortunately for the fireman, he was busy elsewhere, and thus escaped terrible and perhaps fatal injuries. Theengitie was thrown
from the track, and a dispatch was sentto
Walerville for another, which was forwarded as soon as possible, and the train
reached this city at half past 10 o’clock in
the forenoon.
The Maine Central mail train Irom the
west was an hour and a half late Saturday

evening, having disabled live locomotives
between Portland and this city, and finally
coming in in low of a freight engine.

JACKSON.
us that the report of the existence of small pox in Jackson is
There is not now and has not been
erroneous.
lor years a ease of the disorder within the limits
of the t own.

David Boodv, Esq., informs

NORTH PORT.

The goods, effect-, furniture, Ac., of the Sons
of Temperance at Saturday < ove were sold at
auction last Saturday.
WAI.IH).
near burnFire was discovered in a bed in a chamber, and had made
good headway. Mrs. Bray went into the room,
tilled as it was with smoke, and while her hus-

The house of Robert

ing

on

Bray

Saturday morning

came

last.

band brought water, she applied it to the burning clothing. 'Plie house was saved, although
Wie lire probably
Mrs. B. was nearly stifled.
originated from a hot flat-iron which was placed
iu the bed the night before.

WrKNII

Will IFaptist, was
Cook, Fi
\i-ited by hi.- hi. ad- and neighbor- «>n Friday
ninglhe 7th m>l. Thev left with liim
<-i
other piv-mit-; for which
money.
will pl.

v

a-c

opt his thanks. Thursda\
t donation held at the

a>

tin 13tti ther«i

Isaac (.raves and Elders Sullivan ami
baric.- IF ay—t M. E. .-ireiiit.) Tlu \ received
o.lh in mom-y. on the Satunbiv eve toilow\Ve> mouth,F. \V. IF wis \ isiied
_■ Elder N. F.
ived 7 •■>.10. Ai tin* s«‘> iTa! idaees the
••

o'oie

were

eordiaUy

re

rived.

KFlAli' 'NT.

lie house, barn and store of If. P. Taber at
(\>rner were totally destroyed b\ tire on

I

to-day:—
To

.turdav noon last. The family wi re at dinner
’•
n tlu tire took in the -tore, which was in
a;t ot
he dwelling house, and undoubtedly
A barrel
-i- feetive chimney.
nan
-mu
kero-,.ne was near tin -pot in which the tire

Senate

Tin

IIoi

and

se of

Repre-

sentatives :
i consider it my

duty to call attention
ot Congress to tin' consideration of affairs
in the Territory ol' Utah, and to the dangers likely to arise, if it continues during
the coming recess, from a threatened conflict between the Federal and Territorial
authorities. No discussion is necessary in
regard to the general policy of Congress
respecting the Territories of the United
States, and I only wish now to refer to >o
much of that policy as concerns their judicial affairs and the enforcement of law

within their borders. No material differare iound in respect to these matters in the
organic acts of the Territories,
but an examination of them will show
,,
V\ in. n tul the Haines so that thedestructhat it has been the invariable act ot Conso that nothing could
v •] id. -o much
v.
gress to place and keep their civil and
I’h* r< was in-uranee to the amount
ivr.I
criminal jurisdiction, with certain limited
on building- ami stock, in the Etna
exceptions, in the hands of persons nomiHartford otiiec-. eth-eted through ( o\ \
nated by the President and continued I>v
Field.
the Senate, and that the general administration of justice should he as prescribed
LINCOLN\ Il.i
There ho;i> 1* lu* an increasing interest in
by Congressional enactment. Sometimes
the power given to the Territorial Legis\\ n of late in relation to the Penobscot Bay
latures has been somewhat larger and
Uiv'et K. li.
The load, as surveyed west
sometimes somewhat smaller than the
lie uiounlain, pa-m s along a \ alley within a
(towers generally conferred. Never, howv*
rods ot til tie be-t lime roek quarries in
ever. have (towers been given to a 'Territown.
'The roek 3- traceable in nearly a torial
Legislature inconsistent with the
t line lbdniost two miles.
Some of tlie
idea that the general judicature of the
-1
.on■■ manufactured iii
Maine i- made o( Tci ritorv was to be under the direct
suitertaken I* in the Coleman and 'Tower vision ot the National Government.
oaae-.
'Tlu « oletnan cpiarry i- liovy owned
the
law
Accordingly
organic
creating
Urn. « die} ot 1,’oekland. Jleb l- a patent ! the l erritory ot Utah, passed
September
'Hit.
fs.iO, provided tor the appointment of
o<
kiln which bus been kept running through
Supreme Court (the Judges of which
winter tbiiv.
The roek L carried from
are Judges of the District
’ic quarry to the top
Court), a clerk,
of the kiln by steam
a marshal, and an
attorney, and to these
The kiln is Mime t liirly fei I high, and
Federal officers is confided the jurisdicootloin ot tin quarry lifteen >r twenty feet
tion in all important matters, but as delou the kiln.
A tra-k i- built from the botcided recently by the Supreme Court, the
u of the quan \ to the top of the kiln and the
act requires the jurors to serve in these
k i- drawn up on a ear on an tip hill gl ide
courts to tie settled in such :i manner as
or
to degree-.
Tin -ame power also 1 h< Territorial
Legislature sees lit to premps tin wat-r from the quarry, runs a eirscribe. It lias undoubtedly been the de0 -avv and
grist mil!, all at the -ame time, sire ol Congress, so tar astiiesame might
lie compatible with the supervisory eon
I n needed.
trol of the Federal Government, to leave
11lit* a number of ox and home teams have
n
employ eil for the a-l three weeks in haui- the minor details connected with the adime Kick lmm the < olemati quarrie- to j ministration ol law to the regulation of
local authority, but such a desite ought
olnville lb teli.
\. I.
md ITS. Krolmek
not to govern, when the elleel will lie,
; other- iv, to build three lime kilns then* in
to the peculiar circumstances ol
'Tin Tower quarries are -it uale on owing
|-ring.
a ease, to produce a conflict between the
dun brake farm. I ast -j riug, < ’ill, v T«»wer
Federal and 'Territorial authorities, or to
|
Spaulding bought the whole larm. It i- impede the enforcement of law, or in any
that parties di cmiden have recently barivay to endanger I he peace and
good order
-.one
for the Kmery Ihal quarry, and will
ol the Territory.
Evidently it was never
k11ii
-null.
intended
to
entrust
the
patent
Territorial Legis•
lature with (lower which would enable it
! tior
lie-h i- higher bv the pound than
1

ences

1

»rl..

Mr. IT M. Louett sold a horse \t*
at the rale of :»n 1-2 rents a

day- since

md, live weight.
Herald-ays that Cha>. W. Smith’ol Linille. while engaged in blowing a log. one
week, wa- -o unfortunate a- to touch
the charge while -landing immediately
the log. and consequently received the
full m the face, and w i- eul and burned

ast
to

tearful manner, though -trang* to
tliout injury to hi- eyesight.
Execution

of

-av,

Gaffney.

laff'ney, the Hilllal.i desperado, was exuled ill that city on Friday, for delihcr
shooting a companion it; cold blood.
feat efforts itad been made lor a
pardon,
(iuv. Dix was immovable.
The foiis
an account of the death scene
ling
i'n Thursday afternoon the condemned
■ an
had an affecting interview with his
tc and tivo children.
He made Ins witc
mdse to abandon gay dress, go to
.Mireh and live a ('hrisiian life.
Front
boy lie exacted a promise never to
ink liquor^, play eards. never swear or
t

..

■

—

eak

a

the Sabl.ath

dressing the boy.

day

Gaffney.

lid:

It

you

in ad-

will do

i ask, you will nevni be
brought to
rh- re your poor papa now iFrom the
tl le girl he ex arte 1 a similar
promise. lie
-1>t well during a portion ol yeslerdat
■

and ale a hearty supper la-l
iglit
Gaffney awoke at six o’eloek this
■oruing after passing a \ cry restless night.

ittei'iKioii

biiutor Harris vi.-ited him between one
■el two o’clock tins
morning, when lie
-mplaiued that his late was a very hard
lor So young a man.
At eight o’eloek
this morning he partook ot a -light hreakt consisting ot eggs, tea and toast.
At
no
o’clock his weeping wife and two
a lien, with a tew ol his relatives, were
io n to liis cell to bid him their last
farewell.
His coffin was brought in at 7
lock. It is an elegant rosewood casket,
itul has a neat silver plate bearing the. in’Died, February It, 1S7H,
scription :
lolin Gaffney, aged -JH years,” and has an
upper disk attached with an engraving on
a halt wreath of immortelles with a cross
a
the centre having the inscription
"I
i! S
Gr* at care was taken that the execution
should he as private as possible, and few
person-, beyond the prison officials and
pre-entativcs ot the press, were admitted. The procession left the jail for the
gibbet it 11. In o’clock in the lotlowing
•fder:
Sheriff’ Cleveland and Under
Sheriff' Smith, the clergymen, and lastly

by creating judicatures ol its own or increasing the jurisdictions ol the courts
appointed by Territorial authority, altliougn recognized i>y ( ongress, to take

the administration of tiie law out of the
hands of Judges appointed by the President, or to intertere with their action.
Several years of unhappy experience
makes it apparent, in both these respects,
that the Territory ot l tab
requires special

legislation by Congress. Public opinion
in that Territory, produced by circumstances too notorious to
require further
notice, makes it. necessary, in iny opinion,
to prevent the miscarriage of justice and

to maintain the
supremacy ol the laws of
the United States and ol the Federal Government, to provide that the select ion of
grand and petit jurors for District Courts,
it not put under the control of Federal
officers, shall be placed in the hands of
persons entirely independent of those who
are determined not to enforce any act ot
*
'ongress obnoxious to them ; and, also to
pass some act which shall deprive the
Probate Courts, or any other court created
by the Territorial Legislature, of any
power to intertere with or impede the action of the courts held by the United States
Judges. I am convinced that so long as

(.’ongress leaves the selection

ol

jurors

to

the local authorities, it will be futile to
make any effort to enioree laws not acceptable to a majority of the people of the
I erritorv. or which interferes with local

prejudices or
polygamy

pro\ ides tor tin- punishment
any of its affiliated vices
1 presume that
(’ongress in
this subject will provide all

of

crimes.

or

passing

on

or

reasonable, and proper safeguards to secure honest and
competent juror whose
verdicts will command confidence and be
a guaranty of
equal protection to all good
and law-abiding citizens, and at the same
time make it understood that crime cannot
be committed with impunity.
1 have belore said that while the I a w
creating the several Territories have generally contained uniform provisions in respect to the Judiciary, vet Congress lias
occasionally varied these provisions in
minor details, as the circumstances of the

affected seemed to demand, and
creating the Territory of l'tu.Ii Congress evidently thought that circumstances
there might require judicial remedies not
necessary in other territories, for hy section n of the act creating that
Territory,
it is provided that a writ ol error
may he
from
the
decision
of
brought
any Judge
of the Territory to the
Supreme Court ot
the United States, upon any writ ol habeas
corpus involving the question of personal
freedom—a provision never inserted in
the prisoner, supported by the
guard and
l inputy Sheriff'Powell.
Sheriff'Cleveland any other territorial act except that creatThis
:,*ok hi- position at tin* lever which he ing llm Territory of New Mexico.
»as
to spring, and the rest of the
provision shows that Conparty extraordinary
ascended the platform ol the gallows. gress intended to mould the organic law
the peculiar necessities ol the Territory,
Gaffney, attired in a black gown, with to
the tatal noose around liis neck, mounted and the legislation which I now recommended is in lull
the gallows platform with a steady
harmony’ with the prestep
I am advised
and took his position directly in front ot cedent thus established.
that
the
United States Courts in Utah
ttie trap.
file under sheriff’then read the
have
been
embarrassed hy the acdeath warrant,alter which
Gaffney stepped tion ot the greatly
Territorial Legislature in cononward to speak
The priests tried to
dissuade him, hut he said : "I must speak, ferring criminal jurisdiction and the powand tell these gentlemen the truth.” He ers to issue writs of habeas corpus in Frotin:t 1 ly disengaged himself and came for- l.iate Courts created by Congress, hut a
complaint is made that persons have been
ward, saying, "I shall speak.”
In a clear voice he spoke seven minutes, discharged in that way by the 1’robate
( ourts.
1 cannot doubt that Congress
o
iling them the circumstances of his will
agree with me that such a state of
line: how his brother-in-law, who was
■otter at the time, handed him :t revolver, things ought not longer to be tolerated,
and no class of persons anywhere should
on! he in the frenzy of drink.
1 hat
be allowed to treat the laws of the United
him
to
this
end.
He
rought
disgraceful
States with open defiance and contempt.
wknowlodged feigning insanity, and said
be would do anything to prolong bis life, Apprehensions are entertained that if Congress adjourn without any action upon
G-n though it was
spent in a dungeon. this
He would have the comfort of
subject turbulence anil disorder will
seeing his follow,
rendering military interference
miily. He asked forgiveness from all
I'ose he had injured. The priest then necessary, a result I should greatly de-

territory

■tiered up the prayers contained in the precate, and in view of this and other
Litany lor the Dead. His arms and limbs obvious consideration 1 earnestly recommend that Congress,at the present session,
were pinioned, the black
cap drawn over
pass some act which will enable the Disliis head, the knot adjusted, the
signal
given, and at J1 AH A \1. the sheriff’ trict, Courts ot Utah to proceed with independence and efficiency in the adminispressed the lever, the holt shot hack, tration
of law and justice.
letting the drop fall, ami the body of .John
IT. S. GRANT.
(Signed)
fell
six
feet.
Gaffney
Executive Mansion, Feb. 15, 1S7;S.
from

Credit

Mobilier.

1 be Poland committee made its
in

the House

on

Tuesday.

Probate

report

It reviews the

whole matter, taking up the case of each
member in detail, it recommends action
in the cases ot Brooks and Ames
only,
whose
tor.

expulsion they declare

to he called

1 he Committee submit to the House

and recommend the adoption of the following resolution :
Whereas, Mr Oakes Ames, a Representative in this House, from the State of
Massachusetts, has been guilty of selling
to members of Congress shares ot stock
in the Credit Mobilier of America, for
prices much below the true value of such
stock, with the intent thereby to influence
the votes and decisions of such members
on matters to be
brought before Congress
for action, therefore
Resolved, That Mr. Oakes Ames be,
and is, hereby expelled from his seat as a
member of the House.
Whereas, Mr. James Brooks, a Representative in this House, from the state of
New York, did
procure the Credit Mobilier Company to issue and deliver to
Mr.
< has. H. Neilson for the
use and benefit
ol said Brooks fifty shares of the stock of
said Company at a price much below its
real value, knowing that the same was so
issued and delivered with the intention t()
influence the vote and decision of said
Brooks as a member of the House on matters to he brought before Congress for
action, and also to influence the action ot
said Brooks as a (iovernment Director in
the Union Pacilic Railroad Company,
therefore
Resolved, That Mr. James Brooks be,
and is. hereby expelled from bis seat as a
member of this House.

Asa

ThurloI'uh Judge—B. 1*. Field Register.

The following
February term of

business

was

transacted

at

the

said Court—

Administration Granted on Estate of—
Isaac Bryant, late of Lincolnville, George Drink
water, Administrator
Guardian Appointed—Ward Mason,over Benj,
O. Sanford, of Montvllle, an insane
person.

of routine business was transacted.
The
compulsory education bill was indefinitely postponed. The bill relating to compulsory vaccination was passed to tie engn issed.

relay, eonterence comon
the Coburn
Land Company bill, the compulsory vaccination bill.
Two reports were presented from the Committee on Temperance.
Both reports were tabled to be
printed. Among tin* bills passed to lie
enacted was one incorporating the Maine
State Temperance Relorm Association.
I'lie Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad bill was amended and passed to be
engrossed. The bill concerning railroad
tickets was amended so that return tickets
lie valid for same time as regular tickets.
In the House, ought not to pass was reported on bill to amend chap. 14:3. R. S.;
mi
bill to amend chap. 51 and (52, R. S.
relating to railroad and steam navigation.
Finally passed, resolve in addition to
chap. ls.'i, resolves of 1X117, relating to
Indian affairs; providing tor surveying
and making the line between Maine and
Mew Hampshire. The school mill tax
bill came up by assignment, the pending
question being Hie substitution of the minority for the majority report, the House
refused so to do, yeas 5(5, nays 78. This
practically defeats the increase of the mill
lax in the House.
In tin* Senate Saturday, the bill to consolidate certain tailioads, on motion of
Mr. Farrington, was indefinitely postI'lie bill on uniformity of text
poned
books was referred to Hie uexl Legislature.
The vote recommitting the bill incorporating the Penobscot Ray and River Railroad
Company was reconsidered and the hill
passed to be engrossed Ought not to pass
was reported on Hie resolve for the
repeal
of Hie bankrupt law. 'I'lie Portland, Saco
and Portsmouth Railroad bill was taken
up. an amendment offered, and the bill
In tin*

Senate

mittees

assigned

t*

appointed

were

Tuesday

to

next.

number of bills passed to

lie

Among

a

enacted,

mostly private, was one to amend section
15, chapter 5H of the revised statutes, relating tvi marriage and its solemnization,
finally passed, res live in addition to
chapter loo of the resolves ol 18157, relating to Indian affairs; resolve providing
lor surveying and marking the line beMaim* and New

tween

in the

Hampshire,

House, legislation inexpedient was reported on order relating to assignments of

relating

w ages ;
t lie same

to coroners to serve writs

sheriffs.

as

AntrsTA, 1.8. An order was passed in
Hie House instructing the Railroad Committee to investigate the expendieney of

revoking, annulling and repealing the
Portland, Rath & Seashore
Railroad Company, granted at the present

charier of tie*
session.

I'lie House defeated the proposition to
increase pay ol members by a vote ot G8

of—Smith
late of

Minority report
submitting
people woman’s suffrage question was
G4
to
but
the
resolves will lie
5:1,
adopted,
defeated, as they require a two thirds vote.
Senate passed savings bank bill as it
to

from committee.

came

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
S lop it Now ! Not to-morrow, when it may
haw settled dangerously on the lungs, but today, counteract that rough, heal that irritated
throat, and prevent the progress of pulmonary
inflammation with Hale’s Honey of Horehound
ni l Tar.
.Sold by all Druggists.

Pike’s Toothache Drops

late of Frank,

fort; minor heirs of Albert B. and Ester ilallett,
late of

Troy.

Inventories Filed

on

Estates

of

—

Levi

Bartlett, late of Montvllle; James E. Burgess, late
Belfast; Albert S. Luce, late of Belfast; Samue^
< urtis, late of
Searsport; Lorenzo D. Blood, minor.
<>l

Accounts

Allowed

Estates of-Franklin
Brawn, late of Palermo; Benjamin
Cooper, late of
Morrill, Simeon Boulter, late ol Knox; Malinda
late
of
Fuller,
Lincolnville; Charles Adams, late of
Searsmont Mary M. Nickerson, a
minor; Diana K.
a
minor; Franklin Pierce, a minor; Anna
Roberts,
E. .1. Batchelder, a wiuor; Elizabeth J. Jackson, a

in 1 minute.

In the truest and deepest sense Duponco’s
Pills an* the Balm of Gilead to those delicate
ailments to which the gentler sex is liable.
An exchange announces, on the death of a
hely, “that she lived fifty years with her husband, aud died in confident hope of a better
life.”
Centaur
There is

no

is

no

Liniment.

no

swelling it will

strong language, bin it is

par's

not

subdue,

lameness which it will not cure.

are

effects

not gone, its

Ii lias produced

true.

on

Wills Prorated of—Samuel Doe, late of Winterport; William Bragg, late of Lincolnville.
Allowance

Made

to

Widow of—Daniel

D

late of Belfast.

Wedding cards in Denver consist of the
‘‘Jackof Diamonds’’ and the "Queen of Hearts,*
with the names of the contracting parties on
each. If the bride’s mother-in-law is liviug the
ten of clubs is also inclosed.
We thought when people made sweet pickle
cucumbers that they had gone their length in
concocting sweetmeats, but we see in an exchange a long article headed “How to preserve
hair.”

of

The Springfield Republican says, that from
ldOO and 1500 persons have died of small
pox in
Massachusetts within the last six months.

BATCHELOR

more

cures

are

of

marvelous.

rheumatism,

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,
caked-breasJs, scalds, burns, salt-rheum, earache, &c., upon the human frame, and of strains,
spavin, galls, &<*., upon animals in one year
than have all other pretended remedies since
the world began.

It is

counter-irritant,

a

an

pain reliever. Cripples throw away
their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites

all-bealing
are

rendered harmless and the wounded

healed without

It is

are

humbug.

The

recipe is published around each bottle.

It is

selling

as no

a

sear.

article

ever

no

before sold, and it seils

becaues it does just what it pretends to do.
Those who

sutler from rhematism, pain or
swelling deserve to .suffer if they will not use
now

Centaur Liniment.

More than 1000 certificates

chronic-rheumatism,gout, running tumors, Aic.,
have been received.

We will send

a

circular

containing certificates, I he recipe. &c., gratis, to
any one requesting it. One bottle of the yellow
wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth
dred dollars for spavined
and mules,

or

or

one

hun-

sweenied horses

For

HAIR

Druggists.
lyl'Jsp

(

HAS. BATCHELOR

Main

W.

FIVE HimilltEII

Up stairs,

Mr. Charles lv. Nickerson ot
Aiuiuda A. Lantest ol Fro

pect.
In Albion, Feb. 9, Mr, Nathan F. Woods oi Shel
don, California, and Miss Mary F, Fiaisted ot A.

t

Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Maine and lye
must be paid for.jin this city, Fell. 17, Mr. Joseph McDonald, aged

71 years.
In Montreal, Canada, Feb. 12, Mrs. Sarah G., wife
George N. W. Rice, of M.,and daughter ol George
Walker, of Northport, aged 29 years.
In Unity, Fet».
Elvira, wife of Hale Parkhurst,
aged tV-t tears. Jan. 27. Albrige W. Park man, aged
57 years.
In East Boston, Feb. Id, Herbert S., sou of Wei
lington Pendleton, aged It. yrs. II mos.
In Rockland, Feb. 0, Mary F., daughter of Capt,
Alfred K. and Angeliue A. Spear, aged lu years,.‘I
mouths, ti days. Feb. 11, Mr. Nicholas R. Stearns,
aged 25 years, o mos., 10 days,
In Ellsworth, Jan,
HarrisonfA., son oi Alvin
A. and Mary T. Clark, aged
yrs,, *s mos., 5 days.
in Trenton, Jau, 12, Capt. Ferdinand McFarland,
aged 49 years.
in Fremont, Jan. ISth. Mr. Alfred Harper, aged
99 years ami o months. Fch. l, Phebe, wife ol Mr.
Harlan P. Harper, aged 24 years.
In Mt. Desert, Feb. 2d, .Mr. Samuel Kenison, aged
75 years.
In Swan s Island, Jan. 15th, Mrs. Almira Stinson,
aged about 20 years.
In Brooks, Feb. sth, Mr. John Godding, aged 74
yrs., 10 months,
in Boston, Jan, 21, Mary E. Bent, daughter of J.
W. and Sally Nealley ol Monroe, aged 24 yrs,, 11
mos, and 2 days.

_
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Feb 17.

phia.
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G

M

Foss, Boston,

Fmbroideries and

Fancy

Iyr26.

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday, Feb. 17, 1872,
BUTTER—We quote line fall New York and Verbutter at 35a38c per lb; prime dairies at !
30u33c; good New York and Vermont 28a30c; Canada
at 32a35c; good 28a30c; tine Western
30a32c; medium
20a25; common at loal5c.
CHEESE—We quote tine Ohio, New York and
Vermont at 10 l-2al7c; medium do at 15 1-2al6c;
mont

12a 14c per lb.
HiGS-Wt: quote at 33a34c per dozen.
BEANS We quote clioice mediums $2 7f>a2 80;
good do at $2 5oa2 00; prime Northern and Eastern
beans at $3 02; common do at $3 25a3 50;
pea
yellow eyes at $3 50 per bush.
POl'LTKY—Sales are made at 17al8c per lb lor
choice lots of Western Turkeys, and 19c for tine
do; Western Chickens at 12al5c; Quails $1 50 per
doz, and (ire use are firm at 05c per pair.
VEGETABLES—Potatoes at 80a85c per bush.
Onions are quiet at $5 50
per bbj.
APPLES—The demand from the home trade is
light and tin- only business done is for export.
HAY—We quote prime hay at $20a27; common
Liny at $20a22. New York Straw $27a2» per ton.
common at

t am receiving
Boston, good- ol
it you want f«» buy

Hardware

s

.Store,

JANUARY, 1n7-‘1, MOW OUT.

FOR

The tour numbers sent to any

Quarterly.

mail, tor 25 Cents.

y

Descriptive

those of

published,

vt

Nerds la■>! year and

were

our

Specialty.

tor

Quarterlies

400

«n il ,ar ■

TUB

——

—

—

Catalogue.

HEEBS

before

R tVA RTi Hj) V*'

panson

on

|

That

were

cts.

now

selling at 25 to 30
retailing for 17c.

Our •*( alemlar

We cha 11»■ n g

c'coni'

Advance
sent

H R ■<■<»» A

Address,

*»eed*nien A
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IN

HAMBURGS

February

17.

Of all widths and
be

qualities

at Burkett’s at the

seen

21,
24,
20.

goods

at

such low

account of

on

*8.

%

so w i-h
g c t*<

prices

having

large quantities

1-e

XT'

£3 LTIE &
nn:-

K

R. doll \sd.N .v (•»., ju -t opened a lm>
ol W •rst-. iG tml Uni od P >t rt.,
pper- ottoum* ami T.tilet
mhion-, Brack* t ami
Tow I link. I ulant’.- Knit Shin
Sack- Sock-' tmi
M it toil -, I,
o
Break fa t Shawl- Nnlda-1. K igioh It
and I lose, Children'- l.eggin-, ,-aiks an.I Riding
Hood--. Gentlemen
scarfs, .lav a, Panama, Wattle
1 ad
I i list ! < \in\ n<Plain and lins. I p.rtoratid
P |" >
Bt-rginann Best Berlin /epRv W-.r-ted-' in
! w <», full and eight bid. Sin 11 tml U nested- t rochet
K nitt ing anti W «rstetl Need!'--, uni Paper Patterns
Particular itt«-ntion givt-n iu -b iding .>t Worsteds
a

-ortnen

s

1

HAYFORD BLOCK.

BELFAST.
tfcIO

DODGE’S

tn
^

RESTAURANT

rr\

*T-ao Kj

FIFTY PER CENT SA FED!
No power

bought them in very

Jilt >

pi

“O cosily acni. cl
|
!.
ms
a

that

ot

w

i.

dh

lianom inn-cle
11 i
.it,
,n.

M.
«.•

I*!

I><) 1,>(i F. informs hi.- old iru nds
nd
hat hr ha- ha-rd uni titted up ih
-t.d.
door !>»■!,nv t. VV
Fihlni
-iwr**1
hr ydad t*tin in.

usf*>»n♦ r-

li-hmeiit
where hr

iii'v'
w ill

uir 11.

u-1

“LIGHT RUNNING”
I Vi

“D O SViESTi C.”
ii

MARLS

'£j O O T3L

tt»-

\

SliJ
<«

O

S* *1? X
r

i

*

O XX

machim r.v id or
Inn tore, \Y K \ h*
oiutunes. with it
..I
mining, gre.
oiiderlul rang' o
*•
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il

I

T

I

Ni lO1 1
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UM‘

I'he hest of i'• rrvthini; n-ually furni-iu d in his
liui will ilu r. hi kt pi on h ind.
A larm* and choice supply ,d FKl I I m iv
liways
f.r loiind uu li uni.
I tel lit sf, >m.i. :
tl
1

improved Sing

CARTER’S

Don*

;

.•

it

»|>4

I

INK

'■Vo h tlie least and niii't siiojdi
Sill III A s •-■wing MaOiiio-. !
KKSS than any any oth
a nr!
'a markable
simplicity nt a-.
|iiii‘llii r*s ot "■•ration with
'A
'rk.
\\
m al~o Agents toM i.'hine. We sell
ii'
,--v
ta I »o call iud exainiio

COTK & QUIMBY.
tiella-i

tifj.

CO., Agts

i.

tui

Sheriff’s Sale.
The beauty of this stock is that

A CTUK E KS OI

customers

Boston Pure White Lead,

count of

L)KY AM) GROUND /INC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEA I), UN
PTPEj TIN LINED PIPE, IKON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, &c„ tec.
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be Ntrictly pur«*,and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not aur
passed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
A mcrican.
&S~ln order to protect arsolves, wehaveadopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red
star, with our
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package ot our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.

Iy33

i

given

to the

goods for the purpose of selling four
times the quantity we have
ever sold

before.

make $lu per day selling our
“MECHANIC AL NEEDLE SHARPENER.’
Sample, Circulars & Terms sent free for 50 cts.
J. -V. PROCTOR, 3(5 Kilby St.,
Boston, Mass.

Bleached and
Brown Cottons

one

popularity.

1ST

E

wish to inform the public that we have put
in one of HARRISON’S CELEBRATED
CORN MILLS for Grinding and Cracking Corn,
Grinding Rye, Oats &e.
I bis Mill is on Washington St., just above J. S.
Davis’ Blacksmith Shop.
\Ve respectfully solicit a portion of the Milling
business.
3w32

WE

ALL

AH D

NEE

HJ#

the

piece
prices.

at reduced

Linen Shirt Fronts
A fresh

supply just received,

CONSTANTLY

ON

HAND

A

FULL

ASSOKTMENT OF

Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails,
Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements,
&e., &c.
WH»LE)IA1E

OIt

selling cheap.

B,emnant Prints !
A

new case

just

received.

Belfast, Feb. 10,

1873.

POUND PRINTS
Constantly

on

hand.

BETA ■ A.

No. 60 Main. Street.
t>mos32

Girls Wanted!
Neat ami swift sewers by hand, or those competent to run sewing machine,to work in either of the
departments o' straw hat, manufacture, sewing ol
braid, or trimming of Men’s, LADiKS’und Children’s Hats.
Pay by the piece, wages good, and
comfortable boarding houses convenient.
Apply immediately to
BALDWIN & HILLS,
2w32
Milford, Conn.

REMOVAL I
SMALL, M. D., Physician and Surgeon,
'J Belfast, Me., Residence corner Miller and ConSts.
Office over Caldwell’s Bookstore, Main
gress
Street. (Formerly in Mitchell’s Block.) Prompt
3wl*tf4
attendanceglven to uight calls.

1«IW TWtamiBfrr i——

>■1111111111

-i

nnn

PBOBATE NOTICES.

Clark’s

Thread!

6 cents per

Site (Is

a

Call

spool.

on

Hamburgs.

G. W. BURKETT &

Kayford Block,

CO.,

Church St.,

BELFAST.

A
K. (’A KTFK respi-cf full v inform- lus nuin* routrirnds and customers that In is -till at the old
-tand.
IE SALOON, a inr
p.- will alwu- :•
ready to Wr iconic ill.
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At a Probate Court held at Heltast. within and lm
the County ot W ildo, on the second I'm-.-day «.i
February, A. I).

VIT’IUI.IAM PATTERSON, Administrator ol
v\ I he Estali ol Charles Patterson,late ot Thorn
dike in said Couuty ot Waldo, deceased, having
presented his lir.-t and liuat account ol adimiii-.tr.
(ion on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, lhat the said Admimst rat or giv e noth'to all persons interested by causing a
tl.iorder to be published three week successively n < lu
Republican Journal, printed a( Helta.-t, thin t .i« v
may appear at a Probate Court to be held il H.-l;as»,
will.in aim lor said county, mi ti.e second I'm day
ot March next, til ten ot the clock before noon,
and show cause, il any they have, why tlu same
should not be allowed.
ASA fttUKUOlJGH Judge.
;
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. FiM-i•. Register.

l'

JUIU1U-U

ttliU

Originai Ho wo
Iinpr ovecl

M‘M I till'

Muriiiiios
"" -niMM

’

>* 11>111

w
«■ .-b m
tilmems.
Madii-c Stitching of all kind-, -nub
1H..M
mini;,
i. i .! \ t
< (> If I»i N (i. 11|J A 11 t \ (,. N
b
IN'*. I UiMi II \ < i. i:l Kl'l \ i. e>i II I IV.
K'lMi K s I’l n il INI,, dom a! short notin* m. tb

!

FLORENCE SEWING MACHINES

Hi Hast. wit hin and tor
the second I u. -day ot

it M« VT III-. A Si *N Mil.I
riih'Kv
(.arm. nl-:
ttli kind m uli
oi.br, I*-»rti**ulai atf.-niton | aid
t" t In- making of (i K N I \S SHI If I'S
inti! \|»||*>
L’.N 1 >KI£( A K.M I-. N I S.

J. CURTIS, widow ot Samuel Ciirti.-,
LA late ot Sear>port, m said
minty ot Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition lor an allow
iiucc from the personal
stale oi >md dec. a-ed.
Ordered, That the said Kli/..i J. giv.- notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this older to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican .Journal, printed ;.t Heltast, that they

I he best .juality ..! (.OlTOiN
-UK, oil
I II Kl.A l»S, and ati .clitnenH lor ,11 kindm wiiur
Machines oon-laniU on i,and.
\a* lit lor ( A K* I l-iKks 1‘KK KK< l l'.l * II I M y\ | US
I In* best 1 • ress imods and Haunt*! Hcuiiiu-r in the
market.
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At a Probate Court held
the County oi Waldo,
February, A. l>. 1>7J.

at
on

I

fTtl.l/A

v

may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Heltast,
within and for said County, on the second l ues,lay
ot March next, at ten ot tne clock before noon, and
show cause, il any they ha.e, why the prayer ol -aid
petition should not be granted.
ASA lilt Kl.o l (.11, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—H. P. Kim.i*, Register. :.a
At a
for
of

Try li' J’rici'

W. K. ]Vr0RT,TS01Nl
*

Probate, Court held at Heltast, within and
tin* County ot Waldo, on the second
Tuesday

February,

S 1.00!

L’p Stairs,

Main SircH.
AK\ MnKIsnNS Munlwnr
Sturr.
,w;:u

cur

A. 1>. I»7d.

1

W. SLAVEY,named l-..\,*eutor in a certain
1A instrument purporting to be the last will and
of Ebon Seavey, I a t
testament
of
Soarsport,
in said County ot Waldo, deceased, haviiv presented
said will tor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Eben W. give uotice to all
interested by causing a copy ot this order to
persons
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Heltast, that they may appear at a Probate < 'ourt, to be held at Heltast, wit bin
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot
March next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA TlllJKI OlCIl Judg e
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fo-.i.n, Register.
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Selling by
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GRIST MILL!

VITAL DO, sS
lakeu on execution in lavor
William .1. Luton, agaiu.it l iiamt Downin.
▼ V
and will he sold nr public auction, to the login
bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-ninth day ot Man I
next, at ti n ot the clock in the ion-noon, at theoflici
of Joseph Williamson, in
llelfast, in said Vomit'
all the right ot said Downing t redeem from a It v\
nth da
by appraisement. made on the twenty m
ot January last past, on an execution in lavor o
Thomas Downing against said l.emont Downin:
the following described parcel ot land, situate ii
said seursmont, aid bounded as follows; viz. be
ginning at the south side of the county road on tin
line ot land owned by Joseph Jewett; tin nee south
erly, on said line to the stream; thence easterly, bv
land owned by Alexander Woodman; thence north
erly, by -aid Woooman's land to said (’ounty road
thence westerly, l*v the line of said road to tin
place of beginning, containing thirty acre-, more ot
less.
SAMI LI. NORTON Sheritl’.
lielfust. Lob. Id, is?::,—:iw;;a

strictly
purchasing of

these

can

“This is a most ingenious little invention, and
which has in it the elements ol a wide-spread
It costs little, and does its work quickly and tar more perfectly than it can be possibly
For sharpening Sewing Machine
done by hand.
Needle*, or, in fact, any other needle or small
pointed instrument, it appears just the thing that
has been long needed.”
4w33

ac-

large

so

Our attention has been

n a

[Extract from The Scientific American, Jan.
20, 1*71.1
MECHANICAL NEEDLE SHARPENER.
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HAMBURGS

has removed ‘o BROOKS where he will be pleased
to see his old customers.
S. L. DODGE.
Brooks, Fell. 20.—.w33
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secure
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of West Winterport
Boys’and Youth’s
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Bands,
F\N< Y GOODS.
Hamlkerehiet-, Collar-, I,and Neek-Hamlker-hiel- Glove-, rwo-Button Kidh id M itten-, .See., \e.
Id.'KSS MAKING. Mi-s Jackson lias selected a
winter -luck ■»; Ores- ami Cl.-ak brimming-, such
Tassel- x.. Special
Kutlon-1, Fritie.Gimp
attention given in l>re>- ami Cloak Making in the
L Best St> h .-.

^

DOMESTIC

vi 2‘"

free.

'it v of Helfa.su.

in

w

2

Florist*, Rwche*ter, A’. V.

[iNCORPoRATK.n

OlMce

m

uq

DOMESTIC

m

BROTH EB

Notice is hereby given that copies of the Voting
Lists of this city have been posted as required tv
huv. at the following places, viz.: For Wards 1. 2
‘t the Post office.
For Ward t at Win H.
Mitchell's store.
For Ward
at A. F. Qilinore’s
“tore.
Per order,
.JOHN II. QLIMUY, City Clerk,
rebruary i;>, 1872 'w.'ft

KEK1'

BELFAST,
Me.,
BANGOR,
DEXTER,
SKOWUEGAN,
WATERVILLE,
AUGUSTA,

a>

A

ijuality of Seed and prices and sizes o^

Prit«- Llwt for

and

Rritru*

seeing

Bro.»

packets.

f-

E

with

Ft I Hats in Drab.
ph-used to .-how lo r customer
• P ick, Bronze and other d< irable -hades.
\ olvets
Ribbons, F'-ather-' and Fanc\ Wings .lets and del

HAMBURGS

training, and also Tiut«*«l

our Annual
You will miss it if
aiUMaMMMMMWCMaMBBMaBNMMMiaMB

order

^

MRS.

week

a

tion relative to Flowers, Vegetables, &c., and their
cultivation, and all such matter as was formerly

von

MILLINERY.

THE "LIGHT RUNNING'

our gorgeous Floral Chromos ; informa- 1
■■■■■««>——k—tammmmmmb—w—bmm— ii'a1**

tound in

—i

Si. iieltasl.

w i:iv'r,T3i3.
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price and selling
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Floral Guide

Seeds this year will be credited with
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fihoaphute

RAMP ION r.UO’S, :.\i NI»RV SOAP. Best in
market on- washing purpose.-'
PACK1.R
LIGH I N1NG So.\P.
Best in the
vvurli! lor scouring and p.dishing all metals,
cleaning paint, glass ami marble as by mage
KI TV H KN M IN F.K \ I SOAP. Superior tor clent
ing Kmves and Forks.
WORKMAN’S FA\OBlTK.
H.e test Hard Soap
lor
M etianies, Engineers. Hoof and .Shotand Printer-. It removes
Maker-, Painte
all impurities ami render the skin clean, soft,
and sumoth. A sure cure ami preventive tor
eh ipped hands. Whol ••etb- and ietail nt

inrjn

a W
5 0
^
Z

The richest and most in

lllustiated and

structive

Issued

SC

?

BURKETTS.

Are Our

£

a
s R

HAMBURGS

IRON&STEEL!

year ago I concluded to sell ray Superol Lime to the farmers of New England
n places where it was not known, by auction, to
the highest bidder, in quantites agreed on beforehand, proposing at the same time to pursue this
course year alter year, until the farmers could become satisfied of its value to them.
I shall make this proposition good.
The superphosphate made this year will be more
valuable than it was last. year.
I will publish as heretofore the materials of which
It is composed, and the proportions of each, and 1
will guarantee it to have been so made.
I have many letters from farmers who bought at
auction last year, thanking me tor adopting the
auctional plan, and speaking in the highest terms
of the results obtained from the use of the fertilizer.
f know that the article is a good one, and that it
will, in time, as all my other productions have done,
win its way to the confidence of the consumer.
Ample notice ot the place and time lor sale, by
means of circulars and posters, will be given, so
that aslar as possible, no farmer shall haveoccasion
to say that he had no opportunity to buy his fertilizer in fair competition with his neighbors.
The most liberal terms and conditions will be extended to purchasers, which will be made known at
the sale.
Office of the Rumford Chemical Works.
Providence, K. I., Jan. 1st, 1873.
GEO. F. WILSON, Tkkas.

Soap! Soap!
<

§ .2 2

B

SO

ILLUSTRATED
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o

A. J. HARRIMAN & CO.
About

Co., Propr’s. Boston.

iw.-k from .\oiv York and

ery

dficripti o. in m\ liii.ind
cheap vie- me a ill.

cii rv

o

BRIGGS & BRO’S

BEHOLD!
AMM0N1ATED

WARD

SA.MLKL

w

Co-Partnership.

DODGE,

WILSON’S

fi

1y1

Ii\

W (X) I) O OCK.

1 *.

M

B. F. VV IFFIT Main St

JUST RECEIVED AT
of

•

Launched at Tenant’s Harbor, 12th
Launch,
Inst.. a three masted schooner. She is a very line
white oak and hard pine vessel ot 300 tons, and rates
A1 lor eleven years, Built by Bean & Long. Owned by the builders, parties in Tenant’s Harbor and
Capt. Paul Watts, who is to command her.
Schr H Means, ol Stockton, 130 tons, built in 1H05,
and newly sparred and refitted In 1*72, has been purchased by parties in Portland at $5700.
Capt Fred
Dyer will command her.
Nkw Fnoi.and Ligiitiiousks—The lighthouse
and beacon appropriations lor New England, reported in the miscellaneous bill, are $300" lor rebuilding
the upper part of the lighthouse tower at Nash’s
Island, coast of Maine; $3000 lor rebuilding the
upper part ol the lighthouse tower on Seguin Island,
coast of Maine ; $30,000 for rebuilding the west lighthouse at Cape Elizabeth, Me; $3o,u00 lor replacing
day beacons destroyed by the ice on the coasts of
Maine and Massachusetts; $5000 for a steam fogsignal at the highlands, Cape Cod ; $5000 lor a steam
log-signal at Race Point, Cape Cod; $30000 lor placing a light on Muscle Bed beacou, Narragansett
Bay; $1200 for a wharf and boat-house at Pumsom
Rock, Providence river; $4500 lor a steam log-signal
at New London; $75,000 lor completing the lighthouse at Race Rock, Long Island Sound. $50,000 for
commencing a lighthouse on southwest ledge, entrance to New Haven harbor; and $50,000 for commencing the construction of a lighthouse, (o take
the place of the lightship at Stratford Shoals, Long
Island Sound.
Sch H P Blaisdell, Wood, at Chaleston, SC, 12th,
inst, from Belfast, experienced heavy weather and
lost jibboom,

I OK s.u.K IN BEI.I- Ax 1

(ioods of all Kinds.

Shirt Bosoms of every
Style, Price and Quality.

formerly
manufacturer ot Men’s,
SL.

Partridge, Bunker, Baltimore, Hero,

and Braids.

Veil Braiges.

REM OV A. lT

SAILED.
Sells Fannie & Edith, Bartlett, Philadel-

Fringes.

Chignons

HAMBURGS

NWS.
BELFAST.

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. I* A I* Kit COLLARS, lOcents a box
or
boxes tor do eeuts, in all sizes and all tlie ot tobet ter grades ot Collars,
till
II. L. LORD.

Linen Collars arul Cuffs.

The co partnership heretofore existing between
U. & A. treat and latterl) between U. &. R. A.Treat
is this day dissolved bv mutual consent.
Persons
having unsettled accounts with either ot the foregoing firms arc requested to make immediate settlement with either ot the undersigned.
With U. l reat
at the store lately occupied by William W. Fogg, or
with R. A. Treat at the old stand.
UPTON TREAT.
RUSSELL A. TREAT.
3w33
Frankfort, Feb. 14,187’.

A. B. Bosk & Co., New York.

12 Samples by mail,50 cts, retail quick for $10
K. L. WOLCOTT, 1S1 Chatham Sq., N. Y.

Carle & Morison

over

Dissolution

ol
B.

SHIP

a

prices

,TUST RECEIVED.
New Black

iOLKN^GOt 0 >S of

Also liiiumlngs to correspond, which are being
mauulactured to order by first-class wouxmen at as
low
us the times w ill afford.
CL I flNG attended to in all its branches by my
self. 1 have also a tine assortment of

New Goods

WORTHOF

BOSTON LEAD CO.

m 1 n >.

Gall and See

16.

January

Sreet,

Belfast, Maine,

tion for 1S71.

Thomastou.
In Searsport, F* b.
Searspori, and Mis,-

W. 13. SS-WTtrnL ofc* Co.

ns/'■••!.ia ls-nrtinent ot \V<
grades, usually found in a

DOLLARS

:iir/.'h

--nr-

—

..

l ,-!

( ’-< )-A

,,

MORISON, Agent.

..’■aof ^wT^c-iu.i'

ot

YOUR

Sts., Bi.uast.

Announces to tin-citizens of Bfifu-i h..; hf is :...e
>
in readiin ss
give private U ssons i, V<)h ii
BFI UMMF or < TI/H V ATIi>\ <)I lil
\<>!i k.
Sir. A. having had more tli.m twenty ye..,
\p, riA,nlr<-- I*.
ence, in aho p-fpm d in turn I’iaimfs.
(»., Belfast.
Be I last Feb
IS7B.
Uvtil

I

ouc

HEKVEY

C

1

Mr. G. G. Addilon

Spring Styles.

50 Main

ord<

In tlii* city, Fob. Is, by Bov. Wm. L. Brown, Mr.
Clarence M. Ilnril of Montvillc and Miss Helen MCopp of Libert v.
In Tenant's Harbor, Fob, 13, Mr. Daniel Gould ot
Appleton, ago 72, and Mrs. Annie Jones, of St.
(ieorge, age 73 years. Both drew pensions from the
United States government.
This youthful pair, a* they have put
Their pensions both together,
They will bid fair to raise the heir,
With zero down to twenty.
In Monroe, Feb. 9, by Bov .1 Walker, Mr Timothy
M Sanborn of Albion, and Miss Loora K Biley of
Monroe.
In Gardiner, Feb. l.'dh, by K- v. W. O. Thomas,
Mi. Alfred Smith mil Mi-* Arolin Liana, both of
Gardiner.
In Franklin, Feb in, Mr, George W. Chamberlain
ot Temple, .\
tl
,nd Mrs. f lizabeth Martin, ot
Franklin.
In 11 uncock, Feb. t, Mr. Bausom R. Abbot ot
F. Bowden ot Bucks
Hancock, and Miss Fran.port.
In Fremont, Jan. 39th, Mr. Charles Bobbins, Jr.,
and Miss Lucy F. Stanley, b >th ot i.
In Bocklaud, Feb. »• th, Mr. Charles i. S tud of
Baltimore, Md.,and Mis* F,mmu F. Devine ol Bockland.
Feb. s, Mr. Howard M. Moore and Miss
Marietta Brown, both of If.
Feb. *, Mr. Frederick
A. Sherer ot Bocklaud. and Miss Fill M, Bobbins

for screw-worm in sheep. Stock-

Cahtoria is more than a substitute for Castor Oil.
It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels,cure wind-colic and produce natural
sleep, it contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.

K.

receive the four

u a r it r i ’, i >.

IIh.ii

m

AI.-o

ml hand •** iill.
< A •*» irl.

BUY

•«* ♦-

DYE.

Prop., A'. Y.

r

m..

'-

Pulmonary

This splendd Hair Dye i- the best in the world.
The only True; ami Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill eltents of had dyes and washes. Produces 1M m ediATKLY a superb Bi.\« k ok Naii kal Bkown, and
leaves the hair ci.kw, suit
\ni»
hi:Ai TiH'r..
The genuine signed VY. A. Batchelor. .Sold by all

This

Where the

cure

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
often occasion tlie death of the patient. It locks up
ie liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in lact, clogging the action of
llie very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain iu the side, the
bowels sometimes costive aud sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain iu the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy ;
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity aud belching of wind.
These symptoms usually originate trom a disordered
condition ot the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
so atlected, it they take one or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases In- suddenly stopped, the
lungs, liver ami stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and befon the patient is aware ot his situation, the lungs aie a mass ot sores, and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Scheuck’s Pulmonic Syrup i- an expectorant which
does not contain ny opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck's Seaweed tonic dissolves the lood,mixes
with the gastric juice ol the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulaWhen tin* bowels are costive,
tion ot the blood.
skin sallow, ami the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenck's Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. .1. 11.
SCHEMER &. SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
Hanover street,
GEO. C. GOODWIN &. CO.,
Boston, and JOHN F. IlKNIH a College place,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally.—ly3sp

pain which the Centaur Liniment

will no! relieve,
and

minor.

Carlton,

cure

No family should be without Centaur Liniment.

Lincolnville; Abigail Clark,

on

only medicines that will
Consumption.

in favor of

Cram,late ol MontvilJe; Davis’ McDonald,

Sell Real Estate

Are the

58.

to

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.

to

llrali

Patterns for Garments

Paper

SCHEMER'S SEAWEED TONIC,
Si'll E NCR'S MANDRAKE PILLS.

A superior mad.
second ham

J. C. THOMPSON

Feb. 22.

Saturday

.-old bv

tli«- VEliV liKS I

It AYFORD HALL!

JUt T RECEIVED

Estate

License

$500.00! FEATHERS

—.

of remarkable cures, including frozen limbs,

Court.

INDEPENDENCE DAY!

gressional delegates to protest against tho
ONE NIGHT ONLY!
pending in Congress, to require
tiie prepayment of postage on newspapers. In the House, the majority and
minority reports of judiciary against and
for woman suffrage, were presented and Dried Apples,
(j to
8jWashed Wool, 50 to 00
50 to 001 Unwashed
.38 to 00
Cookin.tr, do,
ordered printed.
First appearance of the great
Inexpedient was re- Butter.
25 to 28 Pulled
50 to 00
ported on changing the method of elect- Cheese,
18 to 20 Hides,
9
8l-2to
ST.
JAMES
COMBINATION
28 to 00 Call .Skins,
17 to oo
ing select men. Leave to withdraw was Etrgs,
12 to 14 Sheep Skins,
75 to 1.50
Lard,
From the St. .James Theatre, Boston, consistreported on several petitions for aid to Beef,
7 to 10 Wood, hard, $5.50 to 7.00
ing of Minstrelsy,
Burlesque & Farce,
literary institutions. The order was passed Baldwin,Ap’lfl, Goto 70 Wood, soft, $.400to0.00 forming one ot tlieGymnastics,
best organizations now trav7 to
8 Dry Pollock,
5 to 00
Veal,
ol’
the
duties
the
State
the
talent
includes
the
elling,
Superingreat
defining
7 to
8 Straw,
$sto 00
tendent of public Schools. Bill to incor- Dry Cod,
M. B. LEAVITT,
Reform
the
Maine
Asporate
Temperance
who has just returned from his very successsful
sociation was passed to be enacted, also a
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
tour in LIT ROPE.
number
ol
large
private bills. The vote
Wednesday, Feb. 12,1872.
passing to he engrossed tile bill, an act
MISS HATTIE FORREST,
At market this week—3018 Cattle; 8074 Sheep and
relative to the compensation of members
Lambs; 14500 Swine; Western Cattle 2823; NorthSerio Comic Singer.
of the government, was reconsidered on ern Cattle and Working Oxen aud Milch Cgws,
motion cf Mr. Mayhew, and Tuesday 225; Eastern Cattle,
MISS
MAGGIE O’NEIL,
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs. live weight
next assigned.
The Coburn Land and Extra
quality, $7 50a$7 75; First quality, $7 u0a7 25;
champion Lady Clog & .Jig Dancer. The
Lumber Company bill was passed to be Second quality, $0 00a$G 75; Third quality,$3 50a4iM»
poorest grade of eoarsc Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 75al 26.
LE CLAIR BROTHERS,
engrossed, after amendment.
Hides—Hides d l*2c; Tallow OaO l-2c
lb;
In the Senate Thursday, the amendment Country 1'allow 7>a5 l-2c; Country Hides 0c per
per lb;
late ot Stone & Murray’s Circus.
Skins I0a2oc per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75a
to the savings hank law was tabled.
Ought 2Calf
50; Lamb Skins $1 75a2 5<>.
not to pass, was reported on hill
FRANK
granting
BULWORTH,
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7 ft MR
municipal aid to manufacturing com- 2 in $210; 1 pr, 7 It 2 in $200; 1 pr, 0 ft 0 in $170, The great Dutch Comedian and Banjo Performer,
f> ft 8 in, $185; 1 pr 0 It 10 in. $155;
1
Oft
pr,
Kin,
pr
The
bill
to
and others too numerous to mention. For lurther
panies.
relating
pay ol school $140; 1 pr 0 ft 0 in, $135.
particulars see Bills. I’riees as usual.
committee was indefinitely postponed.
Milch Cows— Prices, extra $55a80; common $20a
\\ ALTER KNAPP, Ageut.
66
head.
The general lailroad bill was defeated.
per
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep cost from
Among tile bills passed to be enacted GaSC
delivered.
per lb,
were the following: To amend chap. IS,
Swine—Store Pigs—none in market.
Fat hogs
—140.0 at market; prices, 5 l-ia6 l-2c per lb.
see. <>. II. S., relating to the penalty for
placing obstructions on railroad tracks;
4
FULL and complete stock of E. Butterick &
to authorize the extension ol the KenneSPECIAL NOTICES.
XV Co’s.,
bec and Wiseasset railroad, also to change
the name of the company; to incorporate
Kennebec and New York Navigation CONSUMPTION OAN BE CUBED.
SCHEMER'S PULMONIC SYRUP,
Company. In the House, a large amount
measure

m

■

PRICE C17MHEXT.
Weekly for the Journal.
Bklfast. Wednesday, Feb. 19,1873.
$9 50 to 14.Round Uog,
7 to
Flour,
8
Corn Meal,
85 to
OojClear S’t Pork, $lfi(5 to 18
1.10 to 1,15 Mutton per lb.,
.>
to
Rye Meal,
90 to 1.00 Lamb per lb.,
Rve,
00 to 00
85 to 00 Turkey per lb., 20 to 22
Corn,
55 to fin Chicken per lb., 17 to 20
Barley,
2.75to3.25 Duck per lb.,
18 to 20
Beans,
Marrowfat Peas, 90 to 1,00 Geese per lb.,
15 t,» on
5o to oof Hay per ton,
Oats,
$L to 15
GOto
00 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.45 to0.00
Corrected

In the Senate, Wednesday, 12th, a number of bills were read and assigned. A
resolve was passed requesting our Con-

■

Latest

BELFAST

Maine Legislature.

Question.

Washington, Feb. 11, The President
sent the following
message to Congress

wa-

of

111se

Mormon

The

AM.

.John

Elder

COMMON SENSE

Business

11.<■ 'rank-axli* Spring Wagon
I'atrntr.l l>c<\ :»i, |>7:.\ is brtlri
nl.ipt• a 1 lor grin ral use limn any
3th«
wagon niadr. l’nirnl igiu's
i.
-'...im.u
\ i;
111-ii t **«•. iW'ltast, or
.1 A.M KS Ml n il KLI», l'j:ivi l 1 iii>;
Jmos.io*
igciit.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on tlie second Tuesday of
February, A. I>. lts7d.

JUST RECEIVED

B.
of

.SWIFT, obligee of John
Scai-siuonl, in said County ot
Waldo,deceased,having presented a petition that the

171KANKUIM
Moody, late
^

Executors on said deceased’s estate may be authorized to convey to said petitioner certain real
estate situate in said Searsuiont, agreeably to tincontract ot said deceased.
ordered, 'That the said Swift give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Heltast, that they may appear at a Probate Ci urt, to be held at Belfast, within
and tor said County, on the second Tuesday ot
March next, at ten ol the clock Indore noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol
said petition should not be granted.
ASA THUKLOUGU Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest B. P. Fikld, Register, if!
At a Probate Court hold at Heltast, wit hhi and for
the I'ouni) of Waldo, on tlo* second Tuesday ol
February, A. I'. 1873.
W, L10WIS Administrator of the K.-,tate ot
Jm Gabriel Dennis, latent l iberty, m said <'ount y
of Waldo, deceased, haviug presented his tirst unit
final account ol Administration on said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administn.tor give notice
to ail persons interested by causing a copy of this
orderto be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Heltast, that they
tllay appear at a Probate (’ourt, to be lu-ld at Heltast,
within and for said < ’ountv, on the second
Tuesday
of March next, it leu ol the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, win the same
should not be allowed.
ASA TliURi.OUGIl, Judge.
A true copy. Attest —B. P Fik.li*, Register.

C'l
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Confec tio nery,

Fruit, Nuts,

Figs, Raisins,
&c.„‘^rc.
Which 1

shall sell,

at

Wholesale ami Retail,

VERY LOW FOR CASH.

F\ .N.

FOLLETT,

No. 80 Main

St., Belfast.

BUCKSFORT

SEMINARY.
l’he Spring Term of this well known Institution
open' Wednesday, March 5th, and continues four
teen weeks.
For a catalogue send to Rev. George
Forsyth A. M., Principal.
dw.31
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A ritle hall ended tl,
so

fiercely battled

Wolf

to

hmbttu! end dim.
i; •. nisiied and
:,-t in behavior.
*to .d.
•, marbl
wmi!" -bind:
A
S \
"!•!'■
''"Wn. and thi Saviour
In 'i:em *• wr b "ii in tin- sand.
W
ed

I

What 1- d from the lingerJ- -US. bko mill' ill tie- 'Mid?
•*!.. better the king of a’! singers.
h r la tter than eimning old hand
1 >t
IboniT tile might} uin beri'-hed.
Had t•
•! el
tie-lig that 'Uffieed
i ”" r tii* a .a- a as fa&hioned. tlian perished
Tlie'e only In.. written by f'hrist!
wrote

1m

:
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!""k'‘-' ••!! ‘hi daughter
M i i\
ike
delie it>• dower:
l‘e u lie )e aid the re\ ih-rs that brought !:* r.
Men 'toniiy an 1 -trong a- flower:
An i li« 'aid
“She ha' 'inm-d. Let the bh.meHe

..

and

'oim f-.ru -ird and east the Jit
-ton*
lb11 they, ihey lied 'h tilled, and }et 'liameh*"
And -he. sin 'tood fair and almie.
1

in* now -liall ae -u-i and arraign K'*What m-.n 'hall <>ndernu and d?
< 'hrl •» ha' 'an!
only the -tainie■*' i1 d
.i-t lit Id- I'd ioWS a 'tone.
1
mat
-all hare 11- lli' l.osoin.
An
b.iieh with hi'foretinger there.
\n :
i\- *tis i' n.-'W. a> a iiio-som'
lb \\ ■!!-.- of the Mninlo'S, bewata !
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born tir't to believe us:
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•
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pei enf and re^n
:
iT't tlien al! tint
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in; it'd w.imaii!
h-Ml
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Being somewhat exit msted with their day's work, tile men
eonelnded not to start in pursuit of their
i:
bear -the one they had wounded
her in the day.
Returning to this
’»l
they procured assistance and the
four end bears were brought in.
This was the most successful and daring
■

i

triumph.

The

in those parts of Russia where the animal;
have not disappeared before advancing
civilization. At --mu abnormal hour between night and morning you are aroused

by vigorous shake and a hoarse admonition to •‘tumble up and look sharp about
it, f- r there's no time to lose." You make
a
hasty toilet, and, sallying forth, see in
front of your hut, in the dim light of the
eoming dawn, a huge, dark, shapeless
mass, which, as your eyes get used to the
darkness, assumes the form ot a broad,
heavy, three-horse sledge with very high
sides not unlike an enormous washing
tub, around which tlit three or four spec;
tral tigures with lanterns—the fitful glare
making their grim bearded faces look
grimmer and less human than ever. Guns,
ammunition, haversacks, etc., are stowe !
away in the bottom ot the conveyance;
and Iasi but not least, a voting pig. protesting against his abduction with a loudness and fluency that would do honor to a
Hyde Park meeting.
a

-.

—

Russia.

ing Post gives a lively account of woll
hunting, which is one of the favorite sport-

■

better that every "lie pliant
And eni niug with harp r with tongui
Y< i.
tter with Mbton. tin- «iant
And laliiei ol ail tiiut i> -nug
i
'-eh in ate battles in Glory
Where nev< r were battles, f.-rgot,
i nan tlii' lit11. line \v;tli its Mm y
*f pea<
and eompas'ion were not.
A

t until * : in the e ve. :i n 1
oti dense smoke
Hut a
]••. mi rated to
-,iy e. inter of it.
!
minute- elapsed bofoio a bear was
in rd breaking thiough Hie laurels in a
<';IV.• n i:t place from that at which the first
two h.i gone out.
Presently it broke
through, r w-i- about half grown. Casting a hasty glance around at the hunters,
it started to run off in the opposite direon.
It- course was stopped by a liall
striking it in its lore ieg. pear-like, it
ros. on its haunches at this and turned a
full trout to 5he hunters, growling and
ariing furiously Anothi r shot brought
it !■■ tile ground and killed it.
Siialer and Ha.ten were positive that
there wa- niotlie! tiear in the lair, but all
.!! .injit a t smoking him out tailed. Xeither
of the hunters ran d to venture within the
cave, a- they li: d quite enough of wrestling with a bear. Hailing to get the bear
to eonie out,
they began reconnoitering
for a plaee where they could see into the
den. w it it the object of shooting the rein lining bear.
They tinnWv succeeded in
■utting a hole through the laurels at a
p in! trom where the interior of the cavern could be s. e:i.
Building a largo tire
to light it up wlitliii, they discovered the
bear eroticbed back it: the tanhest corner
Two -hots tiled into it
against a r-.i k
d -patched it. and the hunters dragged it

in

\ oorresp- :,dent of the London Morn-

llazeu’s clothes were about all
!• ! 1 in-*- \V. I- rhi-phim. and lie received several
s,.\vi;\V:«n! ilid d"U ;..ad, torn
H'-i
was
vn and d< pressed
nglv lle.-h wounds on various parts of his
ii
'"''"in
.<■ vvlhte hili-Avs troubled
These were dressed, and after a
! -ole.
I'd tofu! and I "'-- in unrest.
st the hunters concluded to finish
1 ter robes w ere all dust, and disordt. e<1
j-lnnt
other two liears that vet remained in
!L gh.iyof l.-dr: and In r brow.
j-tin
II r f’i » ihat dad lifted and lor If d,
j tile '-avern. Tiiese tiiev knew were cubs,
Id ai:d |'a' -i• >nles— n >w.
1
and the- did n.it anticipate any great difa-tiiiv iii dealing with them.
V f 'i
b< aid not aeeii-ers that brought her
They deterb
.-tv, hurried Hun:
mined to adhere to the smoking out t roN
d*-d. 11■1 r '-iid. i."! b. -might ln-r
cess, and accordingly a tire was made
^
!■ v.
lifted
maintain.

Hunting

!
I

j

rvi

> ><

11

mi »>

caw

m*

uuitiv

squeeze themselves into their places, the
driver shakes his reins with a wild whoop,
and away we go into the darkness.
Mile
after mile ot the frozen waste goes by like
a dream, till at length the spectral shallows id the forest
begin to gather round
us. and the spueals of our unlucky pig
(whose ears one of our party is now
pinching vigorously), begin to Ire answered by another sound, which no one
who has yet hoard it will easily forget;
not the long melancholy howl where with
a supperless wolf
may he heard bemoaning himself on the outskirts ot our village
any night in the week', but the quick,

snarling cry of one who sees his food
coming and wishes to hasten it. And there
they come at last, the gaunt, wiry, slouching fellows, with their bushy tails, and
tint, narrow heads and yellow, thievish,

muiderous eves. Crack! the foremost of
fiic pack rolls over on his side, kicking
convulsively; but the rest gallop on unCrack! crack! and two more
lit nr hunt • V' r known in the Pike
county heeding.
fall dead, blotting the snow with a smear
la gain, and b is created quite a sensation.
'n the Evening.
of dull crimson.
Some of the boldest
Great Wrestling Match.
A 1 •; v It* '.vmh hn-1 how!< d along the leas,
pursuers swarm up to the sledge, and attie- v.-nil li:-• 1 >wej.t •,< ?■»-> the plain.
to leap over its projecting sides,
The wrestling match for slooO and thr> tempt
a v
urn-. ;Ug grass atn! \V!\iiig tree*,
while we pound their heads with the butt
ii
I
of
j: “tin- u-efu! trouble "I t.ie rain."
the
United
States, beeh:im]':ons!iip
ends of our pieces, and chop their paws
in alii tin- low-hung I it arv <ky.
tween Homer Lane, of New York, and
n ipping earth had ••owere ! sii!'e*n!v.
Lawrence Doian. of Brighton, took place with hatchets, and slash them across the
'■>'
tin \Mi!'i lead sobbed it-e'l : > rest.
it! Brighton, Friday evening, alter the re- eyes with hunting knives, the two hindAt
-t tin \s .-.rv calmn-s--ank tl.r-tonn.
fusal ot the police authorities ot Cara- most ot our party meanwhile blazing
\
m-m
awav over our shoulders as fast as
g!«\aiii' d sudden In the we-t,
they
bridgi port to allow it to proceed in that can load. An 1 so for a time the
V* 1
g'*
n deck- rose wa\erii.g into form.
running
citv.
The ntt. ndance was large, and the
'' iio-ji'-! r- \ ival heralded 111*
night.
goes
on,
tight
making
fiercely
altogether
odd- off reil by die New York party of
A n ! with < v< jiiiig time awoke the light.
>T"' to Sod were taken by the Brighton a very striking tableau.
I 11 11
■' -lor llll-hed the
long gr; wave-;
Hut
"the
ton
is
stiff
to
last,’’ as
pace
mi'll, win, looked upon Dolan as invinciIh- ro-y oolur t mgod tin- n 111.! .in-* brown:
An 1 wh> re tlie old church watched the village
ble. Lane selected Matthew Kirk for his our leader remarks with a knowing grin.
A run at full
the dee)) snowgraves,
umpire, Dolan selected Robert Sullivan, tries even a speed through
1 to pa—ing i> n-h tin- yi w-tree-* frown,
full-grown wolf too severely
ot Boston, for his. who mutually agreed
ib 1, b -u-t, and tlov. r relenting natur knew.
to be continued beyond a certain time,and
And 'dir ] e -tar ro-e -himmering in the blue. upon .1. Emerson, of Boston, a- referee.
in the face of a stout resistance the beast’s
At lo minutes ifter s the men entered the
to
'ife loiig ••ru-hfd in lioavj grief,
ring. Lam* wen the toss and. selected the inherent cowardice is sure to come to the
^o, i• a path long darkened by de>pair,
northwest corner. He was dressed in surface sooner or later. Already three or
I
-low, sail hour- bring touches ot relief.
four gaunt, shaggy veterans, who have
Whi-peis of hope, and strength of trustful 'due jacket, red Irnifp. white tights and
l-.v.-r.
cult slippers.
Dolan wore green trunks, probably had a good supper over night,
1 i-!\ Hi- N-.-ure." God of lov. and might,
to hang back as if doubting the
green jacket, white tights, and calf slip- began
Ain: with tin e\tiling time there will be light!
wisdom of risking their lives for a hypopers. In tin* first bout both men acted very
The speed of the
ciutiotis, Dolan showing great science. thetical breakfast.
Lane trying ail his devices without suc- rest slackens by degrees, and at length
the whole pack drop off as if by tacit
Desperate Fight Between Two Men and cess. Dolan tried over and
over again
agreement, leaving ns to pursue our way
Four Bears.
b' get an "inside lock" on La.
but failed
As we emerge again upon
in doing so. The latter tried several times unmolested.
<"orr*-5"imlruce of the IN. V. \V oriel..
the open plain, across which the lirst
lo fasten a
hut
Dolan
lock,"
‘-grapevine
Hi-OOMixc Gnov.:. J’ 1., Jan. a1;!.
broke it and eair.e out mi ids bellv. Lane beams of the rising sun are just beginning
A ti'w days sin,.,. Burt Hazen and anmade several efforts to get the “trip-and- to fail, we see the last ot our grim follow1 >lh( r man
named Shafer, two well-known
ers
slinking like a belated spectre into the
twi-t lock”
n hi- adversary, hut
Dolan,
hunters o( this section, discovered the
shadows of the forest which we
gloomy
with
a fine show of skill, would break it
tracks ot several hears near 1 his
have quitted.
place. each time. A
followed,
desperate struggle
Signs of hear at this season of the year md Lane with
a
quick snatch, swung
being a most unusual occurrence, they de- Dolan into
mid-air.
and he fell on his
termined to tollow them up and if possiBoarding-House Life.
ble capture >r kill ’h animals. Taking knees amid deafening applause. In the
next rally Lane got a “cross-toe lock” on
Oliver Wendell Holmes writes:—To
their rifles, Shater and Hazen started on
Dolan and thishim
Not even a dog to lick his
the trail, and before they had followed it
square backfall ihink ot it!
amid loud cheers. Time, If minutes. hand, or a cat to
a great
tin
purr ami rub In r fur
way
y came up to one of the
Alter a ten liiinutt s' rest they began the
igainst him ! Oh ! these hoarding homos !
hears. When it discovered the hunter- it
o-e -lid bout, and once or twice b
seemed \\ hat lorlon people one sees stranded on
started briskly an ay. hut was hit
by a ball is though Dolan had the best of his
their desolate shores!
tr im one of the tiiles.
opThis only added
Decayed gentleat nent.
and odds won- oll'ered on his women, with the
a. the
poor wrecks of what once
speed o( its iliglit and it was soon
the
referee
decided
fall
no
on
winning:
made
their households beautiful disposed
out ol
-ighl, going towards the High m
appeal Irom Dolan's umpire; another iround them in narrow chambers as thev
Knoli, north o| the Blooming Grove Park.
ike decision was made against Lane, and
aest nitty he, coming down, day after day.
Besides tii»- track left in the snow by its
lie excitement was intense.
Another poor souls, to sit at the hoard with
teet, a trail ol blood also marked the
aliv followed, and D-dan
Dane off strangers; their hearts full ol sad memcourse the bear took,
showing that the lis feet, but he fell on hisswung
face. On the ories which have no
ball had taken effect somewhere upon it.
language hut a sigh
text rally Dane got a “cross-toe lock" on
no record hut tiie lines of sorrow on their
1 he wounded bear kept in Lite trail of its
and
an
Dolan,
exciting struggle followed. leatm-es; orphans, creatures with growing
companions, and the hunters were confiDane got the lock firmly on his adversary
endrils and nothing to cling to; lonelv
dent of o miing upon them all in their
tin! the men swung each other to and fro
•ieh men, casting about them what to do
;
winter quarters.
The tracks led to the
he excitement among the
spectators was with the wealth they never knew how to
■otitli side of the knob where they enternten-e.
A tremendous shout rent the
ed a dense laurel tbieket
■njoy. when they shall no longer worry
Hazen and
*ir. md tin- next instant Dolan was on
ver
Shater made their was mto this and finalkeeping and increasing it ; young
u- knees, when Dane
quickly fastened a lira and young women, left to their
ly came to where a large free had fallen,
‘Ouiglex lock" on to his left leg and in a instincts, unguarded, unwatehed, save by
tin- loots of which had torn out a
large -i-oond threw him for the second
time, malicious eye, which arc sure 10 he found
quantity of earth, by a iuige rook forming hits
deciding the mat'll, which lasted uid to lind occupation in these miscellaneI
deep cavern. The mouth of Lhis was
minutes,
not
•ighter-n
including resting >U3 collections of human beings, and now
closed by laurels and boughs broken off
ones, and Lane is still champion of
mil then a shred of humanity like this
and evidently placed by the beat s tliemAmerica.
Lane is Jive feet seven inches
little specialist, with just the resources
elves. Into this cavern all the tracks led,
in height, and weighs about I fit I
pounds. needed to keep the “radical moisture”
except that of the wounded bear. This He lias a
round solid-looking face, black, from
entirely exhaling from his attenuated
passed on along the foot of the mountain, eurlv
ha'-, powerful shoulders, broad, organism, and
busying himsel! over a
leaving its bloody trail.
deep che-t, narrow loins, and widl-de- point id science, or compiling a hvmn
Win
Shafer and Hazen found that the
vi-Hiped legs. IDs career as a wrestler book, or editing a granimer or dictionary
c
ars were brought to
bay, they set about has been almost
‘o find what means to get them out in
unexampled, having won —such are the tenants of hoarding houses
order
less than sixtv-b uir contests. Dawrenee
whom wo cannot think ot without feeling
that they might get a shot. They could tell no
Dolan was born in Ireland, and stands how sad it is when the wind is
ti mi the tracks t hat there were at least four
not temfive feet eight inches high.
about
His pered to the shorn lamb,when the
of 'ho animals in the cavern, two old ones
solitary,
is lixe a trunk of iron, a solid face whose hearts arc
body
and two euhs. The hunters were anxious
shriveling, are not set in
with light blue eyes, ahead well set on lamilies.
ibat but one of the bears should come out
thick muscular shoulders, arms short, solid
a:
once, a
they would have more than and
sinewy, while his legs denote strength
Si dr hands full in
other
event. They
any
and exercise.
The Courage to Live.
His weigh! in condition is
tii ally deeided to build a fire at the mouth
b'o
lound-. As a wrestler his friends
"I llu; ea
and smoke out the inmate.-,
We need not preach the, courage to die
him invincible.
In this country
’"iug re u!y to shoot the instant one ap- thought
he is comparatively unknown, as lie lias —that is common enough—lint the courpeared. Oncol the men crept cautiously not been
engaged in many contests, but age to live, to he honest in spite of povup lo the cavern, and started a lire as far
he
with him from Ireland a fine erty and neglect; to lie true though all is
brought
1
de as le- dare venture, and then redark except where God shines in ; to he
reputation,
having won many a hardthey both stood ready to shoot. earned
faithful, though heavens ia.il and hearts
victory
II
a
shur! time a movement was seen
break, and friendships turn to gall. Ye
among ttm laurels, and the head of a
One Year’s Advance.
huge
we must teach meu to dare to be
unpopubear appeared.
Her actions so surlar, to he misapprehended, to he ahead of
One of our Southern
which
prised the mini' rs, however, that neither
exchanges,
the times, to follow the voice of God.
"I them fired.
She coolly approached the has been vigorously lighting against negro
though it leads into the wilderness, to
lire thex had built and trampled it out '■uftrage ever since tic* passage of the
h iUeenth Amendment. and is scarce will- tell the devil to his very face that lie lies,
v.dlh her feet, and with an angry air reand also to give him his dues—an act
u> ated into the lair. The fire was rebuilt,
ing to give it up vet, in view of tic* pro- which
requires the supremest courage at
and again 'be bear appeared and Stnotligress which has been made bv the women
times.
within
the
it
suffragists
red
with her paws. Seeing that the
past war. is becomI wouldn’t give a farthing for the trisin gular intelligence of the brute would
ing shgliflv mollified. It discourses thus
faith of the death hour, unless it
umphant
and
foil their attempt at smoking the bears humorously
pithily:
“Some women of this country, who, on comes from a triumphant- faith that makes
men determined to rebuild the
"in. tie
our life full of noblest daring, that is
lire, ami if the bear again came nut to the score of intelligence, an* certainly the
ready to fling aside honor, wealth, the
mother it risk shooting her in the very equals of the lately enfranchised,' and
praise of friends, rather than impair for
mouth of the den. The lire was started who. in the matter of tenacity, find a lit one
moment the soul’s
Oh, for
again, and as before the old bear came representative in the intelligent terrapin, such a courage—the integrity.
courage to think, to
who “never lets go till it thunders,” tire
out, this time growling and snarling and
act, to tell the harsh truths, to overthrow
trampling the burning boughs in a terrible diking advantage ol that devil may-care- splendid falsehoods, to disown sweet lies
that
lias
taken
of
Before
-lie
the
bad
Iceding
finished, however,
possession
fury.
and to banish tenderest associations rather
a
ball from Shafer’s rifle, went crashing Nation, about suffrage, ant! ire urging, than check in the least the
free movement
with
and
and
a
of
nit" her brain.
ability,
vigor
spice
Raising on her haunches
of the sovereign soul.
We all must die
sauciness,
their
claims
to
the ballot Their
and breaking through the tangled laurels,
with more or less equanimity, hut we
she rushed out oT the cave with her jaws National convention just adjourned at
cannot live in the full splendor of our
us
wide open, but fell dead before she had Washington, give
a’pretty iair balance lining except by courage and determined
sheet of their
in the past year,
taken hull a dozen paces in the
clearing ami we bad as advance
exertion.
The coward, under certain
well take time to see what
the hunters had made in the thicket before
die grandly ; hut never,
it
is.
Among the additions to the member- circumstances,may
commencing their operations.
under any circumstances, can he live
This bloke shot enihohlenrl nn<l on. ship of the convention are Mcsdames
grandly, [Liberal Christain.
eonraged Ilazen and Shatter to continue Henderson and Sargent, the wives of the
their line ot attack.
After drawing the 1 S. Senators from Missouri and California ; the Vice-President elect of the Unite.I
carcass of the dead hear
Hard Times for Illinois Farmers.
away, Ilazen
crept again to the mouth ot the den, and States has been an advocate of woman They are poor, they wear thin am! old
was about lighting another tire, when the
suffrage for twenty years; three U. S. clothes, and they are eternally
borrowing
mate ol the bear just killed rushed out, Judges have given decisions in favor of at 10
per cent. Such a one owns a farm
women’s
to
in
his
Terand raising upon
hind feet made diright
vote;
worth $20,000. He raises 15,000 bushels
Wyoming
rectly tor Ilazen, who had sprung to his ritory she is made eligible as n voter, of corn, and after paying his taxes and
territorial
and
officer,
feet when lie heard the approach of the
juror; and in Utah outstanding bills, ho has about $600 left
And finally that to
hear from within, hut not in time to re- Territory she is a voter.
represent the value of his own labor,
treat.
Ilazen stood between Shal'er and unscrupulous and shrewd gentleman, Mr. wear and tear of farming
implements,
the bear, and the latter did not dare to benjamin butler, of Massachusetts, who and interest on
capital invested. The
tire for tear of shooting ins companion. always shills to the winning side of every- agent ot an eastern insurance
company
Besides they had not calculated on such thing, lia« engaged to urge then* claims lends a farmer $1000 on a quarter section ;
before the Supreme Court, when the ease at
an event as this, and were totally unprethe close of the year, the produce of
of Miss Susan Anthony, arrested for votthe 160 has paid the $100 interest, tile
pared to meet it. There was no time to
there
on appeal.
All
this
a
ing,
in
gets
for
the
brute
had
lose, however,
taxes and a couple of hundred dollars to
enraged
his immense paws on Hazcn's shoulders year! Our “wayward sisters” did a good spare, and all the time the market value
of
deal
at
their
convention
and
speaking
before he had fairly recovered from his
of that land is depreciating. The farmer
the burden of it was, that they were the
sees these things, and exculpating himsurprise. Fortunately he had in his sheath
described
in
the
constitution
of
by his side his hunting hatchet. This he ‘persons’
self, puts the blame on the railroads. But
the
United
States
as
the
to
having
right
the truth is, that Illinois farmers are
quickly drew out, and before the bear
and
that
was
the
vote,
law
of
the thing; wasteful and
could get him in his embrace he dealt it a
extravagant to a degree not
were
lit
and
as
for
the
ballot as the dreamed of in New
they
terrible blow on the side of the head,
England. During
enfranchised
colored people, and the war,
bringing it to the ground. Instead of recently
they bought pianos for their
springing hack out of the way ami givinc that was the justice of the thing. Let ns daughters, and they Jiave not yet gotten
Shafer an opportunity to shoot the anc set our house in order, the girls are com- over the habits of that time. The women
”
mal, Ilazen continued the attack with his ing.
dress well, but they cook fearfully. This
hatchet, and the contest at once became a
The Boston Bulletin has the following poverty of the farmers Irom whatever
hand to hand me. Ilazen is a young hut valuable
mortuary lists: “Methuselah cause it may come, is gradually producpowerful man, and agile as a eat, which died of liver complaint. Lot’s wife of salt- ing its effect upon other branches of
considerable
him
in
the rheum. Absalom fell a
Their congave
advantage
wig time to hair.y- business. They buy less.
light. Notwithstanding this, Shafer saw sipelas. Goliah died of the stone. Hainan sumption of dry goods is falling off.
could
not long stand of the
that his companion
drop-sy. Nebudehadnenzar of too They buy fewer agricultural implements.
up against the immense power of the much vegetable diet, leaving Mrs. N. a So the country merchants are also beginbear, and, not daring to shoot, he too un- grass widow. John
Kenyan, troubled ning to complain, and the feeling against
sheathed his hatchet, and rushed to Ila- with corns, took his
is
pill
grimly and pro* the railroads growing more general and
zen’s aid, attacking the bear in the rear. gressed. Desdemona also
But the roads represent a capitook a pill-ow. intense.
The shaggy brute maintained his ground Samson was killed
by a pill-ar, too. Mont- tal ol two hundred and fifty millions.
against his t wo assailants for a short time, golfier was (s) pilled out of a balloon. They are united and able, and rely upon
hut finally from loss of blood and lack of Ju.ius Cmsar was
(s) killed in war. John the conservatism ol courts, and decline lo
that strength which at any other season Rogers died ol an overdone slack.
Romeo modify their rales, or to yield to popular
would have been much greater, he was 'lied of heart disease. Artemus Ward
was clamor or a lot of disorganized farmers.
and
fell
forced to succumb,
bleeding and joked to donth
[Chicago Letter.
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Star

in

the

East.

Vessels for Sale.

A brilliant star may lie seen
evening in the eastern sky,

(luring the
sharing for
an hour after its first
rising the
starry sovereignty with” the

than
of
plant Venus, as sinking toward the horizon she holds her
regal court in the western heavens.
This star is the planet .Jupiter,
which,
during the remaining winter months, will
be an object of interesting study throuchout the
night. The two largest and'»
brightest of the planetary orbs are nowvr
performing the office of evening stars,
Venus reigning supreme in the west tor
three hours after sunset, and
Jupiterr
beaming with imperial light from his apin the early evening till he
pearance
pales
in the ruddy glow of
morning. They are0
the only planets to the naked
eye nowV
visible in the evening, and cannot fail to
L>
lie
distinguished from the thronginocrowds ot lesser stars by their softer
light"
transcendent brightness and superior size.
more

honor

11

Leo.

rtMiMLM

H.

4
■*

apparently
reach the vicinity

Sch.

ELIZABETH,

well

found

in

11

The best location in the city.
Situated on corner of Church and
North Church, opposite Phoenix
High
h mi se, good well water, 2 cisterns all in good order.
Further particulars enquire at store iu basement
or.
B. F. STEPHENSON.
Belfast, .Ian. 20.—3m2‘J

Farm for Sale

Village

i-

Ileus. ..ml largt .-table in good repair. Buildings
11 eonuected. with a good w.-i: of water at the
■table.
minutes walk ••• Church, Schools, Cost
1Mbeo and Stores.
Pleasant location. Said property
will be sold at a bargain if applied for soon, as tie
iwnor is going West.
Apply ;o
1 wSJ
.1. DORMAN, 1 ivedom

alphabet.

All observations strengthen the theory
that the Jovian planet gives out h.-at and
some light trom its own mass: that it has
not yet cooled down to anything lik. the
consistency of our globe; and that it aets
as a subordinate sun to the four .satellites
that revolve around it. and form with it a
solar system in miniature.
Who then can tail to look with more
than a passing intent upon this noblest
creation of the planetary worlds, either
when glowing with light it looks down
upon us as the radient e\ ruing star, or
when it illustrates those mysterious material laws which rule as easily and har11 oniously the motions of an orb fourteen
hundred times as large as ours, and accompanied in its course by four revolving
satelities. as they control the motion ot
our earth and its solitary moon.

GHOHGES

*

>■.»•!» M.,

®

HOTEL
TIioiiiumIoii.

This obi w 11 known and favorite II* rut.
has been lea-ed by tlie undersigned, and been renovated, remodi- d and lurnished, is now opem-d lor
pe rmanent and transient hoarders. ft will be amply
supplied with all that is necessary for the comfort
and convenience of its patrons.
Also connected wit
the Hotel are toumiil**
ItiMMiiN. situated in Union Block, chambers over
W. M. Cook’s store, commodious and central, for
the aceommodation M
Commkkitai, Auknts,
The und< rsigueTs old acquaintances and triends at
the l.ynde Hou.se, where lie has officiated as C! "k
since its opening, will please take uotiee of his New
Habitation. He will be happy to meet them.
cache- to take passengers to and from the
A good Liv'rv Stabh connected with the
cars.
House.
WM. K. BICKFORD.
; jThomaston. N ov. 1,1871.
tf:s7

Ucto yUbcrtiscmcirts.

Mrs.
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MARYLAND

CLAIRVOYANT

FRUIT FARMS
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holla H

.4 A

by

a

lock of Hair.
If:;

Mild, healthy ciimate. Oysters and Fish abundant.
li. 1*. CIIAMI'.KKS, IVderaFCatalogues free.
burg. Md.
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New Hlarkct for Produce.

(

K Kits.
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P IJ V r V Y INC.

tl.tiiH* ami
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T H F,

BLOOD
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Ay us' S .vies a
niakr- in.sit iv«A
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CHEOMOS

Factories.

Extensive

J. ESTEY & COMPANY.
Brattleboro, Vt., U. S. A.

Tin: OErEBitATKi

I.

>

jual to the Finest in tin Market.

KOVAL DESSERT!
Atier

The latest md best improvements. Kverything that
is new and novel.
The leading improvements'll!
Organs were introduced tir-t in this establishment.

<

I*.

RF.AM.
fruit ever

The best Cliromo ol

published.

Size 22x27.

•Established 1*K>.

Retail Price, $12.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

A iter B. t’HAMl'NKY.

cannot allord to use poor machinery, neither
you manufacture profitably without having tin
latest improved contrivances known.
Think ot it
I »elay no longer !
candidly!
Wake up!
Can you
Writt A. S. oMAU, ,»ti to by Suiibury St., I'.oston,
tor oatalouge and circulars regarding all Wood and
Iron-working Machinery and order right oil the
machine you need so much.

\ ou
can

Size 15x24.

Retail Price, $9.

AG NTS! A BABt CHANCE!!

SAMJ<: AIM 1ST

Size 15x24.

Retail Price, $9.

We will pay all Agents $to per week n
\ -u wlm
will mi gage with us a
omt., Kverything furuislted
and expenses paid. Address
A. COUI.TF.R t CO.. Charlotte, Midi.
■

W I

AM*
1 r

LITTLE RIVER,STOWE,VT.

Agents for l)r. ( orm-lls Dollar
Family paper— John S. r, Atihott., Cu Celeenbrated Historian, hditorial Contributor. A
graving to every subscriber; profitable work tor '.he
r %

Alter (iK1 (I(iS.

Size 15x24.

Ad-

whole or part of the time, rare inducement.
dress It. li. Rrssi'i.h, Pub’r, Poston.

1

All
(Ter
D' r «-Hiy ! Agents wanted
4)0 IU 4)i-VJ classes oi working people, of
either sex, young or old, make more inonev at work
for u- in their spare moments, ur all the tiim than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address 0.
STINSON \ <10., Portland. Maine.

Ia CLOfY

Morning

4UK K1Y

HE

Ihe

Clyde,

Vt.

ARTIST.

Size 15x24.

Price, $9.

Retail

ClltFlt

By the use ot R.KDKR’S OHRMAN SNUFF, a
remedy which never lias failed to cure this and all

FOUR

other diseases of the nose and head. For sale by
all; or send »0 c.ts. to O. 1*. SHYMOUK Ik CO.,
Boston, and have a box by return mail.

ORGANkTlAWOF

on

BY SAMI.

CATARRH
CAW

Retail Price, $9.

American Landscapes!
Alter B. Cll AMPNF VSizes l-ixl;t 1-4

Oil the Saco River, N. II.
Lake Chocorua and Mountain, White Mountains.

THCSEXES

Conditions which impair verility—positive ami m g
ative electricity—proof that life is evolved without
union—effect of tobacco—intluence of tish and phophoric diet -modern treatment of pelvic diseases,
stricture ami varicocele, and arrest ot development
ten lectures to his private surgical class, by HOWARD H. DIXON, M. D., f»4 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
»>4 ji iges, y » cents.
*‘Hvory line irom the pen ot Dr.
Dixon is of great value to the whom human race.
Horace Creeley.

It?

WINCH ESTER’S H YPOPHOSPHITK is a chemically pure preparation of PHOSPHORUS, one ol
the most important elements ot the Human Bud),
atul the only means by which this LIFE-CI VINO
and id FE-SUS TAIN INC element can be supplied 1c
the system.
We guarantee it to be a certain < ukifor CONSUMPTION, COUCHS, COLDS, and all
and a Specilic Remedy lor
Affections,
Pulmonary
Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Nervous and Physical Debility, and ail Nervous Atfectlons. It is unsurpassed as a Tonic and Invigorator ami generator
of pure and healthy Blood. For further information
Testimonials, Reports of Physicians, &c., send for
our Treatise.
Price, $1 per bottle. Sold by all
Address
Druggists
J. WINCHESTER «V CO.,
IO John Ml., !<*« Work,

Autumn on the Kennebec, Maine.
Wheat Harvest, Debt vnre River.
I'lio above are some of
Champney’s best ski tches,
ami are brilliant in
coloring and true to .Nature!
Executed in Ihe best manner.

Retail

Price,

SIX
1

each

mounted, $1.50.

HE ADS!

Size of each, 8x10.
the following subjects, from
oil-paintings, and

Fit

\l to the

Finest Work

Beatrice Cenci

in the

Guido,
Holy Family—Raphael,

Market

Mater Doloroso—iiuido,
Madonna Madrid -Murillo,

Retail Price of each, $1.50.
liberal discount to the trade.
ture

115

Dealers.

Washington St.,

Sold

hv ai

Boston.

PUBI.ISUKRS OK TIIK ABOVK.

MIIOIISVII

DEPOT

FOH

Chromos,

REWARD.
For

any

case

of

Bleeding, Itching

cerated
BINC’S
tails to

Piles
PIMC

Blind,
or

that

Ul1>i

1

-■

Kni!

ltKMKDY
cure,
ft is prepared expressly to curt
the Piles, and nothing else. Bold by all Druggists,
Price, $1.00,

Albums,

Stereoscopes
and Views,

Fire !
The best

Fire !

&c., &c.

ONLY 2ft CENTS per package; each package will
build One Hundred and Kilty Fires! without Hhavings 1 The above can be found at Wills’ Fruit
Also Nice Valencia Oranges very
Store.
cheap I
Faya I Oranges only 2ft cts. per doz. Nice, Fresh
Messina I .unions I Only .'>0 cents per doz.
Fresh
Figs only 17 cts. per pound. Spitzenhurg, Rhode
Island Greenings, and Baldwin Apples,
a fresh
stock of Fruit will be received at WEEKS* FRIHT
STORE, by ever, Boat, which will be sold Very
Kow.
Im30
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i’oi ri.\.m>, Jim, ..Mh. !-. j.
certify that l have t.,-e:i a; dieted with the
intlatnmatory rheumatism tor ov,
twentv \. o-.
I have eni|»loye.i most o! tin- host
physio ms in
Portland, ami pai.i hundreds oj .iol’ar- i.e un-die.m
without any p. rmam nt cur-.
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above coinplant.
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l'his may certify that 1 lmd been suffering w ith
t lie
ItlieuniatiHia” lor five months, and at Him 1 im
it seized my right
hip ami leg, down to th. tv. -1.
I bis the physicians called “Sciatic.'’
I tried man
kinds of highly recommended medicines which I
took for the blood.
Still I got no relief tor -even
months more, all the time
doing my best, with
i-ooil mivtor* ns wi- h:.v.- in our city. Kiu:ilh- ,ii!
d at Hip New York
lihiv.Tsity
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Itheumutism. 1 have spent hundreds ot dollars tor
medical treatment without ticiiolU.
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Heines' ami
I can truly say it luiabeen more
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ever
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$500,000 Worth of Clothing Destroyed.
the undcreiKned having made larpe contrails
wtlli Boston Parties lor
nnniituctlirinf' t'lothiiic
ready lo supply our old hamlH with
An unlimited number ot good vest milkers will I,
wanted alta
the lirst nt January.
Kiev r*u h.
supplied with work trom our store at Reliant ol
Monroe.
Ill'll <iOO|>\KST M A Iv KRS willlu
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Shop, beginning on or about
• he brut ol
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'N < have a tine asHortment ol
l»ry (ioods, Rootand Shoos whieb we ofl»
if low prices.
Belfast, Dec. U tiSM
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4mr«»cri*n, anil .llerrliuntu <Jeni«rall».
We will furnish you with informal ion "I a legitlbusiness that will not inlerlen* with your
areseiil oeeupat ion and which will niereuse your
income largely.
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lull particulars, to
‘in :i
Lmim.oykk, Lock box MM, Chelsea, Mass.
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I had the Catarrh so bad lor several vein tin: mv
load became confused ami painful
I w.i- ohiig. l to
get up several times in th, eight t.-k- p Ir-.n. n m,
nig. I einp'oyed some of t.he best phy-i. un- .1. tin
country without benctit. I was pu t.-ctl cured will,
the University Medicines in thrw.-, k-.
A. M. MuiiUAN, 124 Cumberland St. Portiami.
C ontractor on the Portland it Ogdenr-hurg Uailroa-I
February, is, i-;o.
Sine*- giving tlie abov«- certificate, 1 hav. 1
1, p.
iectly free from Catarrh, though I have been .-on
tinually exposed to wet and colds.
Oct. 15,1871.
A. M. MOKL'AN.
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.",,111lom
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my tongue was covered with small ule 1
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recommend these medicines to tin atllicted.
Ml N S L Y 27 Che: t Ull! street.
Portland Jan. 24 ls.ro.
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S.um- fifteen years ago a fearful ule.-r brok- nut ,mi
Three mouths ago ii e\t*m ;* d from t he
my leg.
ankle joint nearly to the km-,
I could not ni...
without great pain. In this condition I comm.-he.
taking the I'niversity Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all
over me.
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limlv u « re I adly -w.dl. n and inil iiin-d n u
a
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Portland.
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.Some two years ago my daughter, -even v- .r- old.
had a severe attack ol rheumatic and pi- u’risv f.
r
which left lor in a very dangerous eomlit ion. II,
liver inactive, im appetite p, eat, general debili; ■.
and sinking daily.
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without benefit.
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The University Medicines has been te-ted l.y o
many, ml its merits so w oil known, that th■.
and cry of humbug ha- lost .-ill it' -rar.
It has cured over :»oo.j
s
in Mein, wi
in
three years, including all di-ra-.-‘■Innate
It has cured over
ea-es ;!,\; r-.i, ,| tl.,f
he readied with any oilier m. dleiiii
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near

retrace its course, an
of its present positioi

are a'w

th-in

Tho Greatest Success of the Age

House for Sale.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS!

iys convertible at Ten pe
premium t.ini 111ii> the < 'uinpanv'.s 1.and
'1 n;e'' Prii. '.
literal i*i Int ;a-'t^scvei
1 I It ret -tenl }Is* pel’ e,
^old inow !'

al

a

The subscriber offers for sale his
firm, situated in Prospect, one milt ami a half
west from the village. Consisting of one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wood.1 and watered, witiigood orchard of grafted fruit,
For particulars inquire on the premises.
Isaac r. smiin.
Prospect, Feb. 4, l»73.--3 ft

•i"

‘•eui.

Farm for Sale.

Sis.,

|

,|,‘ h..!nl>

l

Boston & Lowell!

i'<
their income from mean
in other ic.--profitable >ecuri
S ven-Thirty Go!' i
N tti
Pail road < Join
ur«.*>i. ! unusually productive

tci1

i!

'a

P;1,P

Will be sold at a bargain. About 100
tons, O. M.
tl27
•i. W. FREDERICK & CO Agents.

■

acre.

who wi-■ t<>

Sails, Rigging, Chains and Anchors,

during the month of May.
A beautiful farm situated in BelIis motioi
fast, 3 miles from the l*ojt otHee,
ean now be easily traced from itvicinity cant lining about acres ot highly cultivated lands,
to the star Regnlas. which,
wood and pasturage.
A tin.
although o divided into fields,
the first magnitude, seems
dwelling house, b iru and out buildings, two wells
comparative]' ot
never failing water, and
ever) thing that goes to
faint in tin' presence of the brighter
planet m ike a first cl iss farm. Also my dwollsng house on
This giant member ol the plan, fury broth
enter of Hiso -tree: md ('orbeft’s Mane, with 1
ae .. 'in
laid and an exerlbuit orchard.
ei-hood presents three distinct branches o
For
further p i;!iiiars c ill on tlit* subscriber at the last
astronomical study ill the telescopic, phn name I place.
JOHN WKSl.
lb It ist Dec. 1‘.
tometiie and spectroscopic
tp/t
department
"I science,
t'he telescope reveals i\
qui-itely Lt ‘nut i I ill colored bands or belts
Farm for Sale.
covering its disc, immense l ilts or openings in these bands, and gigantic disturbThe subscrib.
oilers for sale the
anees around its huge oircumtirence. or
well known (took farm, so called,
in I ackson. Said farm contains P.'o.acns ot -v,
scale of which terrestrial movementa_
ant lsn !. sistiated at .I ackson < 'cutre, and is divided
give us little idea; and also a sight ol tin into highly cultivated fields, pasturing
and thick
wood lands.
It is t miles trom Brooks stat ion. and
lour moons which revolve around it
Die photometer measures its light, ami loo rods front 1\ ()., and the -ante from a good
meeting every Sunday, and cite same from Town
proves that it gives far more light than House, it it abundantly supplied with water front
wells and numerous springs : the house is a story
the other planets would under the saint
and halt with
finished throughout, together
conditions, calculating the proportion a- with a carriage ell,
house, cattle shed, ham lc by .V:
three times that ot Mars, and four times leet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, .lung cellar,
that ot the moon. It also shows the com- sheep house, a large orchard mostly grafted fruit.
Apply to the subscriber on the place.
parative brilliancy of th planet from the
KDWAKD W. KOBKK i
Jackson, Dec. 3d, 187'J.—tl23
apparent-blackness of the satellites a- they
transit il- li-e.
Fhe spectroscope yields
its evidence with much more ditlieultv.
for as the planet shines principally by reflected light, its spectrum is not so bright
In Froodom, Mo.
as that ot a star ol the second
magnitude,
and the faintness of the lines in the Jovian
Said farm contains lf» acres of land
in good state of cultivation, 11 acres
spectrum makes them dillicuit to interpret.
mowing and tillage,-f acris pasturAqueous vaper is plainly detected, and
age, cut 10 t«*ns of hay tin-p ist seathe best physicists, Huggins, L-echi. Jan• on.
A small oreha rd in t»-.md nrd,
sen and many others, are patiently workbearing ou builn i' ol apples the past year,nearly all
ol
eurrants and gooseberries,
fruit, plenty
ing to decipher the meaning of the above ^ralted
1.' story House, s rooms well finished. :i nic»
imperceptible lines which are of such im- Kr.iti k I in stoves well set, lirst-rate cellar and a cisportance in the interpretati >n of the starry l*■ r’: that lever tails. Wood House and Carriage

per
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Schooner for Sale.

or

will

P. UPTON,
No. 1 Commercial Wharf,
BOSTON, MASS.

Hi

Coasting

Line

Independent

Schooner*, Centre-Board and
Apply to

Keel Vessels.

Killo

the Lion, not tar troni Regula
its leading brilliant, the first star hi th
handle of the Sickle, which makes thi
group so familiarly known to obs. vers
It the course of the planet lie
watched, i
will lie seen to retrograde or move back
wat d
the
stars.
1’his it will eon
among
thine to do until the lTili oi
April, whe
i

Several

S^MF'OFtD

«»1

i'ORNKTS.
<

nearly all varieties

an

ALTOS, it A KITON KS. HASfcK.S
RASSI-.S, oR( M KS IRA OIKNKTS;

ON | R A
ol
Rrass

or (ienuan Silver; Piston or
Rotary \ lives.
1>ki ms,
CvMit.M.s, F’i.r i>-, Pifroi.os Kicks
Pi a«;i,oi.ki s.
Ci.AirioNKTs, Kki.noi and
Oke.man Ac«'oitiH-.oNs, \ ioi.ins and 1,1
i'A US,
I |.t»N,| >(M lll.l R\sn|
CONi'Kl: UN A- Ki
INAS.U .m:\ion
h as, Han.ion, Music
Kokhs,
Viol i\ St (il
Alt SiiiiNns,
and all Mu-deal Merchnn
disc, is the well
known store
ol
*• <’ HA Y N KS it CO.,
I ( oi u r ST., Ron con.
1 >''*■*
(Opposite Court House.>
>

